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Part Four - Progress Reports

Introduction
Part Four
Progress Reports
Introduction
Previous parts of this Portfolio have described the research project at Hewlett-Packard in a
manner which reflects the conclusions of a four year research project. Throughout the four
years a series of seven, 6-month progress reports were submitted. Together, the reports, show
the progression of research ideas over time. They are presented in reverse chronological order
in order to portray the most recent thinking first. In order to understand the findings of this
research work it is not necessary for the reader to read this Part of the Portfolio.
Perhaps more importantly, the reports do show the rigorous structure of the Engineering
Doctorate "progress review" programme. Throughout the project the researcherwas
encouraged to identify the critical aspects of the research such as,

" the contribution to existing literature,
" the methodological design and concerns,
" the practical results and findings,
"

the definition of "institutionalisation", and

" the wider implications
in order to ensure that the project was on-track. The progress review programme followed in
this case also added to the validity of the insider-based research strategy.
The reports do contain information and plans which did not eventually feature in the research
as described in Volume I. This is inevitable in such a study and although nothing significant
has been omitted from Volume I, following every research avenue described in these reports
would have added unnecessary complexity to an already detailed case-study.
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Part Four - Progress Reports
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Overview
This report is the penultimate progress report for an Engineering Doctorate Programme in
Environmental Technology. The doctorate, run by Brunel/ Surrey Universities, is being

carried out by Zoe Jacksonat Hewlett-PackardLtd (HP).
The first section of this report takes the content and plans of the previous six month report
and describes progress in two main areas. Specifically in the last six month report, three
hypotheses were described. Since then, following more detailed analysis, these have been
superseded by a much better understanding of the overall research contribution and concepts.
This is shown diagramatically and explained in more detail.
A detailed plan for the contents of the portfolio also emerged in the last six months, this is
explained in the second section of this report. Linkages to the aforementioned research
contribution and concepts are also described. The remainder of this report is then structured
according to the portfolio sections and a situation statement for each described. Plans for the
next period of research are provided in the final section.
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SectionOne Progress since the previous six month report.
In order to provide somecontinuity, thefirst sectionof this report describesprogresstoward
plans describedin theprevious six monthreport.

1.1) Development of Research Hypotheses.
Section one of the previous six month report outlined three researchhypotheses. These were
defined as:
Hypothesis A. The Institutionalisation of environmental management requires
organisational change over time.
Hypothesis B. Environmental management may be institutionalised only if environmental
responsibility is acknowledged at personal, functional and organisational levels.

Hypothesis C. At Hewlett-PackardLtd, institutionalisationof environmental
managementcan be achievedusing the company'sQuality Maturity toolsand systems.
After further consideration, it became evident that these hypotheseswere useful but (when
answered) would not accurately describe the research contribution. On several occasions it
had been noted that the researchmethodology used in the project at Hewlett-Packard was a
source of significant contribution to knowledge but, in the hypotheses, the methodology had
been de-emphasised. In an effort to addressthis imbalance and describe the intention of the
research in more accurate terms, the core concepts of the research and linkages between them
detail.
were identified. Section 2 of this report describes these core concepts in more

1.2) Planning the Portfolio Contents.
A rough portfolio plan was included as an Appendix to the last six month report. This plan
was due to be ratified in a progress meeting in December 1997. However, prior to that
progress meeting, a much more detailed plan for the portfolio was developed which has since
been approved and is now used as a framework for all researchactivity.

The new portfolio framework is describedin Section3 of this report.This descriptionshows
how the layout of the portfolio takesthe readerthroughthe researchprojectin a logical order
whilst managingto portray the organic,iterativenatureof this researchproject. The
remainderof the report is then structuredin line with the portfolio plan, describingthe current
situation and future plans for each section.
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SectionTwo Core Research Concepts
As aforementioned,recentresearchdocumentationhascentredaroundthreeresearch
hypotheses.Over the last six month period thesehavedevelopedinto "coreresearch
concepts".The following sectionsdescribethe backgroundto theseconceptsin generalterms.
Although the general contents of related literature is referred to in these descriptions no direct
reference is made to specific authors or journals. This more detailed explanation can be found
in the literature review section of the portfolio.
2.1) Core Concept No. 1- Organisational research suffers from an increasing gap between
theory and practice.
The first core concept of this research is related to the nature of historical and current
organisational research. Literature shows' that research directed at understanding
organisations has more frequently been carried out from an "outsider's" perspective. The
majority of organisational researchershave treated the organisation as an objective entity
which can be measured and analysed in a manner similar to physical objects. The resulting
literature has been somewhat clinical and dry; interpretations are generalised for mass
audiences, but bear no semblance to the specific context in which managers operate. This has
frustrated practitioners within organisations, who find difficulty relating their knowledge of
organisations to the accounts provided in popular literature.
There have been examples of researchwhich has been conducted from the "inside" of
organisations, many of which fall under the banner of action research. Action researchers
accept the inevitable fact that the researcherwill influence the organisation under review and,
in fact, capitalise on this to create and stimulate organisational learning and change. As a
be
result, these researchersdo not, and could not, treat the organisation as an entity which can
objectively measured. In this type of research, theory is developed along side practice and
hence it is argued that the findings are more relevant both to the organisation under study and
others in similar operating contexts. Despite these advantages, action researchis not a
commonly used methodology in organisational research today. Lack of funding is one
possible explanation for this, action research projects are expensive for all parties, both in
actual costs and time. It is also possible that organisations may not want to have their
innermost secrets shared with a researcherno matter how 'integrated' the researcher is.

'

For more detailedinformation on the literaturesupportingtheseresearchconcepts
pleaseseethe literaturesectionof the portfolio.
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As a result, it is recognisedthat there is a separationof theoryand practicein organisational
theory and related disciplines.
CONTRIBUTION

- The research at Hewlett-Packard aims to determine the
advantages and disadvantages of an action research project in a modern business
environment and hence contribute to the debate surrounding the separation of
organisational theory and practice.
2.2) Core Concept No. 2- There exist different and incompatible approaches for achieving
sustained corporate attention to environmental management.
Since this research is about the institutionalisation of environmental management, the second
core concept is related to the intent and tone of other researchrelating to environmental
management or environmental issues with organisations. Environmental management is a
relatively new discipline within organisations and consequently in the literatures also. There
is a broad range of literature which could fall under the auspices of environmental
management ranging from "environmental" articles in a broad range of management and
scientific journals, to dedicated environmental management publications. Within this range
there appear to be some common themes.
Firstly, as aforementioned with other research disciplines, environmental management
researchershave tended conduct their research from an outsider's perspective. There are very
few empirical researchers looking at the topic of environmental management, let alone any in
depth participative research projects.
Secondly, the messagesin the literature on environmental management tend to fall in one of
two camps. The first is that in order for a company to become more 'environmentally
responsible' people in the organisation should adopt green values and apply them to their
work activities. In that way, the 'environment' becomes a part of the company culture or way
of doing things. The second type of messagein the environmental management literature is
more structural. It is frequently recommended that a firm should integrate environmental
management into their business strategy or processes.The intention of these two approaches
are the same; that is to establish a sustained commitment to environmental management but
the process appearsto be different. These are invariably extreme positions, some authors
recognise that a dual approach is most suited with efforts in both areas. It is this split of
approaches to environmental management which representsthe second researchconcept for
the project at HP.
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CONTRIBUTION:

- This research questions the previous models of environmental
management change provided in the literature and gives a more comprehensive
indication of the levels of organisational change required for the institutionalisation

of

environmental management.
2.3) Core Concept No. 3- It is increasingly recognised that effective organisational change
needs to be stimulated rather than forced
The third research concept is related to the mechanisms which create and sustain change
within organisations. Literature on how to achieve organisational change is often based on, so
called, top-down programs where a select few people decide that the organisation needs to
change for one reason or another. Often, people resist forced change eventually
demonstrating resigned compliance behaviour. In order to be successful though, change
requires understanding before it can be embraced.

Someauthorsrecognisethis and suggestthat changecanbe stimulated.In this way
employeesunderstandthe motivation for the changethroughexperienceand actually change
voluntarily. This type of changeis reportedto be more long lastingbut inevitably more
difficult to achieve.Theprocessof stimulatingratherthan forcing changeis the final concept
affecting this research.
from stimulating
- This research uncovers some practical insights
an organisational change program, contributing to this increasingly applied technique
CONTRIBUTION:

for successfulorganisational change.
Core Concepts - Summary
The research at Hewlett-Packard contributes to all three of the concept areasdescribed above.
For each concept there is an associatedresearch question which aims to contribute to the
research debate in that area. It is the intention of the researchat Hewlett-Packard to answer
these research questions, it is in these areaswhere the contribution to knowledge of the
research lies. By studying the organisation from the inside and applying action research
methods - the project contributes to the understanding of organisations. In particular, in a way
which addressesthe gap between theory and practice. By taking part in the development of
the company's environmental management programs - the project contributes to the growing
understanding of environmental management in organisations. Finally by assisting in the
implementation of an environmental changeprogram - the project contributes to the
understanding of stimulating, as opposed to forcing, organisational change (since this is the
approach taken with the project). The core concepts are represented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Research Contribution - Core Concepts
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Section Three The Research Portfolio
In order to document the fmdings and process of this researchin an appropriate way, and to
guide activities over the last period of the research, a portfolio plan has been developed. This
section describes the portfolio plan and the rationale behind the chosen structure. Previously,
elements which "should be included in the research portfolio" have been listed but there has
been no overall structure or plan for how these separateelements link together. This portfolio
plan aims to link all the elements of the research at Hewlett-Packard into a comprehensive
structure.

3.1) Portfolio Plan
Significant difficulty was encountered in developing this plan, specifically in deciding the
order in which to construct the elements of the portfolio. Since the research at HP employs
action research, many of the findings were part of an iterative research process - the outcome
of which could not have been planned at the outset of the research. Literature was continually
reviewed, and the review process refined, throughout the duration of the research not just at
the beginning. The research methodology was also refined over time as learning occurred in
the research process. The question of how to relate all of these ever changing facets of the
research process into a logical readable document was very challenging. The structure
outlined below represents one attempt to overcome these challenges and to structure the
research documentation, although others at this stage are still under consideration so as best
to capture and present the emphasis of the research findings.
The portfolio is to be divided into three main sections. The first of these is currently referred
to as the "Pre-Action Analysis". Essentially, this section describes the project, prior to the
commencement of the research. Included in this section is an outline of the background of the
project, how it came into being and the research brief as stated at the outset. This section also
describes the "players" involved in the project, namely the researcher, the client organisation
and also the emphasis of the Engineering Doctorate program of which this research is a part.
A review of relevant literature is also included in this section as well as a description of and
rationale behind the chosen researchmethodology. Finally, this section of the portfolio
outlines the hypotheses and contribution to knowledge that the research makes. Although
this section is physically located at the beginning of the portfolio it will be emphasisedthat
most of its content was developed throughout the researchprocess. It is simply for the ease of
reading that these items are placed at the beginning of the research documentation.
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The secondsectionof the portfolio representsthe core the
of
research(currentlycalledthe
"Action Research"section).In this sectionthe author describesthe period of time spent the
at
sponsoringorganisation,the actionstakenby the researcherin conjunctionwith the
organisationand the datacollectedover the researchperiod. Initial and final conditions are
describedand then the eventsbetweenthosetwo conditions are
reviewedin more detail.
At this stage the structure for this stage of the portfolio is still under development and is
due to be ratified at a supervisors progress meeting in March 1998.
It is possible that this section of the portfolio will also include all of the six month progress
reports as an account of the research process over the four year period. Academic modules
(related to the Engineering Doctorate program) and associatedcoursework are also referred to
in this section, as it is impossible to ignore the influence which studying them may have had
on the development of the project (equally it is just as impossible to conclusively say how

they did influence it! ).
The final section of the portfolio (currently referred to as the Post-Action Analysis) could
evaluate both the researchmethods and data in relation to the literature reviewed and the
research objectives outlined in the first section. Firstly, this section might analyse whether the
project objectives have been achieved for the participating organisation, Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
and secondly, discuss whether the project objectives have been met for the researcher. The
research methods (and methodologies) would be analysed in turn and the literature is
revisited in light of the research findings. The final section of the thesis looks toward the
future making recommendations in terms of both the researchmethodologies employed to
study organisations, and the theory and practice of environmental management in industry.
The research concepts described in the previous section of this report are consistent with the
above portfolio structure. This can be shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that a proportion
of the documentation required for this portfolio has already been written, but that the

structureis outlined herefor the first time in its basic format.
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Figure 2. Linkagesbetweenresearchconceptsand portfolio structure
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An electronic binder system has now been set up to managethe research portfolio. All of the
sections have been set up and labelled appropriately. All previous documentation relating to
the portfolio sections has been copied into the binder and any new ideas are entered directly
into the portfolio sections. This process ensures that all of the researchdocumentation is now

in one place, readyto be synthesisedfor submission.
3.2) Portfolio

Progress Summary

3.2.1) Section One: PreAction Analysis.
The first section of the portfolio is the most completed thus far. Previous documentation
exists for the Project Background, Literature Review and ResearchMethodology sections.
One objective for this section, from the previous six month report, was to "Increase the
amount of literature reviewed in relation to the research methodology. "
"Firstly, investigatethe extent to which Action Researchhasbeenusedto gain understandingof a change
processin an industrial environment. Secondly,determinethe advantagesanddisadvantagesof this type of
researchfor both the company andthe researcher.Finally, identify commonresearchmethodsused in
Action Researchand the processfor analysingdataobtained from them".

The amount of literature reviewed in this area has increased significantly since the last six
month report, in line with this objective. The results of this review process are incorporated
into two sections of the portfolio, the Literature Review and the ResearchMethodology.
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Within the Literature Review section, a commentary is
provided on the history of Action
Research and some of the advantagesin using this methodology. Within the Research
Methodology section, a more detailed description of the practical implications of this method
is provided. Other elements within this section
are on track. In an effort to manage the
remaining project time, this section has a planned completion date of the end of March. The
other two sections will be completed later in the year (see next two sections of this report for
more details).
3.2.2) Section Two: Action Research
The second section of the portfolio represents the core of the researchactivities. As
aforementioned, this section is the most challenging to organise. A preliminary layout for this
section is due to be ratified in March 1998, although as the research data is revisited it is
possible that this layout will adapt to suit the research findings and the most effective method
to present them. There are several key concepts which the eventual layout will encompass,
these are described below.
3.2.2a) Initial and Final Conditions.
In order to provide a discrete "window" of analysis, this section will include a brief
description of the initial and thenfinal conditions at the company. The conditions will be
described in terms of Hewlett-Packard's Quality Maturity System. Previous six month reports
have described this system in relation to EHS:
"Developing the measurementframework startedby defining the various levels of maturity that were
possible for EHS. Thesewere taken to be scores"I" to "5" accordingto the company'sQMS system.
Hewlett-Packard'sQMS systemmeasuresthe organisationaleffectivenessof an entity. An entity is "scored"
from "1" to "5" for five axesof quality maturity (theseare describedin more detail in the two year
dissertation). In eachof thesefive axes,the entity is reviewed accordingto their "approach", "results"and
"deployment". In other words the entity must be good in their approachto business,they must produce
measurableresults and their strategiesmust be deployedthroughout the organisation.An EHS analogy
would be; the entity would have to have a strong approachto EHS, producenoticeableEHS improvements
and deploy EHS activities throughouttheir organisation"

3.2.2b)Change Content
Having established the boundaries of the changes at Hewlett-Packard with the initial and final
conditions, it will be necessary to represent the main body of changes which occurred at the
company over the research period. This will be referred to as change "content". This will be
described in relation to EHS maturity (from the aforementioned QMS scoring system) with
reference to the specific environmental management issue and the organisational level to
which they relate. The environmental management issue and organisational level
classifications are described below.
Page 11
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Environmental Management Issues.
It is possible to categorise all environmental activities at the company as one of four
environmental management "Issues"; Product Stewardship, Waste Management, Resource
Conservation and Pollution Prevention. The names or labels for these issues are taken from
the company's Ten-Step plan. This plan represents the principal change strategy for this
research project (See dissertation) and hence the issue labels are considered to be appropriate.
The categorisation of activities into these issue areasis fairly arbitrary, but provides a more
manageable way of analysing the change data. Since the labelling of issues is recognised to
be fairly arbitrary, in that some activities could quite easily be considered to fall under two or
more categories, it is impossible to isolate a set of activities within one of the categories as
being somehow unique. It is possible that some of the activities will be related or dependent
on one another. This is recognised and is an important factor which requires highlighting in
the design of this portfolio section.

Organisational Level
In addition to the "environmental management issue" discussed above, a second method so
far has been used to classify the changesat Hewlett-Packard. Each changeactivity can also be
categorised according to the level at which it occurs in the organisation. This research has
defined three principle levels at which change occurs labelled personal, functional and
organisational;
"

When change occurs at a Personal level, the values of the individual toward the natural environment change irrespective of there role within the organisation. This change
could be attributed to both internal or external influencing factors.

"

Change occurring at the Functional level arises when a business sub-group, department or function acknowledges environmental management as being related to that
group's normal activities.
Change at the Organisational level is represented by company wide activities or initia-

"

tives which relate to environmental management.
As with the "environmental management issue" classification, the choice of "organisational
level" for change in the company is somewhat arbitrary. Depending on the individual or
business group involved, an activity may fall under all three categories, either at any one time
or perhaps sequentially. It is difficult to separateactivities definitively into these three areas,
they are inevitably linked, but such classification provides a useful way of analysing the
research. Analysing the data in this way also assists with the testing of one of the research
concepts, namely the appropriateness of the different approachesto environmental
management change evident in the literature (discussedbriefly earlier).
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3.2.2c) Change Context
One of the recognised advantagesof Action Research is that it is situational or contextual. In
other words, observed changes are recognised to be dependant on contextual factors. It has
always been an intention of this researchto monitor the context of changes in addition to their
content. Data collection methods throughout the research have included recording several
contextual factors over time.
" Company Context - Company context includes; company direction or strategy, financial status and human resource changes. These are non-environmental management related, but might influence the development of environmental programs.
" EHS context - This includes developments within the Environment, Health and Safety
(EHS) organisation, both within the United Kingdom and beyond. Specifically, examples of EHS context include; corporate EHS priorities, EHS human resource changes
and non-issue-specific EHS awarenessprograms.

" External EnvironmentalContext- This includesgeneralenvironmentalmanagement
developmentsand trendswithin the Information Technologysectorand industry more
generally.
"

Research Context - Perhaps one of the most important contextual factors with this research is the development, academically and industrially, of the researcher. Over time,
the influence, direction and participation of the researcher varied, which may have influenced the outcome of the research activities.

It is impossibleto considerthe changeprocessat Hewlett-Packardwithout referenceto these
contextualfactors. The layout of this sectionof the portfolio will thereforeincorporatesome
kind of contextual analysesin addition to accountsof the changecontent.
The three concepts described above - initial and final conditions, change content and change
context - will be incorporated into the layout of the second section of the portfolio. As
previously stated, the actual layout is due to be ratified at a progress meeting in March 1998.
In an effort to manage the remaining project time, this section has a planned completion date
of the end of June 1998. Data analysis will start at the beginning of April 1998. The other two
sections of the portfolio will be completed at different times of the year (see other two
sections of this report for more details).
3.2.3) Section Three: Post Action Analysis

The final sectionof the portfolio currently referredto as "Post-ActionAnalysis" is intendedto
summarisethe findings of the researchboth academicallyand industrially, to reflect on the
in
area.
researchfindings in light of the literatureand suggestfuture researchavenues this
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This section is the least completed to date, although the layout is well defined. It is unlikely
that work will start on this section until the beginning of August 1998, once the data has been
reviewed in more detail. One element of this section, namely the reflection on the research
methods used, can potentially be completed earlier than the rest. It is possible that this section
will be formulated by the end of June 1998, although this depends on progress in other areas
of the portfolio.
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Section Four Current Plans for the Next Period
Current research activities, apart from designing and constructing the research portfolio, have
included developing a preliminary set of researchfindings in order to focus the data analysis.
These findings are linked to the core researchconcepts described earlier. A series of meetings
with research supervisors to clarify these findings is planned for early March 1998. The
results of these sessions will be condensed and presented at the progress meeting on March
17th. It is important to note that these findings are being developed, primarily by the
researcher, who has an in depth knowledge of the researchdata. The findings are not a
random selection of potential insights, rather they represent a series of actual learnings which
the data should support. Once these preliminary findings have been identified, the data will
be reviewed and supporting evidence identified with them in mind. The preliminary findings
are only intended to act as a guide for the data review process, rather than reviewing the data
in its entirety which would be far too time consuming given the amount of available data. It is
possible that, in reviewing the data, secondary findings or alternative approachesmay become
evident. These may be more or less valuable than the original findings, these will be
considered as the data is reviewed. The majority of the data review process will occur
between April and July 1998 although it possible that additional evidence will be sought
towards the end of the project as new data comes to light. Other short term plans already
mentioned in this report include the completion of the first section of the portfolio in draft
form by the end of April.

Additional Progress Information
Since the last six month report there has been one formal progress review and another is
planned for just after the completion of this report. All of the Engineering Doctorate modules
have now been completed, all (one pending) related assignments have received a pass mark,
most have been awarded a grade B- or above. The researcherpresented a paper at the
Business Strategy and the Environment Annual Conference in Septemberlast year which was
well attended and gained positive feedback from peers. A follow up paper to be submitted to
the associatedjournal is planned.
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Summary
The last six months has been very constructive in terms of organising the research
documentation. This has been possible becauseof an increased understanding of the research
contribution and key questions. Which in turn was as a result of improved literature review
processes. For every research activity it is now possible to identify the position of the activity
within the core concepts of the research and hence where the associateddocumentation will
be located in the portfolio. The electronic management of the portfolio also makes continued
documentation more manageable. The remaining project time will be spent analysing the
research data and completing the research portfolio.
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Abstract
Thefollowing report describesthe sixth period of six monthsresearch(threeyears)carried
out for the EngineeringDoctorateProgrammein EnvironmentalTechnology.The doctorate,
run by Brunel! Surrey Universities,is being carried out by Zoe Jacksonat Hewlett-Packard
Ltd (HP). This report describesprogressmade in the researchdoctorateoneyear on from the
two-year dissertationstage.
The report starts with a brief description of the recommendations made by Dr Tim Jackson
(external examiner) after the two-year dissertation. These recommendations provide the main
structure of the report with some additional description of research terms and concepts.
Following this, there is a description of the progress review meetings carried out during the
last six month period and finally, future plans for researchactivities are outlined.
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Section One.
Progress since the two-year dissertation
This section describes progress towards objectives which were identified at the two-year
stage during the research mid-way viva-voce.
At the twenty four month stage of this engineering doctorate, a dissertation was submitted
and an oral examination conducted. The external examiner was Dr Tim Jackson from the
University of Surrey. Dr Jackson recommended that the project continue, but made several
recommendations that, if followed, would improve the research project and ensure that it
would achieve doctorate status. These were that the project and its associateddocumentation
should:

1. Follow the academicrigour of a PhD
2. Articulate researchmetrics, milestonesandreviewswith final andfour year visions (if
different).
3. Provide descriptions of Initial Conditions, Comparators and Control sites
4. Include contrasting opinions and benchmarks in the literature review
5. Use the parallel of Quality Management more.
6. Use more thorough corroborations

7. Use more informed andjustified personalopinion
8. Increasedetachedobjectivity of HP as a casestudy
The main structure of the this progress report is based on the above recommendations,
describing efforts and progress in all areas. Developments in defining the central concepts
of the project are presented below first by way of an introduction.
The central concept in this research is the "Institutionalisation of Environmental
Management". The working definition of this concept, and three related hypotheses, which
guide the research are presented here as context for the remainder of the report. These
excerpts are taken from the literature review.
Defining Environmental Management.
Jaques(in Kirn, 1993)has noted that most words in the field of organizationaldevelopment- even
"manager", "plan", and "work" - are ill defined. Suchwords have "so many meaningsthat they have value
only as vague slogans".It is the author's opinion that this is currently the casewith "environmental
management".According to Croner's (1997): "EnvironmentalManagementis probably best consideredas
taking environmentalfactors into account in all managementdecisions,from product designto ultimate
wastedisposal, through and including product life cycle" and a Greencompany is one which: "totally
integratesenvironmental considerationsinto all itspolicies, plans andpractices choosingthe most
environmentallysensitiveoptionsen route".
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The definition used for this research encompasses two concepts. The first is the management of an
organisation's impact on the natural environment. The second is the management of any impacts which
environmental issues (perceived or otherwise) have on an organisation. The former would include the
management of emissions to land, air and water and the second the management of stakeholder concerns
regarding those emissions. These are two very different sides to the environmental management coin. One
relates to engineering control and the other to management theory. The two may be linked, but they require
different skills. The definition used for this research is based on this dual approach. Environmental
management is: "the management of real or perceived environmental impacts and their subsequent business
impact".

Defining "Institutionalisation"
There are severaldefinitions of the word institutionalisationin the dictionary (Collins, 2nd Edition). The
first is to "place in an institution". The secondis "to subject someone(or something)to institutional life,
often causingapathyand dependenceon routine". The third, which is more appropriatefor this researchis to
"make or becomean institution". The word institution is also defined in many ways, in particular it is
describedas an establishedcustom, law or principle. Thus "institutionalisation" literally means"to makeor
becomean establishedcustomlaw or principle".
From an organisationalpoint of view, institutionalisationis defined in the context of institutional theory.
Institutional theoristsare interestedin a "rule-like, social fact quality of an organisedpattern of action" and
"an embeddingin formal structure" (Zucker, 1987:44) or in other words the processby which items become
institutionalised and the role of institutions in society(Scott, 1987)(both in Devereaux-Jennings
and
Zanderbergen,1995). Institutionalisation is describedhereas a process wherebyan item becomes
embeddedinto formal structure or acceptedpractice.
The term institutionalisation is also defined quite specifically in an article called "The Articulation and
Institutionalisation of Democracy in Poland" (Cirtautasand Mokrzycki, 1993). The authorsdefine
institutionalisation as "the creation offormally sanctionedorganisationsandproceduresthat orient social
behaviour according to recognisable,stable and consistentpatterns . The threeabove statementsbroadly
describeinstitutionalisation in the sameway. Combining them, the conceptualdefinition chosenfor this
researchis that: Institutionalisation is aprocess wherebyitems becomeembeddedor establishedinformal
routines and social behaviour.
Defining the "Institutionalisation of Environmental Management"
Combining both the abovedefinitions, the institutionalisationof environmentalmanagementat
Hewlett-PackardLtd can be describedas:
"A process wherebythe managementof environmental impacts (and their subsequentbusinessimpact)
becomesembeddedinto Hewlett-Packard Ltd's formal routines and organisational behaviour".

The three hypotheses which are used to guide research into the (just defined)
institutionalisation of environmental management, are:
Hypothesis A. The Institutionalisation of environmental management requires
organisational change over time.

Hypothesis B. Environmentalmanagementmay be institutionalisedonly if environmental
responsibility is acknowledgedat personal,functional and organisationallevels.
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Hypothesis C. At Hewlett-PackardLtd, institutionalisation
of environmental
managementcan be achievedusingthe company'sQuality Maturity tools and systems.

1.1 Progress towards Literature Review
The most significant comment made the two-year
at
stage was that the project needed a
document
literature
separate
of
analysis (See also the thirty month report). Over the last

six
months, progress has been made in this area.The contribution to knowledge that this project
makes has been described in relation to the reviewed literature. A summary of the most up to
date version of this report is provided here. A
complete list of references used for the
literature review so far is included in the appendix (not all authors are referred to in the
passagebelow).
There hasbeen a growth in academicresearchon the role which companiesplay in the natural
environment and,conversely,the role that the natural environmentplays in companystrategyand
practice. Researchin the secondcategorytouchesof many aspectsof managementsuch as
organisation theory (Shrivastava,1994;Halme, 1996;Starik, 1995;DevereauxJenningsand
Zanderbergen,1995) culture change(Rothenberget at., 1992;Klinkers and Nelisson, 1995;
Ruiz-Quintanilla et al., 1996)and strategicmanagement(Byrne and Kavanagh,1996; Starik et al,
1996; Azzone and Bertele, 1994;Hutchinson,1996).
Many authors have set the agenda in terms of the
more operational end of environmental
management research. They have summarised the positive case studies of corporate environmental
management programs and attempted to deduce some kind of "recipe for success" (see Welford,
1992; Hutchinson). At the other end of the spectrum authors such as Shrivastava, op cit.; Halme,
op cit.; Devereaux Jennings and Zanderbergen, op cit.; Starik, op cit.; and Bansal have started to
tackle the theoretical side of corporate environmental management. There are two distinct types of
environmental management research emerging. The first type continuously re-frames the issues
surrounding the environmental responsibility of firms, giving guidance on what companies should
(now) be thinking about. The second type analyses the theoretical basis of environmental
management in organisations. Both of these areas is deficient becauseneither fully describes how
an organisation can become more environmentally responsible in practical terms over time. The
most probable reason for this is the research methodologies used to date in environmental
management research. What empirical research has been carried out has been based largely on the
results of interviews and documentary analysis or a combination of both.
This research project examines what has been termed the "institutionalisation of environmental
management" at Hewlett-Packard Ltd. This is defined as "A process whereby the management of
environmental impacts (and their subsequent business impact) becomes embedded into
Hewlett-Packard LTD's formal routines and organisational behaviour". Breaking this down, the
research is a study of a single organisation as its environmental management programs develop
and become part of normal business practice. The institutionalisation of environmental
management will involve an organisational change process (from a state where environmental
management is not institutionalised, to one where it is (or nearly is)). A hypothesis of this research
is that such a change is not likely to be a radical overhaul of practices but a gradual, emergent
change process stimulated by change agents and external conditions.
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This researchwill show that the institutionalisation of environmentalmanagementwill have been
achievedif environmentalresponsibility becomespart of the organisation'sbusinessstrategyand
if it is seenas part of the company culture or the way things get done. This requireschangein
three levels at the company the personalvaluesof employees;the functional responsibilitiesof
individuals and groupsand the policies and actionsof the organisationas a whole.
This approach will contribute to empirical research in the field of environmental management
which is severely lacking. The project will go further than simply making suggestions as to why a
company should develop an environmentally responsible culture or integrate environmental
management into its business strategy, it will examine how such a process occurs in its natural
setting.
The strategy of this research project is to institutionalise environmental management at
Hewlett-Packard Ltd by using the company's Quality Management methodology. This will
examine the question of whether tools designed for business purposes can be readily applied to
environmental management, or whether the environment is an issue which requires a
fundamentally different approach. Contribution will be made to both the fields of Total Quality
Management and Environmental Management as the project will generate insight into their
respective acceptance and deployment throughout an organisation. Hewlett-Packard's own
Quality Maturity System for measuring organisational maturity will be examined to determine
whether it can be applied and used to measure the environmental maturity of an organisation.

In order to test the hypothesesof this project, Action Researchhasbeenchosenas the research
design.The researchertakesan active part in, and observes,the institutionalisationof
environmentalmanagementover a four year period. Severalresearchmethodologiesare employed
to collect a rangeof datatypes. The data is analysedcontinuously with regardto the hypotheses
and theory is generatedin an iterative process,utilising both action and researchtechniques.
The project at Hewlett-Packard provides an opportunity to contribute to gaps in management
research especially that which relates to issues pertaining to the natural environment. Contribution
can be made both methodologically and analytically, although the two are closely linked. The
methodological contribution arises from the researcher's role as active participant in an
organisational change process. As a direct result of this participation, the project will also
contribute to the literatures on the formulation and implementation of cultural and strategic change
programs, particularly in relation to the emerging topic of environmental management.

The literature review process will continue for the remaining research time to ensure that the
project makes a contribution to knowledge. Specific plans for the next six month period in

this areaare:
Increase the amount of literature reviewed in relation to the research methodology.
Firstly, investigate the extent to which Action Researchhas been used to gain understanding
of a change process in an industrial environment. Secondly, determine the advantagesand
disadvantages of this type of research for both the company and the researcher.Finally,
identify common research methods used in Action Researchand the process for analysing

dataobtainedfrom them.
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This leadson to the next topic

for, the research
which Dr Jacksonmaderecommendations

methodology.

1.2)

Research Methodology.

For this project, the research
methodologyplaysan importantpart in the contributionto
knowledge, so it is necessaryto
review the availableliteraturesfor not only its content,but
also for the way that previous "changemanagement"researchhasbeencarried out.
Since the researcher is based at the company's
premises, the essenceof the research
methodology used in this project is based on participation. A complete report describing the
research methodology will be available in the researchportfolio, the following excerpt is
taken from the current (at the time of writing) version of that report The excerpt refers to
.
three hypotheses (described at the start of this report) which developed over the last six
months.
Detailed organisationalinquiry of a single organisationfalls underthe descriptionof casestudy research.
'Case study research consistsof a detailed investigation,
often with data collected over aperiod of time, of
one or more organisations, with a view to providing an analysisof the contextandprocessesinvolved in the
phenomena under study (Hartley, 1994).
This statementby Hartley (ibid.) can be broken down for discussion.The first point to note,is that case
study researchconsists of a detailed investigation,often with data collected over time. This type of
"longitudinal" approachnecessaryin order to test all of the hypothesesbut particularly the first. It would be
difficult to determinewhetheran organisationalchangehadtakenplace without having measurementsover
time.
The secondaspectof Hartley's description of casestudy researchis that it canprovide an analysis of the
contextand processesinvolved in the phenomenaunderstudy. A casestudy would provide an analysisof
the processof institutionalisation, which would help test the third hypothesisof the research. Hartley (ibid.)
also suggeststhat casestudy researchis suitedto probe areasof original and emergentareasof theory. As
has beendiscussedin the literaturereview, a theoretical understandingof environmentalmanagementin
organisationshas not beendescribed.There has beena tendencytowardsprescriptiverather than descriptive
research.The concept of the "casestudy" is not without its problemsthough. As with other qualitative
research,casestudieshave beenaccusedof lacking in rigour and reliability, not addressingthe issueof
generalisability so fundamentalto scientific research.Hartley (ibid.) also emphasisesthe value of theory in
casestudies:
"Although case studies may begin with only rudimentary theory or primitive framework they need to develop
theoretical frameworks by the end which inform and enrich the data and provide not only a sense of the
uniqueness of the case but also what is of more general relevance and interest.... without a theoretical
framework a case study may produce fascinating details about life in a particular organisation but without
any wider significance".

Inquiry from the Inside
One way of categorisingorganisationalinquiry is describedby Roger Everedand Meryl Reis Louis (1981).
Theseauthorsidentify principally two "paradigms"of organisationalinquiry. Theseare "inquiry from the
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outside" and "inquiry from the inside". Inquiry from the outsideis characterisedby the researcher's
detachmentfrom the organisationalsetting understudy.
In contrast, inquiry from the inside carrieswith it the assumptionthat the researchercan best cometo know
the reality of an organizationby being there by becoming immersedin the streamof eventsand activities,
by becoming part of the phenomenaof study.
In order to test the aforementionedhypotheses,inquiry from the inside is chosena researchmethod. This is
partly due to the opportunity for "inside" researchoffered by the organisationunder study and partly due to
the lack of suchresearchin organisationalinquiry as a whole. This type of researchmethodhas both
advantagesand disadvantages.It is accusedof being taintedby the "fallacy of subjectivism" (Russell, 1945)
in that the findings could be distorted and contaminatedby the valuesand the purposesof the researcher,it
may appearto be so fuzzy that its findings often have dubiousprecision, rigour or credibility (Everedand
Reis Louis, 1981). In order that this subjectivism is avoided severalstrategiesare employed: The researcher
spendstime removedfrom the organisationin orderto stepback from the researchand analysethe emerging
data, regular supervision from external supervisorsis provided to ensurethat the researcherhas not "gone
native" and third party researchers(external to the organisation)areusedto corroboratedata.
Thesestrategiesshould ensurethat the researchdoesnot suffer from the problems associatedwith "inquiry
from the inside". Provided theseissuesareaddressed,inquiry from the inside can offer a rich appreciationof
organisationalcontext, wheremeaning is developedfrom the point of the view of organisationalparticipant.
As with casestudy research, this type of researchis particularly useful for developing new research
insights. This occurs as featuresarenoticed and identified through an interpretative, iterative process
whereby data andcategoriesemergesimultaneouslywith successiveexperience.By being in the
organisationwhilst Hewlett-Packardattemptto institutionaliseenvironmentalmanagement,all three of the
hypothesescan be testedand an understandingof the institutionalisationprocessachieved.
Researcherswho conduct inquiry from the inside have chosento apply forms of Action Researchto sharpen
their methodological and theoreticaltools. In Action Research,the researcheris involved, in conjunction
with membersof an organisation,in dealing with a problem that is recognisedas suchby both parties.The
researcherfeedsinformation about advisablelines of action back to the organisationand observesthe
impact of the implementationof the advised lines of action on the organisation.In a sense,the researcher
becomespart of the field of investigation. It is the nature of the relationshipbetweenthe researcherandhis
or her subjectsthat constitutesthe prime reasonfor conceptualisingaction researchas a distinct design.
Action Researchhas also beendescribedas "intensive,longitudinal involvementswith particular
individuals and groups within particular organisations,with the intention of understandinghow these
people experience,give meaningto, act and interact with respectto particular situations"Jones (1987).
The important concept in the definitions of Action Researchis the conceptof involvement. In this type of
project researchersare active in the organisationalprocessesunder study. Action researchbrings to the
forefront the key issueof the link betweentheory andpractice,and the needto ground andtest ideasfor
practice within that most exacting of testing grounds - organisationallife as it is actually experiencedand
enactedby its members.Adapting the definition of Action Researchfor this researchproject would read:
In this Action Researchproject, the researcheris involved, in conjunction with membersof Hewlett-Packard
Ltd, in the institutionalisationof environmentalmanagement.The researcherfeedsinformation about
advisablelines of action backto Hewlett-PackardLtd and observesthe impact of the implementationof the
advisedlines of action on the company.

The researchmethodsusedto collect dataare also describedin the completereport,but are
not describedhere.This is becausethe mostsignificant developmentsin this areaover the
last six monthshavebeenin conceptualisingthe overall researchmethodologyratherthan
specificdetails.
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1.3) Metrics milestones and reviews
At the mid-way viva Dr Jacksonnotedthat
consistentmetricsacrossthe four yearsof the
researchneedto be articulatedin moredetail. This would be to ensurethat comparable
measurementsaretaken throughoutthe researchproject in order to assessif any changeshave
occurred.
A second issue relating to this, that was brought up,
was the notion of initial conditions. A
clearer statement of the initial conditions of the project in terms of the metrics being used to
determine change is therefore required.
Since this recommendation was made, significant
work has been carried out on refining the
metrics used to assessorganisational change (see the thirty month report). Focus in the last
six months specifically has been in the area of researchmethodology, rather than of metrics.
The following summary represents the work in this areato date.
Developing the measurementframework started by defining the variouslevels of maturity that were possible
for EHS. Thesewere taken to be scores"1 " to "5" accordingto the company'sQMS system.
Hewlett-Packard'sQMS system measuresthe organisationaleffectivenessof an entity. An entity is "scored"
from "1" to "5" for five axesof quality maturity (theseare describedin more detail in the two year
dissertation). In each of thesefive axes,the entity is reviewedaccordingto their "approach","results" and
"deployment". In other words the entity must be good in their approachto business,they must produce
measurableresults and their strategiesmust be deployedthroughoutthe organisation.An EHS analogy
would be; the entity would have to havea strong approachto EHS, producenoticeableEHS improvements
and deploy EHS activities throughout their organisation.
Typical conditions that would indicate eachlevel of maturity ("1" to "5") werethen identified. The type of
evidencefor these conditionswas then deducedleadingto a choiceof researchmethodology.The reverse
processwill be usedto determinethe EHS maturity of the organisation.In other words; A suite of data
collection techniqueswill be used to collect evidenceof EHS maturity (seeresearchmethodsin portfolio),
this evidencewill then be translatedinto broad conditions which will in turn translateinto an overall
indication of the maturity of the organisation.

It should be noted that over the research period data has been collected continuously using a
range of techniques. This data will be analysed once the measurementframework has been
finalised. An initial review of longitudinal data is scheduled for March 1998, this activity
will determine the validity of the framework providing an opportunity to adapt as required for
analysis.
the final

1.4) Coroborations.
A further commentmadeby Dr Tim Jacksonwasthat researchdatarequired corroboration.
An importantaspectof any datacollection exerciseis the needfor the corroborationor
confirmation of data by other sourcesof evidence.Oneapproachthat hasbeenusedin this
project is the useof externalresearchersto validatethe datain question. Two projectsin
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particular have been followed, both of which are described in brief detail in the thirty month
report. Neither of these projects were completed in this period, hence the thirty month report
represents the most up to date information.
There are other avenues to be followed for data corroboration that have not been investigated
yet in this project. One might be to ask internal staff at HP to comment on the changes which
they perceive as having occurred, particularly staff with whom the researcherhas had no prior
contact. Opportunities for corroborating the data will be examined in more detail when the

measurementframework hasbeenfinalised. (seeprevioussection)
1.5) Objectivity

and Personal Opinion.

At the mid-way stage it was felt that the research documentation required more justified
personal opinion and objectivity from HP as a case study. Changes in the time-tabling of
research activities over the last six months have addressedthis issue by physically removing
the research engineer from the company for significant periods of time. At least fifty percent
of the researcher'stime is spent away from the company premises working at university or at
home. Supervisors have been tracking and encouraging progress in this area,no further
problems have been identified although this is continually reviewed.

1.6) Quality parallel
It has been proposed in previous six month reports that there is a parallel between the
development of quality management programs in industry and, more recently, environmental
management programs. At the mid-way stage Dr Jackson recommended that this would be a
good avenue to pursue in more detail. The thirty month report described two opportunities
that could be followed in this area.The first would be to identify any parallels with
Environmental and Quality Management in the literatures. This may provide useful insights
into the mechanisms of organisational change required to implement such management
systems. There is existing literature on the links (or otherwise) between environmental
management and quality management that could also be reviewed; for instance see
Environmental Quality Management, The Total Quality Review, The Journal for Quality and
Participation or Business Strategy and the Environment Journals. These literatures have been

preliminary reviewedbut still require furtherdetailedexamination.
The secondopportunity worth pursuingon this subjectwas describedin the thirty month
report. Evaluatingthe Quality ManagementSystemat Hewlett-Packardin more detail; raising
questionsabout whetherquality managementis institutionalisedat the company,and if so
what factorshelpedthat to occur.Thereare staff who wereemployedat HP beforethe advent
of quality management(that arestill employedtoday) who could provide a useful analysisof
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the problems encountered in implementing quality management and hence perhaps
environmental management.
Employee insights into quality management (at Hewlett-Packard) have not been investigated
yet. The parallels between quality and environmental management are important to this
research, since the tools being used to implement change evolve from quality management
tools at the company. It is the very fact that these tools are so acceptedthat suggest that
quality is indeed institutionalised at Hewlett-Packard. If this is the case,a review of how
quality came to be institutionalised would add value to the researchon the
"institutionalisation of environmental management". This exercise was scheduled for after
September 1997. It is now anticipated that this will take place in February 1998.
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Section Two.
Supervisor/ResearcherProgress Meetings
Therehasbeen anotherprogressmeetingwith the researchsupervisorssince the last six
monthreport. This sectiondescribesthe contentand any importantpoints arising.
A progress review meeting (9th September 1997) was scheduled to discuss the most recent
literature review documentation and researchmethodology. Generally positive comments
were provided about the momentum and direction of the literature review, but it was felt that
sustained effort was required for the next period of three months to ensure a thorough
analysis. Areas of improvement that were identified included: explaining the rationale behind
disciplines not included in the literature review, defining terms (particularly
institutionalisation) and making the contribution to knowledge explicit. These comments
have been taken on board and were incorporated into later versions.
It was also recommended that the methodology document should be linked to the literature
review since the two are closely linked. The supervisors recommended that a bridging
document outlining the main points of both could be written.
Also at this meeting, some project milestones were identified including the Viva Voce,
Submission and Cessation of data collection. A detailed time plan for the research is provided
in the appendix of this report.
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Section Three
Future Plans
Thenext twelve monthsof researchwill accelerateand consolidatethe resultssofar into
theirfinal conclusions.Theremaining time will be organisedin sucha manneras to ensure
the completionof the researchproject. Thissectiondescribestheplanned activitiesfor the
nexttwelve months.
A plan for the remainder of the research time has been developed based on the required
activities in order to complete the portfolio. The portfolio plan is included here for reference.
A preliminary list of activities based on this plan has been identified for the year ahead. Three
are
symbols are used here to denote different types of activity. Those with the symbol "/"
finally
investigation
those
and
written documents, those with the symbol "0" are reading or
with the symbol "a,,-" , involve thought or ideas generation.
" EngD Modules and Coursework (moduleattendanceand courseworkcompletion) 1vQ
" Literature Review (description and discussionof related literature to project)/66r0
"

Methodology Description (description/discussion of chosenresearchmethodology)/sue{

"

Review Data sources(initial review and categorisationof sourcesof data) ELI

"

Preliminary theory development(first attempt at building a theoryfrom data) 66-

" Methodologydiscussion
report(detaileddiscussionof conductingchosenresearchmethodology) /e
"

EngD progressreports *0'66-

"

Final data collection (identification and completion of supporting data sets)

"

Q'
Review complete data (Analyse relevant collected data alongside preliminary theory)

"

Formulate final theory (re-visit and adapt preliminary

theory) A, -

" Confirm theory with data (confirmfinal theory with collecteddata) 46"

Data description report (describesdata set to be used in thesis)

"

Document data analysis(describeprocessof data analysis) oo'

"

Compile Dissertation (pull together all reports and documentationfor submission)/

V'

These are presented here in roughly chronological order. This list of activities is subject to
review and will be confirmed or adapted after discussion with the project supervisors in
December 1997.
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Abstract
The following report describes the fifth period of six months research carried out for the
Engineering Doctorate Programme in Environmental Technology. The doctorate, run by
Brunel! Surrey Universities, is being carried out by Zoe Jackson at Hewlett-Packard Ltd (HP)
This report describes progress made in the research doctorate since the two-year dissertation
stage.

The report startswith a brief descriptionof the recommendations
made by Dr Tim Jackson
(externalexaminer)after the two-year dissertation.Theserecommendations
provide the
structureof the remainingreport.
Following this, there is a descriptionof the progressreview meetingscarried out during the
last six month period and finally, future plans for researchactivities areoutlined.
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Section One.
Progress since the two-year dissertation
This section describes progress towards objectives which were identified at the two-year
stage during the research mid-way viva-voce.

At the twenty four month stageof this engineeringdoctorate,a dissertationwas submitted
andan oral examinationconducted.TheexternalexaminerwasDr Tim Jacksonfrom the
University of Surrey.The purposeof the examinationwas to determinethe progressof this
project accordingto engineeringdoctoratecriteria.Dr Jacksonrecommendedthat the project
continue,but madeseveralrecommendationsthat, if followed, would improve the research
project and ensurethat it would achievedoctoratestatus.In particularhe suggestedthat two
distinct documentsbe submittedto the engineeringdoctorateportfolio. Thesewerea
literaturereview, positioning the researchin a wider academiccontextand a statementof
researchmethodology.Other commentsthat weredistilled from the examinationwerethat:
Theproject and its associateddocumentationshould
1. Follow the academicrigour of a PhD
2. Articulate researchmetrics, milestonesandreviews with final and four yearvisions (if
different).
3. Provide descriptions of Initial Conditions, Comparators and Control sites
4. Include contrasting opinions and benchmarks in the literature review

5. Use the parallel of Quality Managementmore.
6. Use more thoroughcorroborations
7. Use more informedandjustified personalopinion
8. Increasedetachedobjectivity of HP as a casestudy
The structure of the first section of this progress report is based on the above
recommendations, describing efforts and progress in all areas. Some of the
recommendations are fairly specific, for instance the use of Quality Management as a similar
concept, whereas others are much more general, for instance the adoption of "PhD rigour".
Consequently the length of discussion for each element differs.

Throughoutthe project so far, a significantproportion of the researchtime hasbeenspentat
the sponsoringcompany'spremises.This hassuitedthe type of researchbeingcarried out and
thusfar hasnot causedany difficulties. However,the academicanalysisof the researchdata
andits wider contexthasbeenmoredifficult to carry out in a busy companysetting,
particularly when the researcheris involved in the daily activities of the company.
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This issue is currently being addressed by
changing the time that is spent at the sponsoring
company. Previously, approximately 90% of the researchtime was spent at the company and
although a significant proportion of this time was spent on research activities, the busy
working environment made focused academic thought more difficult. From now on a
minimum of 40% of the available time will be spent (physically) removed from the
organisation with a further period to be spent at the organisation on academic related
activities only.
The distinction between academic and industrial related activities is
somewhat false because
the practical activity at the company is in fact all related to the researchproject. The
distinction needs to be made though between practical researchand theoretical development.
The activities that are currently engaged in on a practical researchbasis are summarised in
Table 1. included in Appendix B. The
main tasks are listed along with a description and a
summary of the activities involved. The table is provided to highlight the main areas of
intervention with the organisation and the type
of activity which they involve. These areas
have recently been reduced to
enable a greater emphasis on the more theoretical side of the
research. Table 2 (also in Appendix B) presents the more "academic" activities that are
involved in conducting an engineering doctorate. For the
next period in particular, the most
important activities are those relating to the literature review and thesis construction. The
aforementioned split of time should allow for a greater level of academic focus and enable the
completion of the literature review and thesis statementsby the next six month report entry
due in September 1997.

1.1 Progress towards Literature Review
The most significant comment' made at the two-year stage was that the project needed a
separatedocument of literature analysis. The literature review process has been carried out
over the entire research period to date. Books and articles relating to a range of subjects have
been reviewed for their contribution or otherwise to the research at HP. As an example, a list
of journals that have reviewed throughout the project are included below.

Journal Title

No. of articles.

Academy of Management Journal

Academy of ManagementReview

4

Accounting, Organisationsand Society

2

I
This was seenassignificant by the external examinerand both the industrial and academicsupervisors.
See(in particular) a letter containedin Appendix A.
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Administrative ScienceQuarterly

1

British Journal of Management

2

BusinessStrategyand the Environment

14

Chemistry and Industry

1

Computing

I

Critical Perspectives on Accounting

1

Environment

I

Environment and Behaviour

I

Environmental Quality Management

5

The Environmentalist

I

GreenerManagementInternational

4

Harvard BusinessReview

5

InternationalJournalof EnvironmentalStudies

I

InternationalMarketing Review

1

Journalof Anthropological Research

I

Journalof EuropeanBusinessEducation

I

Journalof GeneralManagement

1

Journal of Management Studies

1

Journal for Quality and Participation

3

Long Range Planning

4

Management Services

2

ManagementToday

1

ManagingAmbiguity and Change

I

Omega, International Journal of Management Science

I

Resurgence

2
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Risk Analysis

3

SAM Advanced Management Journal

1

Science

1

SloanManagementReview
SocialResearch

1

The SystemsThinker

2

Technological Forecasting and Social Change

1

Tomorrow

1

The Total Quality Review
As can be seen thesecan be classifiedinto the following areas;
" ManagementandManagementscience
" ChangeManagement
" Strategicplanning
" Quality Management
" OrganisationalLearning
" Managementaccounting
" Industrial / CorporateEnvironmentalManagement
" Environmental
" Psychology
" Behaviour
" Change
" ResearchMethodologies
Other sources of literature such as books, the internet and professional journals have been
reviewed in similar areas.
Having reviewed these literatures it is now possible to construct a separate document
outlining the contribution of the research in relation to previous academic work. This will be
submitted to the portfolio by Ist August 1997. A detailed plan for reviewing remaining
literatures to assist the construction of this document can be found in Section 3 of this report.

1.2)

Research Methodology.

The secondmain topic, outlined by Dr Jackson,for developmentin this period, is the
researchframework andmethodology.For this project, the researchmethodologyplaysan
importantpart in the contributionto knowledge, so it is necessaryto review the available
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literaturesfor not only its
content, but alsofor the way that previousmanagementchange
researchhas beencarriedout.
The essenceof the researchmethodologyusedin this project is basedon participationsince
the researcheris basedat the company'spremises.The mid-way dissertationoutlined the
researchmethodbeing applied in the project. The following text is and excerptfrom that
report.
'This research is a four year individual casestudyfrom which it is hopedthat broader and general
conclusionswill evolve. Casestudy research is appropriatefor this project as it allowsfor a 'processual,
contextualand generally longitudinal analysis of the various actionsand meaningswhich takeplace in
organisations"
Casestudy research can include elementsof other
researchdesignsboth quantitative and qualitative. In this
instance the role of the researcheris tofacilitate change within the organisation andso methodologies
associatedwith action research are appropriate.
In action research,the researcheris involved in conjunction with membersof an organisation, in dealing
with a problem that is recognisedas such by bothparties. Theresearcherfeeds information about advisable
lines of action back to the organisation and observesthe impact of the implementationof the advisedlines of
action on the organisation. In a sense,the researcherbecomespart of thefield of investigation.It is the
nature of the relationship betweenthe researcherand his or her subjectsthat constitutestheprime reason
for conceptualisingaction researchas a distinct design.
Takingthis definition and adapting it for this researchproject would read:
In this action researchproject, the researcheris involved in conjunction with membersof Hewlett-Packard
Ltd, in dealing with the potential businessimpact of poor environmentalmanagement.Theresearcherfeeds
information about advisablelines of action back to Hewlett-PackardLtd and observesthe impact of the
implementation of the advisedlines of action on the company.'

In the same dissertation several data collection methodologies were described that were in use
in the project. These were Self Administered Questionnaires, Structured Interviews,
Participant Observation, Unstructured Interviewing and Archival Information.
Having identified both the predominant research method and the associated data collection
methodologies, it is now possible to outline the research strategy in a distinct document. This
would link the research question to the methodologies, describing how the collected data
would support or otherwise the proposed thesis that environmental management can be
institutionalised at Hewlett-Packard Ltd. This document will be submitted to the portfolio by
1st September 1997.

1.3) Metrics milestones and reviews.
On a very similar note, at the mid-way viva Dr Jacksonnotedthat consistentmetricsacross
the four yearsof the researchneedto be articulatedin moredetail. This would be to ensure
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that comparable measurements are taken throughout the researchproject in order to assessif
any changeshave occurred. A second issue relating to this, that was brought up, was the
notion of initial conditions. A clearer statement of the initial conditions of the project in terms
of the metrics being used to determine change is therefore required.
Since this recommendation, significant work has been carried out on refining the metrics used
to assessorganisational change. Previous six month reports have described that one possible
method available would be to use the company's Quality Maturity System (QMS) as a
measure of environmental management maturity. This is based on the assumption that if the
Environment, Health and Safety organisation is mature (according to quality criteria) then the
organisation is also EHS mature.

The validity of Hewlett-Packard'sQMS systemas a measureof organisationalmaturity
requiresexaminationbefore beingproposedas a suitablemethodologyfor this academic
research.One advantageof using the QMS systemin this way (althoughthis doesnot
necessarilymakethe approachanymore valid) is that the systemis recognisedat the
companyas a tool for measuringbusinessperformance.Thedegreeto which this
methodologyis acceptedthroughoutthe entire organisationalsoneedsmore detailed
examination,but personalexperienceat the companyover the last coupleof yearsdoes
suggestthat the systemis commonly utilised.

1.3.1 Linking QMS and Environmental Management
Hewlett-Packard's QMS system measuresthe organisational effectiveness of an entity. An
entity is "scored" from "1" to "5" for five axes of quality maturity. These are described in
more detail in the two year dissertation. In each of these five axes, the entity is reviewed
according to their "approach", "results" and "deployment". In other words the entity must be
good in. their approach to business, they must produce measurable results and their strategies
must be deployed throughout the organisation. An EHS analogy would be; the entity would
have to have a strong approach to EHS, produce noticeable EHS improvements and deploy

EHS activities throughouttheir organisation.
The deployment aspect of the QMS system in particular, make it an attractive method for
measuring the process of institutionalisation. The QMS scoring method would also measure
whether EHS is pro-active or re-active. The institutionalisation of environmental management
does not depend on the re-active / pro-active balance; both re-active and pro-active
environmental management could be deployed throughout an organisation. Further review of
the relationship between "pro-active" environmental management and the institutionalisation
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of environmentalmanagementis plannedfor review afterthe next Six month report in
September1997.
In order to determine metrics for
measuring organisational maturity it was necessary describe
what EHS maturity would actually look like in an organisation, according to the QMS
scoring criteria. In order to do this the researcher translated the company's quality maturity
scoring system into a document describing EHS maturity. This was achieved by taking the
five axis of quality maturity and for
each score (1 to 5) translating these into EHS maturity
statements. Several iterations of this translation have occurred, the list below summarises an
organisation that would only score "I" on the quality maturity score with reference to
environment, health and safety:
1.3.1a Score of "1"

Theorganisationthat would achievea scoreof "1" on a quality maturity scorewith reference
to environmentalmanagementwould have the following characteristics.
" Thereis a dedicatedDirector / Managerresponsiblefor environmentalmanagement
" Thereis an environmentalpolicy available
" Minimal resourcesallocatedto environmentalprograms
"

There is a small number of staff with responsibility for environmental programs

"

environment-related issues are dealt with in reaction to a range of stakeholder pressure

"

The process of managing environmental impacts is understood by those staff with environmental responsibility only.

"

There are few environmental champions in the company

" Improvementsaremadeto environmentalmanagementon an ad-hoc basis.
The important concepts behind these statements are that the environmental management
function is a reactive organisation with minimal financial and staff resources. The company
does not acknowledge that environmental issues exists other than by those people who work
directly for the environmental management function.

1.3.1b Score of "2"
In contrastto this, an organisationwith a scoreof "2" might look somethinglike:
" Those partsof the organisationwith high environmentalimpactareawareof environmental issuesand how they link to businessprocesses.
"

There is a somewhat pro-active approach to dealing with environmental issues
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" The staff responsiblefor environmentalprogramsunderstandthe policy and associated objectives
" Thereis evidenceof someenvironmentalsuccessstories.
" Environmentalmanagementprocessesaredocumentedand understood
" Resourcesattributedto environmentalprogramsaremainly aimedat compliance.
"

Some staff have environmental metrics as part of their job descriptions / performance
evaluation

" Non-HP-partners such as contractors, dealers and suppliers are recognised as having a
contribution to environmental programs.
Similar lists can be constructed for
scores up to "5" where the organisation would be
recognised as being world-class at environmental management. At this time, only scores from
"1" to "3" are completed. The remainder
will be completed by 1st September 1997.
As an aside, distilling the essenceof Hewlett-Packard's QMS system has resulted in a process
for determining organisational maturity
more generally. The EHS department (where the
research is carried out) is currently working on some self assessmentsoftware to measure
organisational maturity in relation to the company's corporate EHS audit criteria. This
software can be applied to any measure of organisational maturity and may contribute to the
measurement of environmental maturity for this research project in the future.
Each of the statements listed above can be inferred from tangible evidence in the organisation
such as documentation or interviews. Some evidence can be sought from the presence of an
item such as staff or a plan, other evidence can be sought from the lack of presence of an item
such as the lack of documentation or awareness.For each score, a set of metrics is currently
being developed that will form the basis of a suite of indicators. These metrics will be
detailed in the research methodology document due to be submitted by 1st September 1997.
These indicators will require a range of researchmethodologies to be employed. For
instance, the evidence that there is a policy for EHS can be determined relatively simply,
compared to evidence that there is a wide range of understanding for that policy. The former
requires only that the policy document is obtained by the researcher, the latter might require
that a survey or set of interviews be conducted. There is a four stage process to this
measurement strategy. This is shown in Fig. 1
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Fig. 1 MeasurementStrategyProcess.
Developing the measurement framework started by defining the various levels of maturity
that were possible for EHS. These were taken to be scores "1" to "5" according to the
company's QMS system. Typical conditions that would indicate each level of maturity were
then identified. The type of evidence for these conditions was then identified leading to a
choice of research methodology.
The reverse process will be used to determine the EHS maturity of the organisation. In other
words; A suite of data collection techniques will be used to collect evidence of EHS maturity,
this evidence will then be translated into broad conditions which will in turn translate into an

overall indication of the maturity of the organisation.
It should be noted that over the researchperiod data has been collected continuously using a
range of techniques. This data will be analysed once the measurementframework has been
fmalised. This (the finalisation of the measurement framework) will be completed before 1st
September 1997. An initial review of longitudinal data will determine the validity of the
framework providing an opportunity to adapt as required for the final analysis.

1.4) Coroborations.
A further commentmade by Dr Tim Jacksonwas that researchdatarequiredcorroboration.
An importantaspectof any datacollection exerciseis the needfor the corroborationor
confirmation of databy othersourcesof evidence.Oneapproachthat hasbeenusedin this
project is the useof externalresearchersto validatethe datain question. Two projectsin
particular havebeenfollowed, detailedbelow.
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1.4.1) Internal organisational change
research
A team of three researchers, including the
research engineer at Hewlett-Packard, a second
engineering doctorate student at Rank Xerox and an Assisstant Professor from Georgia State
University have collaborated on a longitudinal
project examining environmental change in
the two large organisations (Hewlett-Packard and Rank Xerox). This project is coming to a
close and an associated paper is now in draft format. Details of the project described below
are taken from this draft paper.
'This research investigates the conditions under which organisational issues result in an organisational
response. Using intensive longitudinal data from September 1995 to August 1996 within two major
corporations, we witness the development of organizational issues pertaining to the natural environment as
they trigger organizational responses. By analyzing this complete set of issues, we are able to identify those
issues which prompt responses and those issues which remain merely as expressions of interest or concern.
Wefind that the environmental issues which are the most likely to effect the scale, scope and momentum of
organizational response are those for which there is a high level of congruence between individual concerns
and organizational values. By applying theory from strategic issue management, managerial discretion, and
organizational values a model of issue progression is developed to explain organizational change.
Understanding the logic of organizational change processes has long been the preoccupation of
management theorists and practitioners. Numerous theories have been offered on the processes of
organizational adaptation at all three levels of analysis: the organizational environment (institutional
theory, resource dependency theory, and contingency theory), the macro organization level (learning and
innovation), and the group or individual (discussions of power, motivation, and affect). Recent efforts have
developed mid-range theory between the organization and the individual. These theories, however, assign
primacy to the organizational or environmental forces providing the rudder in the change process, as
individuals act and react to organizational and environmental processes. Whereas this project also directs
attention to the interactions between the individual and organization in propelling the change process, it
anchors the change process on individual and organizational attributes rather than the larger
organizational environment.

Much researchattends to observedorganizationalchanges,but little attention is afforded to stalled or failed
attempts.Pettigrew's extensivelongitudinal study of changein ICI from 1960 to 1983relied on manager's
recollections of changesof the culture, structure, technology,and strategy to benchmarkthe change
process. As a result, Pettigrew was able to build important insights
successful episodes, but not stalled efforts. Theory explaining failed
largely by research on successful change or on the firm's resistance
unsuccessful change based on successful change provides important

into change process, context, content of
change efforts have been informed
to change . Although speculating on
insights, a robust theory of

organizational change is impededby omitting stalled efforts. Thefactors which influencesuccessfulchange
may not be the samewhich inhibit change.Furthermore,resistanceto change is not the sameas stalled
change.Resistanceto changesuggeststhat the organizationhasfailed to change.Stalled effortssuggests
that change may be moving slowly, almost imperceptibly,or that its time has not yet come.Few effortshave
been made to build theory to explain organizational change informedby both successfuland stalled
attempts.In this research,we observethe developmentof the setof issuespertaining to the natural
environment within two large organizations,Hewlett Packard (HP) and RankXerox (R9. Someof these
issuesinitiate responses,whereasothersremain dormant and receivelittle individual or collective attention.
We observehow theseissuesare identified, and the process by which somelead to organizationalresponses.
Through theseobservations,we developa modelwhich permits us to identify a path followed by theseissues
as they stall or trigger organizational responses.Thispath permits us to analyzethe scale, scope,and
momentumof organizational responsesto theseissues.This researchbuilds onprevious work on issue
management, organizational discretion, and organizational values to illustrate the importanceof
organizational valuesand individual concerns in effectingorganizationalchange.
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The use of external researchersfor data collection and interpretation in this project is useful
for corroborating data obtained on the organisational change process at HP.

1.4.2) Identifying the businessimpacts of poor environmental management
A team of two researchers, including the research engineer at Hewlett-Packard and a second
engineering doctorate research student have devised some researchto identify stakeholder
expectations of Hewlett-Packard relating to environmental management. This is in order to
identify any gaps between HP's current environmental management performance and that
which is expected from four main stakeholders; Employees, Customers, Regulators and the
Financial Community. Although the focus of this researchproject touches a broad range of
stakeholders, the information from employees can be used to corroborate assertions made by
employees on environmental management preferences. This project has been subject to
delays due to engineering doctorate commitments of both researchersbut a full report will be
submitted to the portfolio by the end of September 1997.

1.4.3) Further opportunities
Thereare other avenuesto be followed for data corroborationthat havenot beeninvestigated
yet in this project. One might be to askinternal staff at HP to commenton the changeswhich
they perceiveas having occurred,particularly staff with whom the researcherhashad no prior
contact.Opportunitiesfor corroboratingthe datawill be examinedin more detail whenthe
measurementframework hasbeenfinalised.(seeprevioussection)

1.5) Objectivity and Personal Opinion.
At the mid-way stage it was felt that the research documentation required more justified
personal opinion and objectivity from HP as a case study. Recent changes in the time-tabling
of research activities should address this issue by physically removing the research engineer
from the company for significant periods of time. All the supervisors are tracking and

encouragingprogressin this area,resultantchangesshould be seenin subsequentreports
submittedto the portfolio.

1.6) Quality parallel
It has been proposed in previous six month reports that there is a parallel between the
development of quality management programs in industry and, more recently, environmental
be a
management programs. At the mid-way stage Dr Jackson recommended that this would
do
good avenue to pursue in more detail. There are two opportunities that can be followed to
this.
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1.6.1) Quality Management Literature
The first avenue that can be pursued to identify
any parallels with environmental management
literatures
relates to the
on Quality Management and its implementation in industry. This
body of literature could provide useful insights into the
mechanisms of organisational change
required to implement such management systems. There is existing literature on the links (or
otherwise) between environmental management and quality management that could also be
reviewed; for instance see Environmental Quality Management, The Total Quality Review,
The Journal for Quality and Participation or Business Strategy and the Environment Journals.
These literatures have been preliminary reviewed but requires further detailed examination.
Thus, the quality management literature is recognised a target subject area for future
as
literature analysis. A full list of target areasfor the literature review is provided in Section 3.
1.6.2) Quality Management Experience at HP
The second opportunity worth pursuing on this subject would be to evaluate the Quality
Management System at Hewlett-Packard in more detail; raising questions about whether
quality management is institutionalised at the company, and if so what factors helped that to
occur. There are staff who were employed at HP before the advent of quality management
(that are still employed today) who could provide a useful analysis of the problems
encountered in implementing quality management and hence perhaps environmental
management. Employee insights into quality management (at Hewlett-Packard) has not been
investigated yet. The parallels between quality and environmental management are important
to this research, since the tools being used to implement change evolve from quality
management tools at the company. It is the very fact that these tools are so accepted that
suggest that quality is indeed institutionalised at Hewlett-Packard. If this is the case, a review
of how quality came to be institutionalised would add value to the research on the
"institutionalisation of environmental management". This exercise is scheduled for after
September 1997 to allow time for other crucial reports and will be completed by December
1997.
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Section Two.
General Progress Update.
There have been three progress meetings with the research supervisors since the last six
month report. This section describes the content of these and any important points arising.
The first progress meeting was held shortly after the mid-way dissertation and consisted of a
brainstorming exercise between the researcher and supervisors on the "Contribution to
Knowledge" that the project makes. A diagram depicting the outcome of the brainstorm is
included in the Appendix. In summary the four main areasthat were considered to be the key
areas of contribution were:
" Discourse on the concept of "Institutionalisation"
"

Contribution to Literature

" Motivation of large organisationswrt environment
" Processand Methodsof Institutionalisation
Thesefour areaswereusedas the basisfor a "lecture" from the researcherat a second
progressreview this period.A copy of the lectureslidesareincludedin Appendix C
A seriesof questionswereraisedat this lecturewhich arebeingusedto guidethe research.A
copy of the questionsare also in the sameAppendix.
The main objective arising out of the second progress review was for the researcherto
document the presentation in a literature review format. It was at this stage that the
aforementioned problems with constructing the literature review were identified.
A third progress review, discussed only the progress towards writing the literature review as
this was seen to be the most urgent research activity.
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SectionThree
Future Plans
The next eighteen months of research will accelerate and consolidate the results so far into
their final conclusions. It is crucial that the remaining time is organised in such a manner as
to ensure the completion of the research project. As previously mentioned, some changes
have occurred with the practical research arrangements. Thesechangesare thefirst step in
ensuring that the project goals are met. The rest of this section describes a project plan for
the remaining research time. In order to construct this plan it is first necessary to summarise

the researchproject.
3.1) Objectives of research
The purpose of this research is to provide an independent but informed analysis of
Hewlett-Packard's strategy to institutionalise environmental management. Hewlett-Packard's
vision, and hence the vision of this research project, is that "environmental management at
HP's UKSR is fully institutionalised, and recognised as a business, customer and environment
focused operation"

The currentworking definition of the "Institutionalisationof EnvironmentalManagement"
would requirethat
"

"A
"

Environmental management is defined in such a way as to be suitable for the industry
context,

environmentalresponsibility,
company'sphilosophy or ethic encompasses
Individuals in a company take an appropriate level of ownership for environmental
management,

" Functionalgroups in a companyacknowledgeresponsibilityfor aspectsof environmental management,
In orderto achievethis, the researcheris placedinsidethe companyto carry out an "Action
" project. The objectivesin terms of "Action" areto participatein a strategyto
Research,
institutionaliseenvironmentalmanagementplan by;
" providing high quality environmental data for businessplanning purposes
" providing pro-active guidance and consultancy on environmental matters.

" facilitating the deploymentof proven,internalandexternal,"bestpractices",andto
" taking part in a rangeof relatedbusinessactivities
Further information on "Action Research"is containedin the two-yeardissertation
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The "Research"objectivesare,during Hewlett-Packard'sstrategyto institutionalise
environmentalmanagement,determine:
" the factors which constitute"institutionalisationof environmentalmanagement"
" the processof organisationalchangewhich needsto occurin orderthat environmental
managementis institutionalised?
" the motivating factors behind environmental organisational change?
"

the catalysts and inhibitors which affect the institutionalisation of environmental
management?

This researchwill be carried out with referenceto materialand learningsfrom a wide range
of sourcessuchas academicinstitutions, governmentorganisations,independentresearch
agencies,industry benchmarkingandglobal Hewlett-Packardoperations.
3.2) ResearchDeliverables
There are a range of academic deliverables required for the successful completion of the
project. These are presented in list format below.
"

Literature Review document describing the researchthesis and links to other academic
work.

" Summaryof ResearchFrameworkandMethodologiesemployedto achievedthe researchobjectives.
"A
"

statement of initial conditions upon which to compare organisational change.
Validation of the approach to facilitate and measure organisational change

" An analysisof any changesduring the researchtime in:
" Definition of environmentalmanagement
"
"

Culture or ethics relating to environmental issues.
Individual responseto environmental issues

of environmentalmanagement
" Functional acknowledgement
" Evidenceof any influencing factorsto change,suchas
" BusinessUnit Cultures
" Gender
" Position in company..bossetc.
" Personalgoals
" GeneralEngD programdeliverables.
The submissionof thesedeliverablesdependson a project planthat canbe trackedover the
whole researchproject. In orderto do this for the remainingresearchtime, seven"research
fundamentals"havebeenidentified that canbe trackedcontinuously. Thesearepresented
along with their metrics in Table 3.
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Someof the "fundamentals"are more difficult to measureprogressfor. Othersrequirefar
more effort than the metric would indicate.At the very minimum, tracking thesemetrics will
record progresstowards academicgoals in terms of time. Thejudgementof researchquality
is dependenton continuedreview with supervisorsandpeers.
Theseresearchfundamentalswill be reviewedwith the industrialandacademicsupervisors
andconsequentlytracked on a monthly basis.
Table 3. ResearchFundamentals.
Research Fundamental

Performance Metrics

Literature Review

At least 4 hours reading per week
Regular discussions with academic supervisors.

Fieldwork

More than 19.5 hours of participation per week

Fieldwork Log

More than 6 hours entry perweek

Data Collection

Continuouscollection of companydocumentationand
mail messages.
PeriodicInterviews
Regular Surveys

Data analysisand

At leastquarterly

Submissionsto journals /

Plansin place for at least2 publishedpapersby July

conferences
Conclusions

1998

interpretation

Regular portfolio updates.

Final documentJuly - Sept.1998.
EngD deliverables
3.3) Literature

as required.

review plan

The literature review has been identified as requiring sustained attention until September
1997. After the initial construction of a distinct literature review document, the literature
review process will primarily focus on its continual improvement. In the short term (2
months) A separatestrategy for completing the literature review document is required.
Earlier in this report, four areas of literature were listed as having formed the majority of
previous literature analysis. These were broadly: General Management, Industrial / Corporate
Environmental Management, Environment in general and ResearchMethodologies. These
four areas have been reviewed to differing extents. The majority of reviewed articles fall
under the Industrial / Corporate Environmental Management area.The basis of the literature
review plan is to review each area in more detail in order to frame the practical research at the
company in a wider academic context. A more detailed plan for each area is now described.
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3.3.1)
Objective:

Management and Management Science
-

To further clarify the specific areas of management science that the
research at HP does and does not contribute to.

Current Position: Reviewed articles relating to (for example)
Change and Quality Management Programs
McLagan, P; Net, C (1995) The dawning of a new age in the workplace.Journal for Quality and
Participation March 1995,10-15.
Atkinson, PE (1993): How to Avoid TQ Failure. ManagementServices,20-24
Cegelka, J; Gull, A (1994): Yes,people will really have to change.Journalfor Quality andParticipation,
72-77.
Massey, J (1995): Cultural Resolutions.Computing, 30-31.

Change Management Generally
Kotter, JP (1995): Leading Change: WhyTransformationEfforts Fail. HBR, 59-67.
Handy, C (1993): The Sigmoid Curve. In: The Empty Raincoat.(: ) 48-64.
Larkin, TJ; Larkin, S (1996): Reachingand changingfront line employees.HBR, 95-98,102.

Strategic Change
Gould, RM (1996): Gettingfrom Strategyto Action: Processes
for ContinuousChange.Long Range
Planning 29,278 to 289.
Dutton, J (1988): UnderstandingStrategicAgendaBuilding and its implicationsfor managing change.
Managing Ambiguity andChange,127-143.

Organisational Learning
Roth, G; Kleiner, A (1995): Learning Histories: "Assessing"the Learning Organisation. The Systems
Thinker 6(4, May), 1-5.
Senge,P (1990): The Fifth Discipline: Art and Practice of the learning organisation. 1sted. Doubleday,
New York. 424 pages.
Kim, DH (1993): TheLink betweenindividual and organisational learning. SloanManagementReview, 37
to 50.
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Process:-

Review current and other key texts, citation search on main authors, eliminate
and justify areaswhich will not be followed, follow-up references as
appropriate, identify gaps and main area of contribution.

3.3.2)
Objective:

Industrial / Corporate Environmental Management
-

To focus in on key authors in sub-areas of environmental management
research and identify linkages to general management theory.

Current Position: Reviewedarticlesrelating to (for example)
Environmental and Quality Management
Wells, RP (1995): Whywe need Value-AddedEnvironmentalManagement.EQM, 1-4.
Mitchell, JM; Brown, HJ (1994): Total Quality EnvironmentalManagement:Methodology and Examples
of Work in progress.The Total Quality Review, 17-26.
Welford, R (1993): Breaking the Link BetweenQuality and the Environment:Auditingfor Sustainability
and Life Cycle Assessment.BSE 2,25 to 33.

Cysewski,JB; Howe11,
System.
EQM,25 to
RD (1996):3MInternationalEnvironmental
Management
Environmental

Management and Business Strategy

Azzone, G; Bertelk (1994): Exploiting GreenStrategiesfor CompetetitiveAdvantage.Long Range
Planning27,69-81.
Starik, Met al (1996): Growing an Environmental ManagementStrategy.BSE 5,12 to 21.
Welford, R (1994): Casesin EnvironmentalManagementand BusinessStrategy.Pitman Publishing,
London. 216 pages.
Rothenberg, S; Marcus, Dr A; Maxwell, Dr J (1992): Issuesin the Implementationof Proactive
Environmental ManagementStrategies.BSE 1,1 to 10.

Environmental

Management / Environment General

McKinsey and Company (1992): Managing the environmental challenge. White Paper. Report for
Hewlett-Packard GmbH. November 1992.

Bansal, P (1995): Why firms go green. Doctoral Thesis- Chapter4. TempletonCollege
Walley, N; Whitehead, B (1994): Its Not EasyBeing Green.HBR May-June,46-52.
Hart, SL; Ahuja, G (1996): Doesit pay to be green?An empirical examinationof the relationship between
emissionreduction andfirm performance.BSE 5,30 to 37.
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Hass,JL (1996): Environmental ('Green) ManagementTypologies:An evaluation, operationalization and
empirical development.BSE 5,59 to 68
Hill, J (Ed.) (1992): Towards Good EnvironmentalPractice: A book of casestudies.Institute of Business
Ethics, London. 91 pages.

Process: -

Identify sub areas of current and other texts, citation search on main authors,
eliminate and justify areas which will not be followed, follow-up references as
appropriate, identify gaps and main area of contribution.

3.3.3) ResearchMethodologies
Objective:

-

To identify opportunities and limitations of research methodologies used at
HP and their application in other research.

Current Position: Reviewed articles relating to (for example)
Roth, G; Kleiner, A (1995): Learning Histories: "Assessing"the Learning Organisation. The Systems
Thinker 6(4, May), 1-5.
Bryman, A (1995): ResearchMethodsand OrganisationStudies.Routledge,London. 283 pages
Kemmis, S; McTaggart, R (Eds.) (1988): The Action ResearchPlanner. Third ed. Deakin University,
Victoria. 153pages.
Clark, AW (1976): Experimenting with Organisational Life - The Action Research Approach. Plenum Press,
New York. 259 pages.

Waddington, D (1994): ParticipantObservation.In: Qualitative Methods in Organizational Research.(Eds:
Cassel,C; Symon,G) SAGE publications, London
Hartley, JF (1994): CaseStudiesin OrganizationalResearch.In: Qualitative Methods in Organizational
Research.(Eds: Cassel,C; Symon,G) SAGE publications,London
Yin, RK (1981): The CaseStudy Crisis: SomeAnswers.ASQ 20,58 to 65.
Eisenhardt, K (1989): Building Theoriesfrom CaseStudyResearch.Academy of ManagementReview 14,
532 to 550.
Evered,R; Reis-Louis,M (1981): Alternative perspectivesin the organizationalsciences:'inquiry from the
inside' and'inquity from the outside'. In: The ManagementResearchHandbook. (Eds: Smith,CN; Dainty,P)
Routledge,London, 300.
Van de Ven, AH (1990): ReviewEssay:Four requirementsfor ProcessualAnalysis., 330 to 341.
(Incomplete Reference)

Process:-

Identify main authors,citation search,eliminateandjustify methodologies
which will not be followed, follow-up referencesas appropriate,identify
gapsandmain typesof methodologyto be used.
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Section One
Hewlett-Packard
Thefirst sectionin this reportprovides a brief backgroundto the Hewlett-PackardCompany
and the UK subsidiaryHewlett-PackardLtd Thesettingfor this researchis the UK Sales
Regionof HP UK Ltd.
1.1) Hewlett-Packard

Company

Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) is a leading global manufacturer of computing,
communications and measurement products and services recognised for excellence in quality
and support. HP has 103,000 employees and had revenue of $31 billion in its 1995 fiscal
year.

1.1.1) Company Culture The "HP Way"
The company has a strong culture known as the HP Way. The Evolution of the HP way began
in the early days of HP. Bill Hewlett and Dave Packard combined their product ideas and
unique management style and formed a working partnership('). The HP Way contains a set of
organisational values, corporate objectives and strategies and practices.

a) OrganisationalValues
HP's values are a setof deeply held beliefs that govern andguide our behaviour in meeting our
objectivesand in dealingwith eachother, our customers,shareholdersand others(').

Thesevaluesare
"

We have trust and respect for individuals

" We focus on a high level of achievement and contribution
"

We conduct our business with uncompromising integrity

"

We achieve common objectives through team-work

" We encourageflexibility and innovation
b) CorporateObjectives
HP'scorporateobjectivesareguidingprinciplesfor all decisionmakingby HPpeople
The objectives are
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Profit, Customers,Fields of Interest, Growth, Our People,Managementand Citizenship.

1.1.2) Quality Management at Hewlett-Packard.
Hewlett-Packard'suse of quality managementmethodsstemsfrom the belief that thesemethodsare the
means to achievebusiness success- and not a goal in themselves.They are the foundation on which
people carry out their daily jobs(Z).

As the quote implies 'Quality' features in all activities at HP. Hewlett-Packards definition of
quality is 'Meeting and exceeding the needs of the customer'. This broad definition enables all
employees to focus on the needs of both their internal and external customers. There are five
areas of the Quality program;
"

Strategic Focus.

" This includes HP's customer feedback system, surveys and other
methodologyfor understandingthe needsof the customerbase.
" BusinessPlanning
"

Most entities operate a 3-5 year Ten-Step plan. This is a strategic planning
process leading to an annual plan, breakthrough objectives, and business
fundamentals. '

" ProcessManagement

"

" Managing business processesusing data.
Improvement Cycle
Deming Cycle of Plan, Do,
" Managing improvement projects using the
Check, Act.

" Leadership and Participation.
"

Encouraging,

active and widespread participation

through

culture,

effective leadership, education, communication and recognition.
Each entity in the business has a Quality Maturity Review every two years. This assessment
scores each of these five areas in terms of approach, results and deployment. The scores are
averaged and an overall score between one to five is obtained. On this scale, a score of four is

worthy of an externalquality award.Most entitiesaim for a scoreof 3.5.

SeeGlossary of Terms for more details
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1.1.3) Hewlett-Packard and the Environment
Information technology, looks set to be the
worlds biggest industry by the early years of the
21st century. Until very recently, in the
eye of the consumer, the industry was seen to be

environmentallyclean.
Recent examples of massive clean up
operations in California's Silicon Valley have
increased the pressure on the industry to be
more "environmentally responsible" in its
manufacturing. Along side this an awareness of the environmental implications of energy
consumption have meant that the information technology industries are now under scrutiny to
justify their products and services in an environmentally informed manner as well.

Some75% of Hewlett-Packard'srevenue
comesfrom productsdevelopedin the last four
yearsand this trend is continuing.With over twenty thousandproductsworld-wide the
environmentalimpact of suchdisposabletechnologymust be significant.
These statementsare indicative of the important role companies like Hewlett-Packard play in
society today. Business and industry have an important function in the transition to more
sustainable forms of development. The challenge facing these companies is no longer a
competitive positioning one, but one of fundamental organisational change. Simply making
"green" products is not sufficient to satisfy the environmental standards, lobby groups and
legislators.
Within Hewlett-Packard, "Citizenship" has long been one of the seven corporate objectives
(see 1.1.1b ), as is "profit", and it is axiomatic within HP that all of the corporate objectives
should figure where appropriate in a business process or decision. The concept of
"green-ness" is already well absorbed into HP's ethos of citizenship. Indeed the original HP
publication "Commitment to the Environment" derived most of its corporate legitimacy from
the "Citizenship" objective.
The Hewlett-Packard environmental management objective is:
"To provide productsand servicesthat are environmentallysoundthroughouttheir life cycle andto
conduct our operationsworld-wide in an environmentallyresponsiblemanner."
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To achievethis objective, HP'sapproachis to
conductits businessworld-wide in an
environmentalresponsiblemanner.
"That meansour operationshave beendesignedto meetor exceedall applicablelocal, national and
international laws governing workplace safety and ecologicalprotection."

Environmental Managementat HP includes occupationalhealth, industrial hygiene, safety
management and ecological protection.
Quotes taken from the Hewlett-Packard Environmental Management Policy(3).
Environment, Health and Safety (EHS) performance is measured using the corporate EHS
Audit. A world-wide network of auditors visit sites to assessEHS programs and share
best-practices. Audit results form part of the company Chief Executive Officer's business
fundamentals.

1.2) Hewlett-Packard Ltd
Hewlett-Packard Ltd, the successful UK subsidiary of Hewlett-Packard has R&D,
manufacturing and office based sites throughout the UK employing some 5000 people. The
UK Sales region (UKSR) is located throughout the British Isles, its headquartersin Bracknell,

Berkshire housing approximately1500employees.Turnoverin the UK for 1995was
approximately£1.7 billion.
1.2.1) Quality Management
In 1994, HP UK won the first President's Award for Quality, a prestigious honour given only
to those entities that demonstrate a superior level of quality maturity backed up by sustained

businessperformance.
1.2.2) Hewlett-Packard Ltd and the Environment
HP Ltd was a founder member of ICER, the Industry Council for Electronic Equipment
Recycling, formed in 1992. The site at South Queensferry (SQF) was one of the first
organisations in Britain to receive the British environmental management standard BS7750.
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1.2.3) ResearchContext
In 1993 Mr Tom Davis was
appointed Director of Environmental Affairs for Hewlett-Packard
Ltd. Mr Davis is an experienced
general manager in HP, previously holding such positions as
Personnel Manager and Country Manager for HP Ireland. He had
no experience of managing
environment, health and safety. At that time Mr Davis believed that:
" public interest in environmental issues could cause potential problems for
Hewlett-Packard Ltd's continued growth if they were not managed effectively;

" managingenvironmentalissueseffectively would haveto involve a major attitudinal changeprocess;
" The growth of public interest in the environment was considerable and could impact business results long before such a change process was complete.

Mr Davis wantedto apply a precautionary
approachand takestepstoward such an attitudinal
changeprocess before environmentalissuesimpactedbusinessresults. His vision was that
environmentalmanagementwould be institutionalised,or part of normal businesspractice,
within a5 year time frame
With his experience and knowledge of HP business methodology he decided to implement a
four year environmental management program. He developed a 3-5 yr. Environmental
Management Ten-Step Plan. (See section 1.1.2)

One year later a ResearchEngineer(RE) from the University of Surrey/ Brunel University
engineering doctorate program was hired by Mr Davis. The RE (Zoe Jackson) was employed
to advise HP on environmental issues as they impact business results. It was agreed that,
through participating in the development of the Ten-Step Plan the RE would learn first hand
the issues and factors which affect the "institutionalisation of environmental management"

over a four year time fame (October1994to October1998).
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Section Two
Research Background and Contribution
The objective of the research program was agreed to be the "institutionalisation of
environmental management". Theprevious section described the context of the research from
the company's (HP's) perspective. This section now describes the research background in
terms of"

Environmental Technology

" EnvironmentalManagement(including other research)
"

The theory of institutionalisation and organisational change.

An overall summaryof the researchobjective and associatedquestionsis thenpresented
along with a summaryof the contributionto knowledge.
2.1) Environmental Technology
Technologycanbe definedas the "application of science".(ConciseOxford Dictionary,
1982). Science covers a broad range of disciplines including natural, physical and social
phenomenon. Application of any of these "sciences" could be described as "technology".
In this research the term "environment" refers to the ecological surroundings, including the
air, land, water and animal species. Environmental technology, therefore, is the application of
a "science" to issues which relate to the ecological surroundings.
Environmental "issues" have steadily grown in popularity and magnitude during the latter
half of this century. Many factors have been blamed for the gradual destruction of species and
resources including economic growth, the rate of technological change and industrialisation.
None of these factors are independent of human beings and yet it is only recently that

environmentalscientistshaveincludedthe social andhuman sciencesin their "tool kits".
In order to reachthe coreof "environmentalissues"today, environmentaltechnologymust
includethe application of the humansciencesas well asthe moretraditionalphysicaland
natural sciences.Knowledge of human impact on the environmentis no longerjust the
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domain of environmental scientists. Environmental issues impinge
on every area of
knowledge. Solutions to
environmental problems require a multi-disciplinary approach.
This research focuses on environmental issues they
as
affect an organisation and the people
inside that organisation. A wide range of science will be
applied in the research, not least
organisational science, in order to understand the way in which an organisation may
contribute to the debate on environmental issues and technology.

2.2) Environmental Management
'Jaques has noted that most words in the field of organizational development even
"manager", "plan", and "work" are ill defined. Such words have "so many meanings that
they have value only as vague slogans'(4).I would argue this is currently the case with
"environmental management". According to Croner's
It (Environmental Management)is probably best consideredas taking environmental factorsinto
accountin all managementdecisions,from product designto ultimate wastedisposal,through and
including product life cycle(s).

A "green" companyis one which totally integratesenvironmentalconsiderationsinto all its
policies, plans and practiceschoosingthe mostenvironmentallysensitiveoptions en route(s).
For the purposesof this researchenvironmentalmanagementis consideredto be the
managementof environmentalissuesas they impact all areasof the business.
2.2.1) EnvironmentalManagementResearch
There is still a greatdealof confusionaboutwhat constitutesenvironmentalmanagementas
far as the literature is concerned.In reviewing the literature(at least)the following phrases
have beenconsideredas beingrelatedto environmentalmanagement.
" Ecological Impacts
"

Sustainable Development

"

Eco-Management

" Total Quality EnvironmentalManagement.
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Generally there are two types of audience for
environmental management articles,
practitioners (environmental managers) and the academic community. Each audience has
specific needs and consequently requires a different approach.
Practitioner oriented research has
produced numerous accounts of environmental
management at work in a wide range of companies. A publication by the Institute of Business
Ethics in 1992(6)described nine such
casestudies. Companies were described in terms of
eight criteria, "Assessments", "Statements", "Targets", "Programmes", "Management",
"Training", "Monitoring, reporting, auditing & review" and "Communications". Evidence for
the case studies described appear in the most part to be from documentary evidence and
interviews with senior members of the company's staff. A similar collection of "case studies"
appear in Richard Welford's "Cases in Environmental Management and Business Strategy'(7).
He describes, in more detail, initiatives from four
companies. Welford's approach is different
to that of Hill, in that he describes specific (different) elements of the companies'

environmentalmanagementapproachand not generalpracticesbasedon standardheadings.
Welford's evidenceis alsoderived from interviewsand companydocumentation.
Some individual case studies have tried to identify issues in the implementation of
environmental management. Rothenburg et aP) identified " some of the implementation
issues that confront companies when they introduce environmental strategic change" A case
study - Volvo - is used to highlight the difficulties encountered. The case study identified a
number of factors that the authors believe will affect the implementation of an environmental
management strategy. These were

" OrganisationalContext
" OrganisationalStructure
" OrganisationalCulture andHistory
" ProductsandProcessesand
"

Resources

This article goeshalf way to understandingthe manycomplex interactionswhich may affect
the implementationof an environmentalmanagementstrategy.Bearingin mind that all these
factorsdo affect the implementationof environmentalmanagement:What mechanismsare
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therefor achieving successfulintegration,andarethereany generallessonsthat can be
learned? For example, having selected an approach which is congruent with the above
factors, what process must a company follow in order to integrate environmental

management?
Thesetypes of casestudy servea useful purposein sharingand encouraginggood practice
across industries. They are normally based on successstories and use only company
documentation and select interviews (where possible) as researchmaterial.

Articles that I would classify as academicresearch,fall into two furthercategories;
"

Advice to practitioners based on broad experience in the subject, and

"

Empirical studies of environmental management in a specific context

Obviously the two overlap,most empirical studiesoffer somekind of generaladvice,but I
would like to considerthem separately.
General guidance.
In an article called "Integrating Environmental policy with Business Strategy", Hutchinson (9)
describes, using examples, how integration of a firm's environmental policy with its business
strategy has been accomplished and has benefits for the company, the environment and the
community. Hutchinson presents a checklist of "criteria demonstrating integration of
environmental policy and business strategy". Those companies which want their
environmental responsibility to be an integral part of how they run their business are likely to
agree with the items on the list. What is not described is the process of change that a firm
must go through in order to get to the points on the checklist. For instance, how does a
company get "Environmental Savings as an integral part of accounting and budgeting
procedures in all departments."?
In "Growing an Environmental Strategy", Starik et al (10)state "Environmental Management
is becoming increasingly accepted as a key feature of business strategy. However academic
and practitioner publications on the subject develop few guides as to which process to follow
to integrate environmental concerns and strategy" The article goes on to describe a kind of
environmental gap analysis. A company identifies their current business "MOSAIC" -
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Mission, Objectives, Strategic Orientation, Action Plan, Implementation and Controls" as
they pertain to the natural environment. Then they analyse the company environment for
trends, weaknessesand opportunities with stakeholders, including the natural environment. A
revised MOSAIC is then produced based on the previous two steps. I believe, the next step
for a company, once they have integrated the environment into business strategy, is to
integrate the environment into business practice. A strategic orientation is a necessary
pre-cursor to achieving practice on a day to basis, but it the day to day practice that ultimately
changes a firm's environmental and business performance. This is a weak area in the literature
on environmental management that my research can contribute to.
Empirical Studies.

Empirical studieson the broadtopic of environmentalmanagementarerare, andhavebeen
conductedusing a combinationof interviewsand documentanalysis.Halme (") reviews
"shifting environmentalparadigms"in two Finnish papercompanies.The methodologyused
in studyingthe shift in environmentalmanagementat the two companieswas basedon the
groundedtheory approachintroducedby Glaserand Strauss(1967). "Groundedtheory refers
to an approachwherethe researchersystematicallyseeksto developa theory appropriatefor
the empirical phenomenonstudied"(").Semi-structuredinterviews werethe main methodof
data collection. Documentslike letters,memos,tradejournals, annualreports,company
historiesand newspaperarticleswerealso analysed.
It appears as though most empirical studies in this area are either based on interviews,
documents or a combination of both. One avenue that has not been followed with
environmental management research is participant observation. This could be due to a
number of reasons.
"

Environmental Management is a fairly new topic and thus in depth participant
studies are unlikely to have surfaced yet.

" EnvironmentalManagementis a "hot topic", fums beingunlikely to want to
sharetheir experiencesin any greatdetail.
"

Environmental Management is not an area that warrants prolonged participant
observation.
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In order that environmental management
practice can be improved, a greater understanding
of the internal mechanisms that prevent or encourageits implementation is required. Only
through participant observation will research un-cover the underlying motives behind
environmental management in companies and hence learn how to encourage good practices
across industries. Environmental issues can be very controversial; getting to the truth behind
decisions is often difficult. Prolonged participant
observation can get over barriers which may
prevent useful insights from being gained.

In her analysis,Halme(") describesorganisational"learning"
with regardto environmental
management.She says
"It also appearsthat cognitive level organisationallearningoccurs in the courseof action as new
experienceand knowledge are acquired.In the learningprocess,frame-breakingnotions are, for
instance,when managementrealisesthat environmentalissuescan bring out competitive advantageor
other economic benefit"

Organisational learning with respect to the
environment is an area of potential interest to this
research. See "Future Plans" for more details.
2.3) The Theory of Institutionalisation

and Organisational Change.

Most companies now admit that they have to change in order to stay is business. Continual
adaptation to changing business environments is an essential part of any business strategy.
Change processes usually go through a series of phasesthat, in total, usually require a
considerable amount of time("). In Leading Change: Why Transformation Efforts Fail.
Kotterr'2 identifies "Eight steps to transforming your Organization" The eighth step is called
"Institutionalizing new approaches".
In the final analysischangesticks when it becomes"the way we do things aroundhere," when it seeps
into the bloodstreamof the corporatebody. Until new behavioursarerooted in social normsand shared
values, they are subjectto degradationassoon as the pressurefor changeis removed").

Thus, in order for environmental management to become "the way we do things around here",
it must be institutionalised.

"Onedefinition of institutionalizationis the creationof formally sanctionedorganisationsand
procedures that orient social behaviour according to recognizable, stable, and consistent
patterns"("). In a study on the "Articulation and Institutionalization of Democracy in Poland",
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Cirtautas and Mokrzycki(13) distinguish between "articulation", the
processes whereby a given
develops
group
and articulates a set of values around which action can be oriented, and
institutionalization", the process whereby these values are
concretized in authoritative

patternsof behaviour".Institutional theoristsareinterestedin the processby which items
becomeinstitutionalisedand the
role of institutions in society(Scott, 1987)("). It appearsthe
two definitions aresimilar, "articulation" beingcomparableto the "role of the institution"
and, "institutionalization" to the processof embodiment.
Is institutional theory appropriate to environmental management research? In an article on
"Ecologically Sustainable Organizations", Jennings and Zanderbergen(14)
argue that
institutional theory can be applied to the concept of ecological sustainability. Institutional
theory..
is useful for understandinghow definitions of ecologicalsustainabilityare generatedandaccepted
both inside and out of organisations.It is also for useful for.. describinghow organizationactivities
may, over time, come to contribute to sustainability").

It appears then that institutional theory can be useful framework for understanding how

environmentalmanagementconceptsaregeneratedand acceptedin an organisation,and also
how thoseconceptsbecomeembeddedinto that organisationover time.
2.4) Research Questions

From reviewing the literatureon environmentalmanagementand organisationalchangeit is
now possible to extend the objective to a set of questions to guide the research.
The objective of this research is to participate in, and monitor, the "institutionalisation of
environmental management" in HP's UK Sales Region.
"Institutionalisation of environmental management" is considered to be a process, the
outcome of which would result in a wide range of environmental management concepts being
adopted pervasively and measurably throughout the company.

In order to achievethis the following questionswill be addressed.
" What was the initial understandingof environmentalmanagementconceptsin the
organisation?How did this comparewith peersand nationalnorms?
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What are the compelling drivers of environmental management which business

"

managers in HP would consider legitimate?

" What defines the acceptablevision of "institutionalisation"which will motivate
changewithin the company?
"

What organisationalchangesare required for the implementationof an environmentalmanagementstrategyin HP

" What strategiesand tacticsshouldbe adoptedand/ or avoided?
" What trends are observed in the institutionalisation of environmental
management.
2.5) Summary of Contribution

to Knowledge

The contribution of this research lies in three areas:
"

Setting

" ResearchMethodology
" Subject
These are presented below.
2.5.1) Setting
Most research on environmental management focuses on manufacturing operations or at a
strategic management level. This research chooses as its setting a distributed
non-manufacturing

organisation. It will

examine the type of issues encountered in a

non-manufacturing setting where the ecological environment is far removed from day to day
business.
Communication technology is rapidly changing causing organisations to become more
distributed. The environmental impacts of such distributed organisations are less understood
than more traditional "sites". This research can contribute to the understanding of this
growing organisational phenomenon.

2.5.2) ResearchMethodology
As hasbeenpreviously mentioned,suchprolongedimmersionfor environmental
managementresearchis rare. Having virtually unlimitedaccessandparticipationto a
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companyundergoingstrategicenvironmentalmanagementchangewill contributegreatly to
both the understandingof organisationsand to environmentalmanagement.
2.5.3) Subject
Due to the researchmethodology, the subject of this researchcan also contribute to its
originality. Previous research either focuses on employee participation and training, or
strategic change at a board level. This research bridges that gap and analyses the process by
which individual action can result in organisational action and commitment. For instance,
does involving employees in such projects as recycling paper encourage environmental issues
to seep into their job? Or vice versa: Does having an environmental role in the company
structure encourage more commitment to the environment on a personal level?

2.6) Outcome of the Research
The research will generate insights for the following audiences (written in no specific order)

" The academiccommunity
"

Practitioners of environmental management

" Hewlett-Packard's Environmental Management functions.
For academics the research will provide empirical evidence of the link between individual
behaviour and organisational behaviour toward the environment. It will also provide insight

into the barriersagainst,and motivationsfor, environmentalissuesin companies.
For practising environmental managers this researchwill provide insights, from first hand
experience, on how you can integrate environmental management into the business.
Specifically, the project will uncover general approachesthat work and those that don't work
in an environmental change program.
For Hewlett-Packard managers, these insights are especially relevant. Hewlett-Packard
policies, processesand cultures are very similar around the world. The results of this research

will be directly applicablein otherHP sites.
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Section Three
Research Design and Methodology
In previous sections, the background
and objectives of the research have been described. The
following section describes the strategy for carrying
out research in order to achieve those

objectives.
3.1) Research Design
Bryman(15)suggests that research design is distinct from researchmethodology. The research
design is the overall structure and orientation of the project, whereas the methodologies
described are the techniques used for data collection. I will first discuss the research design
for this project and then the methodologies employed within that design. This research is a
four year individual case study from which it is hoped that broader and general conclusions
will evolve. Case study research is appropriate for this project as it allows for a "processual,

contextualand generally longitudinal analysisof the variousactionsand meaningswhich
takeplace in organisations"("').
3.1.1) Action Research based Case Study

Case study researchcan include elements of other researchdesignsboth quantitative and
qualitative. In this instance the role of the researcheris to facilitate changewithin the
organisationand so methodologiesassociatedwith action researchareappropriate.
In action research, the researcheris involved, in conjunction with members of an organisation, in
dealing with a problem that is recognisedas such by both parties. The researcherfeeds information
about advisablelines of action back to the organisationand observesthe impact of the implementation
of the advisedlines of action on the organisation.In a sense,the researcherbecomespart of the field of
investigation. It is the nature of the relationship between the researcherand his or her subjectsthat
constitutesthe prime reasonfor conceptualisingaction researchasa distinct design P7.

Taking this definition and adaptingit for this researchprojectwould read:
In this action research project, the researcher is involved, in conjunction with members of
Hewlett-Packard Ltd, in dealing with the potential business impact of poor environmental
management.The researcherfeedsinformation about advisablelines of actionback to Hewlett-Packard
Ltd and observesthe impact of the implementation of the advisedlines of actionon the company.
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3.1.2) Role of the ResearchEngineer
The research engineer works within the Environment, Health and Safety department at
Hewlett-Packard. In order to achieve the research objective and address the research
questions (section 2.4) different roles are assumed.

Themost importantroles are:
" Independentresearcher.
" In this role the researcherreflects uponher observationsand although
participating is not instigating any planned change to the organisation.

" ChangeAgent.
" In this role the researcherintroduceschangeto the company.For example
setting up a new processor policy.
" Hewlett-Packardfunctionary
"

In someinstancesit is beneficialfor the researcherto behaveas a
"normal memberof staff'. This persontakespart in daily business
activities and hasa role in the Environment,Healthand Safety
department.

Other roles can also be assumedin a chamelion-like way in order to obtain accessor trust.

Oneexamplewould be an "academic"role with no companyties.
Theseroles areusedethically at all times. They areusedas the bestmeansto obtain
information from the organisation.Most, if not all, employeesareawareof the researchbut
accept the somewhat "dual" role that the RE plays.

3.2) Research Methods
Therearemany researchmethodsassociatedwith organisationalresearch.
Many case study researchers,in their pursuit of the delicate and intricate interactions and processes
occurring within organizations,will use a combination of methods, partly becausethe complex
phenomenamay be best approachedthrough severalmethods, and partly deliberately to triangulate
(and thereforeimprove validity) Q6)

Bryman (") lists seven distinct types. Table 1. shows these methods and briefly describes
where they are used in this project.
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Table 1. ResearchMethodsUsed.
Method

Used?

Self

Yes

Administered
Questionnaire
Structured

Sometimes

Mostly in association with specific projects.

Yes

Uncoverthe samedetailsfor different people.
Making observationsby beingin the context.

Yes

Most information comes from this method.
Less specific questions to elicit opinions on

Observation
Unstructured

Changesto internalsurveys,generalawareness
surveys that are used to elicit environmental
information and trends.

Interviews
Participant

Notes

Interviewing

issues.

Structured
Observation

No

Simulation

No

Archival
Information

Yes

Not requiredasresearcherstrongly involved
with organisation.
Not requiredasreality is seenanyway.
Minutes, Presentations,
CompanyReports,
E-mail etc.to get the "written version"

Only two of the abovetypes of researchmethodarenot usedin this project (shown in grey).
Structuredobservationis normally carried out by a researcher
who doesnot participatein the
day to day activities of the organisation.In this project it is part of the design that the
researcher plays an active part in day to day activities so structured observation would be
difficult to achieve. Similarly for simulation, there is no need to simulate real life situations
where the researcher is so involved. The methods used in this project are described in more
detail.
3.2.1) Self Administered

Questionnaires.

Self administered questionnairesare normally a set of questionswhich the respondent
completes on their own. The questionnaire is designed such that the responses can be
assumed comparable. Filling in surveys or questionnaires at work is time consuming,
especially if the subject matter appears irrelevant or of little value to the company. Internally
at Hewlett-Packard, people hesitate in using surveys as a primary source of data for that
reason. There are advantages to carrying out surveys though, if a good response can be
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generated. In order to obtain a yardstick for the level of awareness in a company a broad
survey can be an appropriate mechanism.

In this project the researcher uses existing surveys, that are accepted in the company and
normally filled in, to obtain information on environmental issues. For example, until 1995 the
Platform Services Survey (PSS, see section 6.5.2) at Hewlett-Packard did not include any
EHS questions. The survey includes such questions every year now and acts as an important
source of data for business planning and issue prioritisation.
Occasionally separate surveys will be carried out for this research. This will normally be
when a specific issue needs improvement. For example in March 1996 a survey of recycling
behaviour was carried out by the researcher and other members of a waste management

project team.
3.2.2) Structured Interviewing
Structured interviewing concerns face to face precise and formulated questioning. In other
words, having the same pre-determined interview schedule for many people. This is an area
which will be used in this research, probably for specific purposes as opposed to general data
capture. For instance, in a study on the perceptions of environmental issues in workplace a
range of employees were interviewed according to a set of questions. Semi-structured
interviews are also likely to be encountered.
3.2.3) Participant Observation
Participant observationcomprisesthe fairly prolongedimmersion of the researcherin the context that
it is to be studiedwith the purpose of gaining first-hand knowledgeof that context, primarily through
observationof individuals as they go about their normal work activities(1e).

It is possible to distinguish three types of participant observer role: covert, full or indirect°9)
Full participant observation is employed in this project, that is, the research engineer has a
work role within the organisation but as known as a researcheramong most of the employees

at the company.
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The benefit of full participation in this project is the virtually unlimited accessto employees
and documentationwithin HP. This accessextendsto networksbeyondHP UK. SeniorEHS
managersacross the company world-wide are aware of and supportthe research.A recent
example of this support appearedin an e-mail messagefrom the EuropeanEnvironmental
Managerin HP:
"We arereally looking forward to the findings of your work and to your recommendationson how best
to integrateEHS in an organisation.
Keep things up andbest successwith your work! "

Although the participation overall may be considered to be full, the degree of participation
with individuals varies according to circumstance. In some situations the RE leads a project
or meeting, in others she takes part but not in a leadership position. Other situations in the
company are just observed and the RE has little role to play in their execution. A wide range
of data is captured in all situations, the main differences between the three are:
"

In a leadership role it is possible to explore different types of leadership and examine the reaction the group to the different styles.

" In a team role it is possible to note the performance of the team when the researcher is both present and absent. For instance, are environmental issues forgotten if the RE is not present.
in" In a pure observation role, it is possible to really sit back and analyse the team
teractions without the RE's intervention. Detailed note taking is also easier in this
situation.

3.2.3 b) Field Notes
Participant observers rely a great deal on recording as many of their observations as quickly as
possible, by writing noteswhich record eventsor remarksof importance(").

In this research, field notes are recorded regularly in a log book. One side of this log book is
used for recording conversations, meetings and other "interactions" with the organisation. The
reverse side is used to record rough comments, notes from seminars, conferences and EngD
modules, "To Do" lists and general conceptual planning. Text recorded in both sides of the
book is reviewed on a regular basis and key words are high-lighted. Once the words have
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been highlighted, they are noted (along with their relevantpagenumbers)in an alphabetical
card index system.Categoriesof key words currently usedinclude:
Actors (People involved in the change/project,departmentsorfunctions involved)
HP Sites (Since the Salescompanyis distributed)
Stakeholders (Any other companiesinvolved, Customers?,Media?)
Environmental Management Concepts (Recycling,Closing the loop etc.)
Feelings (Motivated, Stressed,Pressured,Empoweredetc.)
Goals (Money, Audit, Personal)
Outcome (Worked,Didn't work, on hold etc.)

This enablessubsequentanalysisof the data for relevanttrends.The log book is backedup on
a regular basis, to date it has been manual but an electronic version is currently being
developed.
3.2.4) Unstructured Interviewing
With unstructuredinterviewing, the researchermay not have a set of pre-defined questions.
This type of interviewing is designedto allow a more open endedapproachto questioning
allowing the informant to discussthe issue rather than answer a question. Unstructured
interviews often form part of participant observationresearchas they can be conducted
but an
relatively spontaneously.In this research,unstructured interviewing does occur
(see Future
effective format for capturing the results of the interview is still under review
Plans)
3.2.5) Documentary Analysis
The analysis of documents is generally used to supplement other research methods. This is
the case in this project. Access to a wide range of documentation is possible. The researcher
keeps a log of all electronic mail coming in and out of the EHS department as a kind of
historical account of day to day events. Access to presentation material is also possible, along
with minutes, reports and all other hard evidence. The documents are mostly used to
triangulate other data, only when other data is not possible (for instance historical data or

company financial information) aredocumentsthe only source.
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Section Four
Theoretical Framework
Thissection of the reportprovides insight into thegenerationof a theoreticalframeworkfor
the researchproject.
4.1 Background to theory generation

Developmentof theory is a centralactivity in organisationalresearch.Traditionally, authors
have developed theory by combining observations from previous literature, common sense
and experience! ") According to Hartley (16),the value of theory in case studies is key "Although casestudiesmay begin with only rudimentary theory or primitive frameworkthey needto
develop theoretical frameworks by the endwhich inform and enrich the data andprovide not only a
senseof the uniquenessof the casebut also what is of more generalrelevanceand interest....without a
theoretical framework, a casestudy may producefascinating detailsabout life in a particular
organisationbut without any wider significance"

Two main sourceswere usedto develop a framework for this project.Thesewere:
" Literature from the following (main) areas;
" Institutional theory,
" Action Research,

Management,
" Environmentand Environmental
" ResearchMethods,
" OrganisationsandManagement,and
"

Initial observations at Hewlett-Packard.

As a result of theseliteraturereviews and internalobservationsthe following frameworkis
presented as a guide for further investigation at the company.
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4.2) Research Framework
4.2.1) Institutionalisation

From the literaturereviewedit appearsthat therearea few critical componentsthat must be
evident in order for "environmentalmanagement"to be institutionalised:
"A
"

common understanding of the concept of environmental management.
Consistent action by the organisation and its members regarding environmental
management.

"

Environmental Management as part of the company orthodoxy

The first of these is the "common understanding of environmental management". This has to
be at the level of the individual in the company. Unless individuals in the organisation
understand and value the concepts of environmental management, institutionalisation will not
occur. Individuals affiliated with organisations as owners, managers, employees, members
and volunteers bring critical ideas and energy to the "greening" of their organisations. (21)This
element is referred to herein as Individual Values.
Not only should individuals within the company have a common understanding of the
concepts associatedwith environmental management, they should be taking action. Most
individuals can actively contribute to environmental management at work. The nature of the
role of the individual in the organisation will affect the magnitude and type of activities that
they can perform though. For instance, the individual action of an administrator may be
different to that of the finance director. Whatever their discretion though, consistent action of
the members of the organisation is an important element of institutionalisation. This shall be
referred to as Individual Action.
Institutionalisation is not just about individuals taking action. Consistent organisational action
is also required. In a large organisation like Hewlett-Packard Ltd., the company is more than
just a collection of individuals, although it is recognised that without those individuals the
company would not exist. What constitutes organisational action and not just individual

action is hard to define,for instance,organisationalactivities areoften startedby one person.
In terms of HP an organisationalactivity is definedas onethat occurswithin the six key
processesof the company.HP is a processorientedcompanywith most,if not all, business
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processesdocumented and monitored on a regular basis. The six key business processes are
standard set processes covering all business activities. An example of a business activity
therefore would be evidence of environmental management in a formal business plan as
opposed to an individual cycling to work. This element will be referred to as Business
Activity.

In the previous elements"action" was referredto as part of the institutionalisationprocess.
Someauthorssuggestthat total institutionalisationis the total absenceof action.(22)
In essence
this is true, when employees of HP recycle (say) paper without it being an intended action
then environmental management (or recycling paper at least!) will be institutionalised.
However, whilst the process of institutionalisation is developing the term action will be used,
both in terms of the business and the individual, to denote intended activity regarding an

environmentalmanagementconcept.
The final element of institutionalisation is evidence that the organisation has environmental
management as part of its orthodoxy, or way of doing things. HP has a very strong culture
known as the HP way. These are commonly cited principles and values which are consistent
across changes in the company. If it were institutionalised environmental management would
be understood as being part of the HP way. This is the hardest aspect of institutionalisation to
measure but evidence will be sought in conversations and documentation. From now on this
element will be referred to as Company Projection.
4.2.2) Environmental

Management

The next step in developing a theoretical framework for this project is to consider the
concepts embedded in "environmental management" that will be suitable for analysis within

Hewlett-Packard.
"Environmental Management" means different things to different companies. Within
Hewlett-Packard, environmental management encompassesoccupational health, industrial
hygiene, safety management and ecological protection. (23)As such, policies are implemented
through Environment, Health and Safety departments around the world. The main focus of
this research program however, is on environmental issues and not health and safety. The

conceptswithin "environmentalmanagement"to be studiedshouldbe specific but opento
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adaptationat a later dateif necessary.For eachelementof institutionalisation,four concepts
of environmentalmanagement,that havebeenchosento providea frameworkfor further
analysis,will now be described.
a) Element: Individual Values
There are a wide range of environmental issues that an individual could have an opinion on,
ranging from acid rain to deforestation, bottle recycling and population growth. The
following four subject areaswill be examined in terms of individual understanding and

priority. Examplesof associatedquestionsareshownin Italics.
Environmental

issues at work: Does work have environmental impacts? Should companies

demonstrateenvironmental commitment?
Waste: What is waste?Is it an issuein society?
Resource depletion: Whatare natural resources?Are theyrunning out?
Air pollution: Whatis polluting the air? Opinion on global warmingand other atmosphericissues?

These areascover a good proportion of popular environmental issues in society. Evaluating
the opinion of "environmental issues at work" is an important question designed to uncover
This
any potential differences between the individual in the home and work environments.
it is
element will take a slightly different researchapproach than the remaining elements:
unlikely that employees will just talk about environmental issues on a personal basis at work.
A series of discussion groups is planned that will attempt to uncover the understanding that
people have about environmental issues, in particular the above four areas.

b) Element: Individual Action (at work)
In deciding what issues to focus on in terms of individual (environmental) action, it is
important to remember that the organisation under study is a sales company. Consequently,
activities that individuals partake in, on a day to day basis, appearto have very little
has
environmental impact. If you consider the system of inputs and outputs that an individual
at work environmental impact is generated by (at least) the following activities.

" Disposing of office waste
" GoodsPurchasede.g. stationeryor food.
" Resourcesconsumedin office activities and
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" Travel to and from the office.
Specifically the areas that have been identified as critical "environmental management"

conceptsfor individuals at HP are:
Office Recycling How much office wasteis recycled,re-used?
Green Purchasing

Does the employee request /buy recycled paper or other more "environmental"

products from the purchasing department. How much recycled paper is used compared to
non-recycled?

Energy Consumption Patterns Does the employee...turn off his/her PCfor environmentalreasons?
Reduceprinter usage?Turn deskLamps of)?
Travel Practice Does the employeecycle or car share to work on environmentalgrounds?

These particular aspects have been chosen to represent a range of "environmental maturity" at
Hewlett-Packard. Currently, for example, the concept of office recycling is well understood
but the impacts associated with energy consumption or travelling are not. Even within the
area of office recycling certain materials, such as cups and white paper, are always recycled
but others, such as aluminium cans, are not. This allows for more fine grained analysis of the

drivers of successfulenvironmentalprograms.
Information on these concepts will come from a variety of sourceswithin the company
including surveys, physical evidence & records and personal comments. Three types of data
are likely to arise:

" Quantitativedatasuchas physicalreductionsin wasteor energyconsumed
" Surveysof behaviourtoward the concepts
"

Observations of actual behaviour.

In this way data from either sourcewill be validatedby the othertwo.
c) Element: BusinessActivities
By applying the same principles, a businessproducing a service will have (at least) these
impact areas.

" Wasteleaving the building
" CompanyTransport
" Resources Consumed
"

Goods Purchased
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" ProductsSold
Specifically, the areasthat have been identified
as critical "environmental management"

conceptsfor HP as an organisationare:
Impact Management

- managing the environmental impacts caused by operations such as

waste, energy and transport.

Supplier Evaluation - reviewing and demandinggood supplier environmentalperformance.
Product Take-back or recycling - processesto recycle or recovergoodssold to the UK
market.
"Green" marketing and sales activities to gain market share through competitive
advantage or differentiation on environmental grounds.

These areaswere chosen by examining literature on typical environmental management
responsesin companies (14)and from initial experiences at HP. For example, although an
emerging facet of environmental management at the moment is " environmental accounting"
this is not an area worth focusing on in HP at this time. As with the areaschosen for
individual action, the four aspectsof business (environmental) activity are at varying levels of
maturity in HP at this time. "Product Take-Back" is an emerging issue which may become
more important to HP's businesseswhereas "impact management" is more established and
regularly audited. This provides varied data to help understand the institutionalisation
process.

Evidenceof changein theseareaswill be soughtin:
" Minutes, presentationmaterialand otherworking documents
"

Observations at meetings and events

"

Published HP documents.

This will also provide a spread of analysis in order to capture different perspectives on the
same changes.

The measurementapproachusedfor the "individual action" and "businessactivity" elements
is similar to the one takenby Klinkers and Nelisson(24).
In their paperon environmental
campaigningthey differentiate betweenintendedenvironmentalbehaviour(both individual
and corporate)andactual environmentalbehaviourby using both a pre and postevent
measurementstrategy.The time spentat the organisationin this projectwill allow for both
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chronologicaland reversechronologicalanalysis.This will add validity and, most
importantly, insights into the processof changeat the company.
d) Element: CompanyProjection
For this element I have chosen the same concepts as for the first element (Individual Values).
These were chosen intentionally to see if there is any correlation between the values that the
individuals in the company have and those which are projected by the company.

4.2.3) Relationships
The four elements of institutionalisation as I have described them are by no means
independent. It is possible that individuals who are personally concerned about environmental
issues are more likely to behaveenvironmentally at work. Concepts understood and valued
highly by individuals in the company may relate to business activities and processes. I believe
the elements are intricately linked to one another. Identifying the web of relationships present
in the institutionalisation process is an important part of the overall researchquestion.
One way of examining this web of relationships is to apply the literature on organisational
learning. In order for "environmental management" to be institutionalised in an organisation,
I would argue that the organisation must learn about the relevance of environmental
management to the business.

As Kirn(4 describesMarch and Olsenmakea distinctionbetweenindividual and
organisational action in their model of organisational learning.
In this model individual actions arebasedon certainbeliefs. Theseactions,in turn leadto some
organisationalactionwhich in turn lead to someenvironmentalresponse. The cycle is completed
when the environmentalresponseaffects the individual beliefs.

Tracing the process in terms of environmental management:
Individuals in the company may believe that environmental issues are serious and worthy of
some action at work. In the model this would lead ultimately to some organisational action;
for example an environmental management processor policy. The organisational action
would cause a response from the business environment and contribute to the beliefs of the

individual.
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The useof an organisationallearningmodelto

explain the relationshipsbetweenthe four

describedis an areathat
will be developedin more detail in the next two years.
4.2.4) Change Context.
Changes in the chosen areasof environmental
management will be referred to as the content
of change at the company. Over the researchperiod, other areas of environmental
management, not covered by the areasdescribed above, may develop or change. In order to
provide a broader analysis of the changesoccurring at Hewlett-Packard these contextual
changeswill also be recorded.
Documentary evidence and participant-observation will be used to evaluate the ongoing EHS
context at the company. Three specific areasof context will be examined, described below.
Examples are described in italics.
Awareness. How is EHS describedat the company? Whatis the understandingof "environment"at
the company,How is the environmentpositioned in terms of other objectives?
Structures. Whatteamsand committeesexist?Are there any environmentalleaders? Whatsupport is
in place for issuesto be dealt with? Whatreward and recognitionprocessesare there?
Activities. Audits, Awarenesscampaigns,Surveysetc.

The institutionalisation process may also be influenced by more general contextual changes.
Examples would be, company financial performance, strategic direction and organisational
structure. This influence is acknowledged and will be recorded when major contextual
changesoccur. A recent example would be a company decision to merge two product
divisions. The two divisions have different environmental management needs;one being
more consumer driven than the other. This may affect the development of environmental
management in the divisions and the company as a whole. The majority of evidence for these
influences will come from documentary evidence.
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Section Five
Initial Conditions.
This section describes the UK Sales company situation in relation to Environmental
Management just prior to the arrival of the RE. It describes the "EHS Context" (see section
4.2.4) at that time in terms of

1.)

Structuresand organisationrelating to environmentalmanagement.

2.)

Thelevel of environmentalawareness.

3.)

Environmentalactivities

Thissection is written in chronologicalorder so that the interplay betweenall levelsof EHS
activity at the time can be seen.Thefirst sectiondescribesEHS at the companyprior to
October 1993.Activities in the Financial Year(Novemberto October) 1994 are coveredin
the secondsection.
5.1) Prior to October 1993.
August 1992 saw the first meeting of the "UK EHS Council". This group was set up to
"... discussHP environmentalissuesand considera possibleprocessto establishour position in the UK
relative to EHS matters;as seenby the HP community and our customers."

As can be seen,the original focus of this group was "environmentalissues",the agendaitems
were:

" UK EnvironmentalPolicy Statement
" EnvironmentalReview of HP UK
" HP's interface with the external world.
"The meeting proved that a real EHS "information gap" exists between,not only what is happeningat
the different entities, but also as to where and who the world outsidecan go for information about our
Environmental Policy and standon theseimportant issues.(Taken from the minutes of the meeting)
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In November 1992, John Golding, the UK Managing Director,
recognisedthe need for a
senior field EHS spokesperson.At that time, manufacturingsites in the UK had EHS
Managersbut the salesand marketing company did
not. It was felt necessaryto have a
representativein the field for greaterfocus and communication. At the second "UK EHS
Council" meeting, the group coveredthe
sametopics relating to environmentalissuesand
communication
By January 1993, the council was considering changing its name to better reflect changesat a
corporate level ("Corporate EHS" had become "Corporate Environmental Management"). The
topics covered in this meeting were more or less the same as the previous meeting with a
strong focus on communication and external relations. In March 1993 the council did indeed
change its name to the UK Environment Council. The same topics were covered at the
meeting but some areas had been completed or were coming to a halt.

There is very little information available between March and November 1993. Upon
questioning,the chairmanof this council said that therewas a lot of activity aroundthat time,
especiallythe SQF EHS Audit. Consequently,meetingswereeither cancelledor not minuted.
He had no record of meetingsduring that period either.
5.2) (November 1993 to October 1994)
Hewlett-Packard'sfinancial year runs from 1stNovemberto 31st October.November1993to
October 1994 would be called FY94. The year is split into quarters.
5.2.11 Quarter One FY94 (Q1 FY94)

In October1993 Tom Davis was appointedDirector of EnvironmentalAffairs for
Hewlett-Packard Ltd. The following quote is based on his first meeting with the then
Managing Director, and reflects the situation with regard to environmental management in
the UK sales company at that time.
Within the UK, and particularly within the Sales Region the responsibility for Environmental
Managementhas existed for a long time, but has been characterisedby a fairly short-lived and very
part-time activity. In fact it seemsvery reminiscentof the early days of Quality Management,with lots
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of enthusiasticpocketsof action, but relatively lessaligrunentwhether with the UK or with Corporate
activities. (25)

At that time there had been 'quite a lot of committeework' but EnvironmentalManagement
had not developedinto top level businessplanning activities.
The UK EnvironmentalCouncil meetingin November1993was overtakenby a presentation
on the environmentalmanagementstandardBS 7750. This was the first EnvironmentCouncil
meeting that Tom Davis attendedas Director of EnvironmentalAffairs. Many of the early
topics, suchas the developmentof a UK policy, werewell underway.
5.2.2) Q2 FY94
By Q2 of 1994, a Field Environment, Health and Safety Council (FEHSCO) was established.
It was Mr Davis' intention that the field EHS organisation would be a virtual one, made up of
people across the organisation with some EHS related responsibility but no direct reporting
lines to EHS. FEHSCO was originally made up of employees from Occupational Health,
Facilities, Support Education, Finance & Administration and Regulations with EHS Staff
from other sites acting as consultants. This council was set up to steer the Environment,
Health and Safety plan of the time.

In the UK EnvironmentalCouncil meetingof March 1994,a much wider rangeof topics were
discussed.These included, for the first time, topics associatedwith Health and Safety.This
meeting also introducedthe conceptof EHS representativesin the organisation.This appears
to have been a move to try and encouragea greaterdegreeof EHS ownership within the
businessunits.
In March 1994, the first minutes of the "Amen Corner EHS team" appeared.The team had
existedbefore this meeting but had changedownershipa numberof times. Previousmeetings
were ad hoc and not very structured.The topics discussedat the first (minuted) EHS team
meeting were mainly health and safety, recycled paper purchasing was mentioned but
disregardedfor apparent"lack of buy in from the company"
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5.2.3)Q3 and Q4 FY94
By the third quarter of 1994, the UKSR EHS organisation was beginning to take shape. EHS
roles and process owners were re-defined, a Generic EHS organisation was adopted and the
Field EHS Council was working productively. (26)This continued into quarter four when the
Amen Comer site EHS team and the UK Environment Council were both re-worked. None of
the Amen Comer EHS team meetings referred to environmental issues in this time frame.
Informal interviews with members of HP's staff at the start of the research confirmed that the
main areas of "environmental" activity were

" Involvementwith the Industry Councilfor ElectronicEquipmentRecycling
" Recycledpaperpurchasing
" White paperrecycling
" Plastic cuprecycling.
"

Wooden pallets and cardboard boxes recycling and re-use

"

Light bulb crushing at pinewood.

An EHS assessmentwas carried out by the SQF EHS manager in November 1994. This was
carried out using the company audit criteria as a basis for improvement. The report stated;
"The site has been aware of the importance and extent of its various risks for some time and various
people have devoted significant time to these issuesover the years. The site has also worked closely
with its manufacturing "countrymen" through John Golding and the UKEEC. This relationship was
enforced in FY92 when the SQF EHS team were asked to support the UK field activities in a
consultative capacity. This entire process began to finally consolidate with the integration of
environmental managementinto its managementsystems, an area where the UK Sales region has
already demonstratedmuch capability in the quality arena.PersonallyI feel that Amen Comer can be a
leaderin this arenatoo. (27)

In the same report the Environmental program summary included:
"In order to raise the overall level of employeeawarenessand sensitivity to environmental protection,
the site may consider developing programs of broad general interest,such as a solid waste reduction
program, recycling initiatives, etc. and possibly leverageon theseprograms to continue and enhance
the site public imageand relationshipwith the surroundinglocal communities as well as employees.(27)
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The end of quarterfour also saw the
start of the Brunel University EngD project providing a
(semi) permanentfocus on just environmentalissues.This
meantthat Mr Davis could focus
his attention on Health and Safety.
Comments
Prior to the start of the research project, environmental management at the UK sales company
appeared to be quite an ad hoc activity. Committees and councils that did exist had few
metrics or progress tracking mechanisms. The initiatives of the UK Environment Council (as
it was then) were very much customer and communications oriented and Health and Safety
was not on the agenda. After Tom Davis' appointment all levels of organisation dealing in
EHS in the UK became more structured, more business focused and more aligned with

corporate objectives. Issues relating to Health and Safety were given high priority,
environmentalissuesbeing eclipsedfor the time being.
When the RE started at the company, environmental issues (that were looked at) were all on
the "operations" side and had been started due to individuals rather than recognised processes.
No-one was co-ordinating efforts of environmental activity, in fact this was one of the main
reasons that the research engineer was employed. The priority of environmental issues in the
company at that time was fairly low.
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Section Six
Initial Findings
This section briefly describes the status of "institutionalisation of environmental
management" after two years using theframework presented in this report. Each aspect of
theframework will be considered separately and an overall summarypresented. A more
detailed review of each area in terms of trends and obstacles in the changeprocess in
included in subsequent reports in theportfolio.
6.1) Individual

Values

The methodology planned for uncovering individual values about environmental management
is to use focus groups to generate informal discussions. The first two years of the research did
not include any of these discussion groups, however it was possible to uncover some values
through participant observation. The values uncovered thus far will provide a framework for
the discussion groups planned later this year (1996). These are presented here against the four
areaschosen to study (see section 4.2.2)
" Environmental Issues at Work.
Environmental issuesare important, but for someoneelse.Initiatives havegot to be easy,convenient,
regularly communicated,and have demonstratedvalue.

"

Waste

Landfill spaceis running out. It is un-necessaryto wastethings.
"

Resource depletion

No commentsto date
"

Air pollution

No commentsto date. Somemention of air conditioning, internal focus.

6.2) Individual Actions
Insights into "individual actions"towardsenvironmentalmanagementhavebeengained
through a rangeof researchmethods.Actions witnessedthusfar arepresentedherefor the
four study areas.
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6.2.1) Office Recycling (main focus area)
A recycling survey carried out in March 1996
revealed that approximately 80% of
respondents recycled their white paper, 90% recycled their plastic cups, 60% sent their toner
cartridges for recycling. Very few respondents were aware of the glass and newspaper banks
in the Amen Comer car park. Each figure will now be discussed individually.

WhitePaper Recycling.
The actual quantity of white papersentfor recycling doesnot appearto agreewith a figure of
80% of employeesrecycling their paper.This differencecould be dueto:
"a

non-representative
survey sample

"

80% of employeesrecycling occasionallyandnot all the time

"

Errors in calculating the quantity of waste sent for recycling.

Experienceat the companysuggeststhat a combinationof all the abovereasonscontributeto
the inaccuratedata, but the secondfactor is the largest.This suggeststhat as far as paperis
concerned, there is wide spread awareness of the facilities in the company, however it is not

secondnature to recycleas yet.
Plastic Cup Recycling
Data on the amount of cups being recycled confirms that a large percentage of purchased cups
are indeed placed in recycling bins. As far as cups are concerned, more people take action and
recycle them automatically. One comment which might explain the high take up of this

facility is
"When you go andget a drink, you just put your old cup in the cup bin andthen get yourself another.
It is really easy" (Anon)

This statementis alsointerestingas it highlights the fact that peopledo not think to re-use
their cupsthroughout the day. Typically eachpersonuses5-6 cupsa day,this equatesto
purchasingsomethirty six thousandcups a weekfor just Amen Comer.Facilitiesto washthe
cupsare provided but arerarely used.Personalexperiencein this areasuggeststhat washing a
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plastic cup for re-use is too much effort.. and besides at least they are being recycled! It is
easy to see how employees may feel virtuous about recycling their cups and thus do not
consider re-using their cups, let alone reducing the amount they use!
Toner Cartridge Recycling
There is currently no physical data that will support the
numbers obtained in the recycling
survey. Experience at the company though would lead to the conclusion that some employees
are aware of recycling spent toner cartridges, but is certainly not widely practised.
Information on this facility in house is virtually non-existent which may explain the lack of
commitment. Generally, if an employee happens to know what to do with a spent cartridge it
will end up being recycled. Even if an employee doesn't know what to do with it, someone
will and so recycling also occurs. At the moment successin this activity relies on personal
knowledge and not on a formal process, but nevertheless some recycling is achieved.

Newspaper and Bottle Banks
Very few people at Amen Comer were aware of these facilities in their car park. The
information provided about these banks is that they are for recycling waste arising in the
home. There is no facility to recycle newspapersor glass bottles inside the office but the
connection to use the banks outside is not made. Personal experience suggeststhat they are
too far away, and that there is not enough information on their benefit to Hewlett-Packard or
the environment, to bother using them.
6.2.2) Green Purchasing.
This has not been a main study area as yet, the following issues and activities have been
witnessed by the researcher.
Recycled paper.

The purchaseand useof recycledpaperin the companyis an issuewhich goesback to very
early attemptsto demonstrateenvironmentalresponsibility.Neverthelessit is only recently
that peopleare startingto requestrecycledpaper.At this stage,all headednote paper
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purchased has a recycled content, as do the compliments slips and envelopes. Paper in the
photocopy rooms is mostly from. virgin material. A small percentageof paper provided in
these rooms claim to have environmental benefits, no increase in the use of this paper has
occurred since the start of the research. There are many myths surrounding the use of recycled
paper at Hewlett-Packard. Some individuals believe it does not match other (headed) paper,
resulting in an image of poor quality. Others believe that recycled paper clogs up the laser
printers in the office and some just don't like the colour. It appearsthat the overriding factor
in the individual use of a recycled item is heavily dependant on what is available for use and
what the company policy on the subject is. If just recycled paper were available and the
company policy was to use all recycled paper in their sales and marketing then no-one would
mind using it.

Other "greenpurchasing"
Within the stationary catalogue, items that are recycled or have an "environmental benefit",
are labelled as such. No data has been gathered on the quantities of these products bought
compared to other "non-environment" products to date. The labelling is not very clear and so
may go unnoticed. Hewlett-Packard has a list of preferred products that are commonly used
items such as envelopes, pens and paper. If more of these were "environmental", individuals
would automatically request them, increasing the quantities used.

6.2.3) Transport
The environmental impacts of transport is a topic rarely mentioned in Hewlett-Packard. No
evidence exists that suggests individuals make transport decisions based on environmental
image is very
grounds in this company. Experience at the company suggeststhat corporate
important to the employees of the sales region. At the moment, public transport or cycling
just does not fit with that image. This is a planned area of detailed investigation in the final

year of research.
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6.2.4)Energy Management
At the moment an unknown quantity of employees leave electronic equipment on at the
evening and at weekends. Research is being carried out at this time into the numbers involved
and the financial losses caused.At least one employee has said that "turning off equipment at
night, causes more damage than leaving it on, and results in greater costs". This is a common
perception in HP world-wide and even in other companies. There is no evidence for this
assertion, the idea is based on former technologies, but nevertheless the myth remains today.
A white paper on the subject is planned along side a "turn me off' sticker campaign. A fu ther
step would be to turn off equipment at lunch-time. The researcherexamined her own
behaviour in this area and found that she never turns equipment off at lunch-time becausethe
time taken to "log in" again after lunch is too long. Turning just the screen off was a suitable
compromise which may be recommended across the sites for the time being.

6.3) BusinessActivity
Insights into the level of businessactivity towardenvironmentalmanagementhavebeen
gainedthrough participantobservationover the last two years.They aredescribedbelow in
the four areasof the framework.
6.3.1)Impact Management
This area includes all attempts to minimise the impact of business operations on the
environment. This includes, waste and energy management, transport impacts and pollution
control. This is the most mature area of Hewlett-Packards environmental management
activities. Waste and Energy Management were Hoshin level objectives for the Field EHS
Council in FY96. The Corporate EHS Audit currently focuses on mainly operational impacts
such as pollution and waste which may be part of the reason that this area is more mature in
the UK company. Even though this is the most "institutionalised" aspect of business activity
toward the environment, changeshave occurred over the last two years. These will be
detailed in subsequent reports in the portfolio.
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6.3.2) Supplier evaluation
There is some evidence that the company considers the environmental impact of its suppliers.
The purchasing department uses the environment as a decision making criteria, the extent to
which it affects the decision can be inferred. from the following statement from a purchasing
manager.
"If it costsmore than Spper pound more than a non-environmentaloption then it is disregarded.A lot
of 5p's addup very quickly."

This areawill be examinedin more detail in FY97.
6.3.3) Green Sales and Marketing

In terms of using environmentalinformation in SalesandMarketing,the UK Salescompany
is immature.A numberof eventshaveoccurredover the last two yearsin this area:
Green workstation
A product called the "Green Workstation" was developed by Hewlett-Packard in Germany. In
the UK Sales company, a decision was made not to market the product. Reasonsgiven were,
lack of customer demand and strategic orientation of the company in terms of workstations.

Marketing Communications
A space for some environmental information became available in one edition of a company
marketing newsletter. The newsletter went out to many (10,000) corporate customers, a
feedback slip included a question on the usefulness of environmental information to the
customers, the results of which are not processed yet.
Generally the "Computer Products" group include environmental information on
communications, like product release statements, where it is applicable and/or available.
This is generally in the printer and computer product ranges.

Overall, businessactivity in "GreenSalesand Marketing" is low. In the ComputerProducts
Organisation(CPO), however, much greaterlevel of awareness
and activity is found. This
could be dueto the productshaving a short life spanand using large amountsof consumables.
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6.3.4)Product Stewardship
Businessactivity with regardto product stewardshipover the lasttwo yearshasincreasedin
the UK Salescompany.As well as initiatives in packaging, productrecycling and
consumablesreturn the UK hasagreedto fund a secondresearchengineerfrom the
engineering doctorate program (Brunel and Surrey Universities) to examine the logistics for
product-take back. As with, "Green Sales and Marketing" The Computer organisation appears
to be the main area of activity.
6.4) Company Projection
Over the last two years some activities have been identified with regard to company

projection of environmentalissues.Thesewill be consideredin the samesubjectheadingsas
"individual values".
6.4.1)Environmental Issuesat Work
Hewlett-Packard has presented material at a small number of conferenceson the HP's
environmental position. The conferences were generally covering the topic of "green office
equipment". Some articles have featured in the internal company newsletter, and at one site
an environmental "tree" notice-board was erected for information and suggestions. Compared
to two years ago the company position on environmental issues at work has improved. The
consistency and strategy of communication in these issues is a weak areasthough.

6.4.2) Waste
In terms of waste,therehasbeena coupleof internalnewslettersdetailing HP'srecycling
facilities. Thesehavevery low key and do not appearto connectenvironmentalmanagement
with corporate objectives.
6.4.3) Resource Depletion

The adventof the Energy Stareco-labelhasprovidedHP with an opportunityto communicate
about resourcedepletion.Communicationson how HP cansaveyou energyhavemainly
comefrom other HP sitesor corporateguidelines.The UK Salescompanyfeatureda section
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on the energy star logo in a marketing communication (see "Green Sales and Marketing").
Such communication is not widespread and is focused on the effect of HP's products
rather
than transportation or operations.
6.4.4) Air pollution
An increasing area of concern that could be described as air pollution is that of low level
ozone. Hewlett-Packard has responded to concerns from customers about ozone emissions
from laser printers. This projection has been very re-active and does not really state HP's
concern for human safety from this pollutant.

6.5) EHS Context
In terms of EHS Context a greatdeal of changeshaveoccurredover the last two years.These
are presented in terms of Structure and Organisation, Activities and Awareness.
6.5.1) Structures and Organisations
The Field EHS Council started just before the EngD researchproject (See "Initial
Conditions"). Since its conception, FEHSCO has grown to include a member of Personnel
and three business units representatives. FY95 was a successful year for FEHSCO in terms of
Health and Safety awareness,but no environmental issues were covered. In FY96, Waste and
Energy Management were Hoshin level objectives, immediately raising the profile of
environmental issues.
As part of the Waste Management Hoshin, a Waste Management Team now exists to tackle

environmentalissuesrelatingto wastedisposal.The teamwas developedoriginally to tackle
a specificproject, but it appearsthat the teammight meeton a regular,more permanent,basis
in order to remain abreastof this changingfield.
At the outsetof the research,site EHS teamswerejust startingto meeton a regularbasis.The
amountof environmentalinformation discussedat thesemeetingshasincreased,in fact one
site developeda spin off "greenteam" to look exclusivelyat environmentalissues.All the
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EHS teamsare still in existence,the majority issues
of
remain linked to healthand safety
though.
In the Salescompany,eachsite has

an office ResponsibleManager(ORM). This manager
representsthe site'sinterestsin decisionsand externalcommunications.Therole of the ORM
was redefinedlast year to include site EHS responsibility.
The network of employeesinvolved in EHS relatedissueshasgrownover the last two years.
Therenow exists a full complimentof Fire Marshalls,First Aiders andVDU Risk Assessors.
Thesearerecognisedas being part of the "EHS Organisation"and areencouragedto usetheir
EHS Activities as part of their performanceevaluation.
At a corporatelevel, a "ProcessImprovementTeam"is redefiningEHS for the whole
company.Tom Davis is a memberof this team.This hasboth positive andnegativeaffectson
the UK organisation.Mr Davis' absencefrom UK activities slow down the progressof the
UK plan but his knowledge and experienceof the corporatechangesandneedsmeanthe UK
is at the forefront of HP's environmentalactivities.
Despite Mr Davis wanting EHS to remain a virtual organisation, increasing work-load meant
that a UK Sales Region EHS Manager would be required to co-ordinate activities in the sales
region whilst Mr Davis fulfilled his UK Director and European Field requirements. A
manager has been seconded from the support services organisation in the UK to fulfil this
role. Also, the appointment of a second researchengineer to the department demonstrates the

increasingneed for full-time focus on environmentalissues.
The final organisational change with regard to environmental issues over the last two years
has been an alliance between the Quality, Communications and EHS departments. Each will
contribute financially to HP's involvement with a growing fonun for social responsibility.
This alliance is at the highest level in the UK company and as such is an encouraging

development.
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6.5.2)EHS related
activities
The EHS related activities
which may have affected the more specific changes presented
earlier are described below.
As part of HP's focus
on both internal and external customers, regular employee surveys are
conducted. The Platform Services Survey, measuresthe employee opinion of the platform
services in the company such as personnel, quality and environment, health and safety. Until
the arrival of the researcher there were
no questions basedon the EHS service at the
company. For the last two years, the survey has included EHS questions. This has been used
intentionally to both measure
and raise employee awarenessof the EHS department. Each
year an employee satisfaction survey is also carried out. This is a more general survey about
HP as a whole. In 1996, an
environmental question was added to this survey to determine the
employee perception of HP as an environmentally
responsible company. This exercise was
also intended to raise environmental awareness.
For the last two years, the UK
sales company has been subjected to corporate EHS
Assessments.In Hewlett-Packard, two
assessments,based on audit criteria, are carried out
before a full audit. The
assessmentstake the form of an audit, the only difference being that
the results are not sent to Lew Platt, HP's CEO. Undergoing an EHS assessmentis an
awarenessraising tool in itself, the last two have seen an increase in knowledge and
understanding of EHS issues in the sales company. For the FY96 assessmentan awareness
campaign was also launched to remind people that "EHS is everyone's responsibility".
Feedback on the first
newsletter of this campaign (the campaign is still running at the time of
writing) was very positive and indicated that an increased level of awarenesswill result.
Over the last six months (March to September 1996) there have been indications that the UK
company might produce an environmental report in a couple of years time. Data is currently
being gathered in a common format to determine if this is feasible across the Salesand

Manufacturingcompanies.This hasbeen
part of an overall improvementin UK sitesworking
togethertowardsthe environment.
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Very recently, it was decidedthat HP
would like to be a leaderin terms of environmental
management,future communicationsandactivities shouldhopefully reflect this intention.
6.5.3) Environmental Awareness
Results of surveys carried
out over the last two years suggestthat environmental issues are
important to employees in HP. Most
people believe HP to be an environmentally responsible

company.Resultsof a survey carried out in July 1996,indicatethat generallyemployees
believethat "someoneis taking
careof it". "HP is a goodcompanywith strong citizenship
objective,we must look after the environment".This indicatesthat peopledo not believe
environmentalissuesaretheir responsibility,ratherthey arethe someoneelse's.One area
which was also highlighted in that survey,was the perceptionthat environmentalissuesalso
includethe building environmentsuchas workplacehealth& safetyand air conditioningetc.
This is due in part to the strong healthand
safety focusin the objectivesof the EHS
department.Tom Davis' title is also Director of EnvironmentalAffairs as opposedto EHS
Director which may causesomeconfusion.
6.6) Company context

Overthe last two yearsthe following
contextualchangeshaveoccurred.
At the outsetof this researchHP was divided into six businessunits. Two of thosebusiness
units have now merged. The former Computer Systems and Computer Products
Organisations (CSO and CPO) are now collectively known as the Computer Organisation.
This has potential implications for environmental management at the company becausethe
majority of HP's environmental issues (from the customer perspective) come from the former
CPO.
Financially the company has also changed since the start of the research. Although growing at
a large rate, operating costs of the company have also increased. Restrictions on travel and
social events have been put in place. A part from affecting moral, these restrictions often

preventmeetingsfrom happeningandhenceany action.
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Due to record growth the company
profit sharing scheme saw record payments to employees.
The method used for calculating
profit share has been revised and a new model has been
proposed. This caused some confusion, employees could not understand how record growth
meant they received a lower payment. A great deal of effort went into explaining this to
employees to maintain HP's image as a good employer.

6.7) Relationships
The relationship between all of the elements institutionalisation is as yet unclear. This is
of
likely to be investigated in terms
of organisational learning (or un-learning). See "Future
Plans".

The following insightsare emergingas trendsthough:
" Environmentalactionsaremadewhenthereis no disadvantagein time or money
spent.i.e. actionstake little time andcost little money
" Peoplein the companyneedleadershipin this area.This mayhave somethingto
do with fear of beingseento be greenor haveultimate responsibilityfor it.
" Peoplebelieveenvironmentalissuesarepart of the citizenshipobjective and do
not yet seethe link to otherobjectiveslike profit or growth.
" Individual actionsarenot transposingto businessdecisionsyet.
" Issueswhich are projectedarerandom
" The informal organisationis useful for facilitating change.
These general insights will be used to further examine the process of change at the company

over the next two years.
It should be possible to see from this review that environmental management concepts are
starting to become accepted as part of business activity in the UK Sales company. Most
elements of "institutionalisation" are present to some degree. At this stage though, the level
of business activity is quite low compared to initiatives taken by individuals. Environmental
management has not been accepted as a standard part of business processes yet. If
institutionalisation is to occur, a greater degreeof business commitment as well as individual

commitmentis required.
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Section Seven
Future Plans
Thissectiondescribesthefuture direction

andplansfor the researchproject. It is split into

two sections.
"

Theoretical Framework

" ResearchMethodology
7.1) Theoretical Framework

The theoreticalframework in SectionFour describesthe critical environmentalmanagement
conceptsthat will form the basisof this study. Eachyearof the programwill focuson a small
numberof theseconceptsfor more detailedanalysis.In the financialyear'96, impact
management(businessactivities) and office recycling (individual actions)were chosenas the
main areaof investigationand change.The following diagramshowsthe time frameplanned
for eachareaof the framework.
The table represents only the main areas of focus. Every element in the framework has been,
and will continue to be, monitored throughout the project. The topic of main projects or
research will change each year though. The elements described for both FY97 and FY98 are
not confirmed at the time of writing.

The development of a second researchproject on

product -take back will provide a permanent resource in this area from FY97 onwards.

The secondaspectof the framework is the monitoring of contextualchangesin both
environment,health and safetyand more generalcompanyactivities.Both of theseareaswill
continueto be examinedfor their potential impact on the institutionalisationof environmental
management.
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Table 2. FrameworkSchedule
Element

FY95

FY96

FY97

FY98

Form initial
categoriesand
provisional
discussionareas

First discussion

Repeat
discussion

Individual Values
Environmental issues at Work
Waste
resource Depletion
it Pollution

groups.

groups

Individual Actions
Offne Recycling
Green Purchasing

Energy Consumptionpatterns

Improvement
Project.
No specific
focus,issues
identified and
prioritised.

process
improvement

activity
Focusarea
TBA

Travel Practice

Business Activity
Impact Management

No specific
FEHSCOactivities
focus, issues
identified and
prioritised.

Supplier Evaluation

Process
Improvement

Product Take-back

Permanentin
houseresource

GreenMarketing and Sales

Permanentin
houseresource
TBA

Company Projection
Environmental Issuesat Work
Waste
ResourceDepletion

In house
literature

External literature External
Conferencesand
Media

TBA

it Pollution

The final aspectof the framework,as presentedin this report,is the relationshipbetweeneach
of the elementsdescribed.Section ?? introducedthe conceptof organisationallearning as a
way of analysing theserelationships.This avenuewill be examinedin more detail over the
next year.
The overall framework will continue to develop throughout the next two years as new
literatureand experiencesare encountered.
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7.2) ResearchMethodology
SectionThreedescribedthe current
methodologiesemployedin this research.Table 3. shows
the plannedimprovementsfor the foreseeablefuture.
Table 3. Improvementsfor ResearchMethods.
Method

Future plans

Self

No change, continue to use as appropriate.

Administered
Questionnaires

Structured
Interviews

Increaseno. and improvedocumentation

Participant
Observation

improve note-takingof observedactivities

Unstructured Improve recordkeeping
Interviewing
Archival

Information

No change, continue to use as appropriate

I

I

.

The main areas of improvement are in note-taking and other record keeping. Much progress
has been made in these areas since the start of the project, but further structure and discipline

is requiredto ensurethe validity of data
7.3) Other research projects
Previousreportsin the researchportfolio describerelatedresearchprojects.Briefly theseare
"A

longitudinal study with the working title "Environmentally Responsible

OrganisationalChange".
A conjoint analysis- "Establishingthe importanceof environmental
product attributes to HP customers".

Both of theseprojectsshould produceresults andacademicpapersover the next six months.
For more detailson the projectsseeearlier reports.
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Section Eight
Research Review and Conclusions
This, thefinal section the
of
report summarisesthefirst twoyearsresearchin terms of
"

Supervision

"

Research Design and Methodology

"

The Company

"

The subject area

Somegeneralconclusionson the outcome the
of
researchsofar are thenpresented.
7.1) Supervision

Over the last two yearsguidancefrom both industrial and academicsupervisorshasbeen
excellent.The supervisorseachcontributevaluableinsightsfrom their specialistareas.The
combination of management,engineering,environmentaland socialsciencesexpertisehas
sparkedmany interestingconversationsand hasenableda multi-disciplinary approachto the
) on track and
project. Regular supervisormeetingshavekeptthe research(andthe researcher!
haveensuredthat problemsaretackledwhen they arise.
7.2) Research Design and Methodology
Since the start of the project, my understanding of researchmethodology in general has
improved. My understanding of organisational research has also developed, particularly in the
last year (Since the appointment of the second academic supervisor Dr Alan Irwin). Continual
learning of the research process has refined the thesis of this project to a framework which
will be used for further investigations at the company. I am sure that this learning will
continue and that the outcome of the four year project will be useful to both academic and
industrial audiences.

Being immersedin the organisation
presenteda rangeof methodologicalproblems,one of
which was datacapture.At the outsetdocumentaryevidencewaskept describinga wide
rangeof activities in the organisation.As time progressed,collectingall this evidencebecame
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time consuming.Better time could havebeenspentanalysingexisting dataratherthan
collectingmore. The collection of datais now much more rigorous,experiencein the
companyhasmadeit possibleto makesomejudgementasto the usefulnessof information.
Generallya rule of thumb applied is "if in doubt keepit"
An other methodological problem, early on in the last two years, was the practicalities of note
taking. In participant observation this is an essential component and should be done
immediately or as soon after an observation as is possible. Before the advent of a formal log
book, this was difficult to achieve. Specific time had to be set aside for "writing". Even with
the log book, this is an occasional problem area especially at times when very little
observation is taking place. An example would be when EngD coursework or reports are the
main priority.
Over the next two years I would like to further develop note-taking in this project. I plan to
develop a pro-forma to fill in after "chance" conversations or meetings that would capture the
same information each time. Since the development of the researchframework it will be
easier to focus on specific issues and record any observations in a more ordered fashion.
An interesting point which has caused both problems and opportunities over the last two
years is the degree of acceptanceof the researcherin the company. Most people know the
objectives of the researcher, everyone is told when they are first introduced, however the
amount of time spent at the company is sufficient for employees to consider the RE to be a
part of HP. This means that people feel more comfortable talking about issues in the
workplace but it is often hard to ask simple questions about the way HP works.
7.3) The Company
Hewlett-Packard is a very good company to "work for". The office provides a suitable
environment for my research although, sometimes, the open plan design affects prolonged
periods of concentration and writing not normally required in day to day business.
Information Technology is one of the fastest growing industries and so it is interesting to do
research for a leading company in this field. Information Technology is also becoming more
consumer driven making environmental issues increasingly important. The culture at the
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company(the HP Way) is alsoan interestingaspectof the research,its emphasison social
responsibility provides an excellentopportunity for environmentalresearch.
7.4) The Subject Area
Research in environmental
management is developing rapidly. Developments in
understanding and best practice appear on a regular basis. Specifically the notion of
"institutionalising environmental management" is very popular amongst industry at the
moment. Motorola organised a two-day symposium in February 1996 on the subject of
integration or institutionalisation
of environmental management and many other companies
have expressed interest in the
research. Within Hewlett-Packard, a corporate re-engineering

team arelooking at ways to integrateenvironmentalconcernswith businessactivities, this
providesideal circumstancesin which to studythe changeprocessin the UK.
7.5) GeneralConclusions
Research to date has provided a firm foundation for the next phase of the engineering
doctorate program. The researchengineer is now in a position to use the research framework
developed to guide further data collection and interpretation. The next year should seefurther
development of the research thesis, in particular the development of models or process
diagrams to explain the phenomena encountered.
Even after two years, the research project has made a contribution to HP's environmental
performance. Interest in environmental issues is starting to increase (almost exponentially)
providing an exciting environment to study.
Continued research over next two years should be able to provide a full analysis of how an
organisation made the changesrequired in order for environmental management to be
institutionalised.
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Glossary of Terms
Words

Description

Amen Comer

Pinewood

Name for the UK Headquarterssite
Term usedto meanthe salesenvironment.
The ecologicalsurroundingsincluding air, land waterand plant
andanimal species.
Hewlett-Packard'sproprietarybusinessplanning methodology
an adjectivedescribingsomethingwhich hasno negativeimpact
on the "environment"
An HP site in the UK SalesRegion

Acronyms

Definition

EHS

Environment,Healthand Safety

HP

Hewlett-Packard

UKSR

United Kingdom SalesRegion

FY**

Financial Year

SQF

SouthQueensferry

RE
PSS

ResearchEngineer
Platform ServicesSurvey

FEHSCO

Field EHS Council

Field
Environment
Ten-StepPlan
Green
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Abstract
The following report describes the third
period of six months researchcarried out for the
Engineering Doctorate Programme in Environmental Technology. The doctorate, run by
Brunel/ Surrey Universities, is being
carried out by Zoe Jackson at Hewlett-Packard Ltd (HP)
The third report is intended to
complement the first two, expanding on areaspreviously
documented and, introducing new research topics which have evolved over the last six
months. It will make only minor alterations to the initial project scope,justifying any
changes, and will focus on the latest six months of research.
The report starts with a brief introduction to the
project. Following this, is a description of the
theoretical framework of the project including a definition of the word "institutionalisation"
which appears in the project title. Also in this section is an excerpt of a researchprecis written
in the last six month
period and a review of some relevant literature. The next section
describes the methodology
of the research including how the data is captured and analysed.
After this is a section describing the implementation of the project giving details of various
activities which the researcher is involved in. Details of related activities such as progress
reviews and other research are presented in the penultimate section. Conclusions for this
period and planning for the next six months of researchare presented in last section.
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Project Introduction
The following section describes the background to the
research project.Business and Industry
have an important function in the transition to more sustainable forms of development. The
challenge facing companies is no longer one of competitive positioning; new threats and
Opportunities require one of fundamental organisational change. Simply making "green"
products is not sufficient to satisfy the environmental standards, lobby groups and legislators.
Environmental Management should become a part of good business practice and culturally
accepted as "the way things get done around here" (A direct comparison would be that of the
quality movement some ten years ago). In other words environmental management should be
institutionalised. Banal (1993) indicates that there are a number of ways that firms can
institutionalise their responses to
environmental concerns. These are:

" ThroughLeadership
"

Through changes in organisational structure so that an individual or department was
delegated responsibility for environmental concerns;

" Throughchangesin organisationalculture;
" Throughelementsof environmentalmanagementsystems;and
Through networking with other organisations like environmental consultants,
community groups and even competitors.
This research project aims to influence and identify behaviour, in both individuals and the
"

organisation as a whole, as Environmental Management becomes institutionalised through
these methods. The researcher is considered by the organisation as a member of staff in the
Environment, Health & Safety (EHS) department of Hewlett-Packard Ltd. Her role is to
facilitate the progress of a four year change plan. This is undertaken in parallel to the research
project although there is a high degree of overlap. The high degree of involvement with the
EHS department enables full participant observation with the organisation. A full participant
observer has a work position within the organisation, but is known as a researcheramong all
or most of those with whom they work (After - Bryman 1989: pg 143). The design of the
researchwill be similar to those used in action research programs. In action research, the
researcheris involved, in conjunction with members of an organisation dealing with a
problem that is recognised as such by both parties. The researcherfeeds information about
advisable lines of action on the organisational problem. In a sense,the researcher becomes
part of the field under investigation. It is the nature of the relationship between the researcher
and his or her subjects that constitutes the primary reason for conceptualising action research
as a distinct design. (Bryman 1989: pg 21)
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Section 1
Theoretical Framework
Definition of Institutionalisation
Sincethe objective of the researchis to Institutionalise EnvironmentalManagement.A
definition of what this conceptmeansis vital for the researchprocess.Steadet al (1989)
defineinstitutionalisation as "the degree sustainedorganisationalcommitment".This
of
definition will be usedin the designthe measurementsystemrequiredto determinethe
degreeof institutionalisation
over the four years.
The last six months' research has produced a clearer definition of the meaning of
"institutionalisation", in this context, and what would be required to measureit. The
following section describes the main factors of institutionalisation-It is important to define
institutionalisation in the terms of the corporate culture in order to ensure that the goals of the
researchprogram and the company are consistent. This was achieved by establishing the
following criteria with
members of the organisation. There are four aspects of
institutionalisation in terms of this
research. The first two relate to the behaviour of the
individual and the second two refer more to organisational activity. Only when environmental
management features consistently in all these areas will it be truly institutionalised.

" The way individuals actwithin the organisation
This aspectof institutionalisationrefersto the individual behaviourallevel. Examples
of this would be peoplerecycling their paperor cups,beinginvolved in "GreenTeams"
teamsor turning off computersat night.
" The way individuals think.
This is the most crucial aspect of institutionalisation. It refers to the inherent beliefs or
value systems of the people in the organisation. What is required is consistent evidence
of environmental thinking at an individual level. This is also the most challenging
aspect to determine.

" The way businessis conducted

The third aspect of institutionalisation refers to the business behaviour regarding
environmental management. Associated questions could be; does it appear in Business
plans, processes or strategies?

" The way the organisationrepresentsitself.
i. e. is the
The final aspectof institutionalisationis aboutexternalrepresentation.
companyreporting its environmentalposition, sponsoringenvironmentalprojectsor
using recycled letterheadpaper?
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Measuring Institutionalisation
Section 1 iii) in the "Year
one" report refers to a set of 'inferential indicators which will be
used to assessthe degree of institutionalisation'. Each of the four aspectsof
institutionalisation will have a
number of criteria indicating whether or not they have
occurred. For instance, in the area "the way individuals act" indicators could be: the number
of PCs turned off over time; take up of "green initiatives"; or owning a recycling tray. For
each of the areas mentioned, it has been decided that there will be a critical few indicators.
These will be chosen from a longer, brainstormed, list to be developed in the next six months.
Research Precis
At the time of the last six-month report a second supervisor (Dr Alan Irwin Brunel
University) joined the project. A precis, including a researchquestion, was written to
introduce the thesis of the research to Dr Irwin. The following excerpt is taken from the
precis. A full version can be found in Appendix A.
The objectives of this researchare; Using action research, institutionalise environmental
management into the UK sales company of Hewlett-Packard Ltd, that is, ensure that
environment, health and safety is considered as part of daily business operations. To achieve
this by managing a four year change plan based on internal Quality methodology. To run this
plan as a precautionary full scale change process, the outcome determining the validity of the
approach. The research project focuses on the following question;
Is a precautionary approach to environmental managementessential to continued
business success? examining both the need for environmental management in a growing
business and the need for a precautionary approach to it. A number of subsidiary questions
will also be addressed:

" What organisationalchangesarerequiredfor implementationof an environmental
managementstrategy?
" How effective areenvironmentalmanagementstrategiesin improving environmental
and businessperformance.
" Is Total Quality Management a suitable method for institutionalising environmental
management?

Writing the precishelpedto clarify the academiccontributionof the research.Consequent
literaturestudieshave beenfocusedon; the effectivenessof quality management,
measurementof organisationalchange,actionresearchmethodologiesanddevelopmentsin
environmentalmanagement.Prior to writing the precis,literaturereviews,althoughthorough,
werenot focusedin this way.
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The researcheris awarethat, althoughthe subsidiaryquestionsreflectsthe true natureof the
research,the main questiondoesnot. The precis is underrevision to try and correctthis.
Contribution

to knowledge

In the last six months the following researchposition diagramwas developed(Fig. 1)

Environmental
Management

Change

Total Quality

Management

Management

Fig. 1 ResearchContribution
The contribution of the research lies at the intersection between Change Management,
Environmental Management and Total Quality Management. There is an increasing amount
of research being carried out into why or how organisations change to incorporate
environmental management. There is also a great deal of information on the Total Quality
aspects of environmental management. The Journal Total Quality Environmental
Management is a good example of this. Within Hewlett-Packard there is a good
understanding of how Quality Management techniques can facilitate change programs. The
Ten Step Framework... can serve as an organisational change framework' (Hewlett-Packard
literature I 990).There is also a wide range of general literature on the effectiveness of quality
management in change programs. This research project makes its contribution by analysing
and influencing a change program in environmental management using the established
quality methodology at Hewlett-Packard. The outcome will contribute to Hewlett-Packards
Quality techniques, environmental management position and its understanding of how change
programs are best facilitated. Academic contribution also lies in taking part in the plan as a
participant observer. 'It is only by getting closer to the everyday cultural, environmental and
economic realities experienced by individuals that it is possible to pierce the rhetoric and
evangelicalism of the proponents of cultural transformation in the green business literature'.

(Crane 1995)
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Sectionsof portfolio
As a result of a recent progress review, a list has been devised suggesting the sections of the
research portfolio. This is the first draft of the list which will be adapted as the project
progresses. This has helped to identify areasof research in need of greater attention, for
instance the initial conditions at the
company and the parallels between quality and
environmental management. The layout of the six-month reports in the portfolio has adapted
to suit these subject headings. A copy of the first draft is contained in Appendix B
Literature.
Earlier in the last six month period, it was acknowledged that the research design for this
project is similar to action research. At that time texts relating to action research
methodologies were reviewed. The researcherwas looking for a simple introduction to the
field methodologies relating to action
research in particular. Two books were reviewed in
detail on this subject.

" The Action ResearchPlanner.Edited by S. KenunisandR. McTaggart 1988
This guide is designed for helping researchersengagedin action research. Although the
examples used are from an educational reform perspective, the book helped in the
understanding of action researchprocess. A useful model of institutionalisation is also
presented in the book which influenced the definition covered earlier in this report.

0 Experimentingwith organisationallife. Alfred W. Clark 1976
This book introduced the different levels of engagement, or participation, which are
common in action research. It also gave the researcheradvice on how to ensure the
methodology chosen in a researchproject is valid.
For related reading on environmental management topics the researcher subscribes to
Greener Management International. A special edition of this journal was published in
October 1995 on "Organisations Culture and the Environment. " Two articles in particular
from this special edition were relevant to the question of institutionalisation.

" Rhetoric and Reality in the Greeningof OrganisationalCulture. Andrew Crane
This paper assessesthe potential for cultural change prescriptions as a means by which
businessescan be greened. The article introduces the concept of corporate culture, and
the various ways it can be interpreted, and assessestheir potential to be greened. This
was very useful for the researchergiven her engineering and not management

background.
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"

Environmental Management Styles, Corporate Culture and Change.

This paperstartsby describingcorporateculture and managementstylesand goeson to
outline characteristicsof environmentally-succesful-management
styles.Particular
attentionis given to the congruencebetweenpersonaland organisationalvalues.This
paperwas also useful for the researcherin terms of knowledgeof management
concepts.
Both articles in this journal influenced the recent definition of institutionalisation. The
concept of goal congruence2 as discussed in the second article has been taken on-board by
the researcherand is intended to form part of her portfolio material.

With her engineeringbackground,it is necessaryfor the researcher
to be up to dateon general
managementconcepts.Carol Kenney'sManaging with the Gurushelpedthis process
" Managingwith the Gurus.Carol Kennedy. 1994
This book is an overview of the work of the "best managementwriters and practitioners
of our time". This helped the researcher to understand of a wide range of management
concepts. Examples include; Managing change, Managing people, Leadership and
Corporate culture.
One of the "Gurus" referred to in Managing with the Gurus is Peter Senge. His book
The Feh Discipline is regarded as a classic text on the learning organisation. Managers
at Hewlett-Packard regard this book very highly. The industrial supervisor
recommended the book for understanding the concepts surrounding organisational
learning and systems thinking.

" The Fifth Discipline. PeterSenge.1989
This text has demonstrated that many problems occurring in business can be shown to
be due to non-systemic thinking. The book details a set of 'systems archetypes' which
are typically found in many organisational problems. The researcherplans to identify
these systems archetypes, which cause obstacles to the institutionalisation of

Another authorhasalso contributedto the researchers
environmentalmanagement.
knowledgeof systemsthinking on a largerscaleover the last six months.
"

Uncommon Wisdom. Fritjof Capra. 1989
This book had a profound effect on the researcher'sunderstanding of systems thinking.
Capra Links social problems to non-systemic attitudes. This caused the researcherto
consider how actors in the client organisation are thinking non-systemically. The book
helped link eco-systems to business systems.

Goal congruenceis basedon the assertionthat motivational benefits can arise from the harmonisation
individual and social values.
of
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Section2
ResearchMethodology
Section3 of the "Year one" report statedthat;
'Over the last year I have found a number offormal research methodologies which could be used in this
type of project. I intend to evaluate a number of these in the next six months to provide an academic
grounding for the research activities'.

Over the last six months, the researcherhas
reviewed some types of methodology applied in
organisational research. These were; the various levels of participant observation,
unstructured interviewing and the use of supporting documentation. The following sections
describe the field work methodology in these areas.
Participation

with the organisation.

Throughout the duration of this project, the proportion of engagement with the organisation
may vary according to circumstances. A wide range of both involvement and influence is
observed with the organisation. This works both for and against the project; the more the
researcher identifies with the fate of the client system, the less he/she retains of his/her
legitimacy and his/her
unique competence as observer, measurer and interpreter of events,
however some events are not adequately observed except by an engaged participant. (After
Clark 1979) There are a number of "roles" which the researcherdemonstrates at any one time
in this involvement. These generally fall into the categories of;
"

Independent researcher.
This role appearsto be used the most frequently', it is independent to that of the
company and is behaving as a participant observer in most cases. In this role the
researcher reflects upon her observations and although participating is not instigating
any planned change to the organisation.

" Hewlett-Packardfunctionary.
In some instances it is beneficial for the researcherto behave as a "normal member of
staff'. This person takes part in daily business activities and has a role in the
Environment, Health and Safety department. The researchereffectively then becomes
the change agent, with a high degree of intervention with the organisation

+ Member of society.
This role is useful for gatheringgeneralinformation aboutperceptionof environmental
issuesin the workplace.
The extent to which the role featuresis recordedin the researcher'slog book
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" Student.
The dual natureof the Engineeringdoctoraterequiresthat the researcherattends
masterslevel modules.This role is essentially the academicattendingthesemodules
and discussingconceptsin anacademicfashion. Therole has beenemployedat the
company,for instancein gaining accessto libraries in HP
The extent to which each of these roles features in the
research is recorded in the field work
log book. The need for further clarification
of the independence of the researcher is
recognised.

Data Collection.
Participant observation is rarely conducted on its own, in that it is usually accompanied by
some interviewing and analysis of documents. (Bryman 1989: pg 142) There are principally
three forms of data collection being used for this project. A log book, documentation and
unstructured interviews.

Field work log book.

One side of this log book is used for recording conversations, meetings and other
"interactions" with the organisation. The reverse side is used to record rough
comments, notes from seminars, conferences and EngD modules, "To Do" lists and
general conceptual planning. Text recorded in both sides of the book is reviewed on a
regular basis and key words' are high-lighted. Once the words have been highlighted,
they are noted (along with their relevant page numbers) in an alphabetical card index
system. Categories of key words currently used include Names, HP Sites,
Environmental Management words, Companies and those describing general
behaviour. The log book is backed up on a regular basis.

Supportingdocumentation.
The second form of data capture is in documentary form. Evidence collected to date is
in the form of e-mail messages,internal newsletters, minutes of meetings and other
related documentation with relation to environment, health and safety issues. A wide
range of more general information is also kept, for example company performance
reports or product release statements. Although both types of data are regularly
obtained there is little coding or categorisation at this time.

Unstructuredinterviewing.
The aim of unstructured interviewing is to elicit a respondent's way of thinking about
the issue with which the researcher is concerned, so that there is usually a preference
for minimising the degree to which they are constrained. (Bryman 1989: pg 157) The
third form of data capture is the least established at the current time. It is intended that
interviews (probably unstructured) of key actors in the change processeswill occur to
support the assertions made by the researcherfrom fairly minimal contact.
The key words were established initially by highlighting all words of direct relevance to the research
process. After approximately one month the words were categorised into the topics listed in the main
text.
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Section 3
Implementation
In orderto assessthe changesin
all four areasof institutionalisationit is essentialthat I
interactwith the organisation
at a numberof differentlevels.For instance,individual
employeelevel through to boardlevel activities. Overthe last six monthsI havebeen
involved, to a greateror lesserdegreewith the following activities at HP.
Management involvement.
The four year change plan is operationalised by the Field Environment, Health & Safety
Council (FEHSCO). This council is made up of employees, mainly managers, who have a
direct interest or influence on EHS in the work-place. Examples include the UK Facilities
Manager, the UK Sales Region Occupational Health Manager and member of the personnel
department. Tom Davis (director of environmental affairs) leads this team. The researcheris
also a member of the council. At the start of the Fiscal year it is standard practice within HP
to revisit long term plans. The researcher was responsible (HP functionary role) for steering
the FEHSCO team to update the plan. A copy of the updatedplan is not included with this
report; copies of the plan at all stages of it's development will be included in the portfolio.
The key differences were noted in a change history which has been included in Appendix B
for reference. Leading the change process in this
first hand insights
way gave the researcher
into FEHSCO team dynamics; Individual perceptions and barriers to change; and the HP

planning process.
The performance of the activities of FEHSCO are measured on a bi-monthly basis. Each
member has an individual "implementation plan". Progressis assessedon a
Red/Amber/Green basis (Red = Off track, Green = On track) with pre-determined metrics.
Presence on this council is beneficial to the researchprocess. The researcherusesher
knowledge of these performance criteria to motivate employees lower down the organisation.
For example, an employee's actions will affect someoneelse's targets which will affect
someone else's targets and so-on, often as far as the Managing Director. This method of
motivation is only effective becausethe methodology being used to track performance is
accepted as standard across the UK organisation and so most people understand what they
mean.

Measuring the performance of the EHS dept.
There are a number of ways that a function within Hewlett-Packard can obtain a measure of
it's performance. Two of these have been used over the last six months.
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" Platform ServicesSurvey.
The platform services survey is an
annual employee survey carried out for the benefit of
the supporting service functions like Information Technology, Personnel or Finance &
Administration. The Environment, Health and Safety department submitted
questions
to this survey for the first time in the financial year 1995. The researcher is the principle
point of contact for this survey and is responsible for adapting the survey and deciding
the sample of employees to be targeted. The survey is managed by a member of the
Quality department. Each year the survey is managed by a different person, normally
an
industrial trainee (IT), The ITs are placement students from University, often in their
penultimate year. Interacting with the younger members of HP's staff in this way gives
added benefit to the research. As students, the ITs relate to the researcher easily and
consequently help the researcherin obtaining information and establishing contact with
more senior people. They are more legitimate members of the organisation with an
understanding of the researcher'sneeds.

" Quality Maturity Reviews
Hewlett-Packard has an established Quality Maturity System (QMS). The long term
vision of the Environmental Management plan is to arrive, within four or five years5,at
a QMS score of 3.5 for each of the elements of the scoring system, Approach,
Deployment and Results. In 1994, after the first year (approx.) a self assessmentwas
carried out using the standard Quality Maturity Review (QMR) questions and the
answers were submitted to John Hamilton, the then UK Quality Manager, for scoring.
At the end of 1995 a second self assessmentwas carried out by the researcheralong
with Tom Davis, Director of Environmental Affairs. On this occasion a Business
Performance Assessment software tool, specially developed in Australia with the
co-operation of Corporate Quality, was used in the assessment.It is anticipated that the
scores derived from this will be similarly ratified by an independent QMS reviewer
Both of these activities help the researcherto prioritise future actions and keep track of
changes. Tracking these changes, in the way that the organisation would do naturally, is
intended to form a comparison with the researchersconclusions of the change process.
Valuable insights are also gained in understanding the way in which the company assesses
itself and plans business.
Projects
In the HP functionary role it is important that the researcheris involved in the typical
activities of an internal change program. An example of such an activities is a TQC project.
A TQC project at HP is
a project designed to address identified problems of a business
process. A cross functional team will follow a standard procedure for identifying the root
cause of the problem and implement an innovative solution.
The 4-5 year time frame is left purposelyvague to avoid a self fulfilling time scale.
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Section 2 ii) in the report "Year one" stated that 'Sitefacilities managers in all UKSR sites are
now interested in conducting a waste managementproject... The team is hoping to carry out
this project as a recognised TQC project' The waste managementproject is now underway
.
with the researcher as team leader. For this project it was necessaryto act as leader in order to
set an example of an environmentally driven project. Future projects may involve a less
important role. The issue statement for the project is "A large volume of unidentified waste is
being dealt with inefficiently leading to unnecessary costs.Employees are unaware of the
potential benefits of improved waste management to either HP or the environment. " The
meetings associated with this project are a valuable source of data on the acceptance of
environmental change. The experience of taking part in this TQC project has prompted the
researcherto consider taking part in a TQC project which is unrelated to environmental

managementin orderto assessanydifferencesin motivationor behaviour.
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Section 4
Related EngD Activities
There have been two formal progress reviews since the last six-month report. Copies of slides
presented at both can be found in Appendix D.
" Progress report - November 27th 1995
A progress report was given at the quarterly review meeting held between RE and
supervisors. The review consisted of researchmethodology, EngD competencies and an
update of current projects.
The outcome of this meeting was that the researcheris generally on track but more
written submissions to the portfolio were recommended. Improvement of writing skills
was seen as a necessary precursor to this by all involved.

" Progressreport- 4th March
This progress review focused on the three areasof Theoretical contribution,
Methodology and Action areas6.The researcherpresented a definition of
"institutionalisation" for debate. After some discussion a conceptual definition was
accepted. Further clarification of the indicators which will measure the changes was
advised. (see section.. for more details)
Four masters level modules have been taken as part of the EngD since the last report. These
were;
" Clean Technology.
This was the most interesting EngD module to date. As part of the coursework students
were asked to write a piece on how the module affected them. This document can be
found in the portfolio. No mark for has been awarded as yet for this submission.

" Business& EnvironmentalStrategy.
This module was taken by the researcheras the compulsory elective module. Presented
by the Brunel Management Program. Gave an insight into how environmental
strategies and policies are formulated in business. Examples from industry used.
Coursework completed on writing environmental strategy & policy for
Hewlett-Packard. No mark given as yet.

" Risk Communication.
The courseworkfor this moduleis due in beforeMay 1 1996.

Action areasareprojects or work relating to the implementationof the four year changeprogram.
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" EnvironmentalLaw.
The courseworkfor this module is due in beforeJun. 7 1997.
Complementary ResearchActivities
" Establishingthe importanceof environmentalproductattributesto HP customers.
This research is being carried out with an Engineering Doctorate ResearchEngineer.
Mr Graham Earl is researching and developing the financial implications of
environmental investments. The joint research program will focus on one HP product,
colour inkjet printers, and will uncover how the consumer is making decisions with
regard to the environment in purchasing this equipment. Much work has been carried
out in determining that "the environment" is considered in a purchasing decision, this
research aims to take this further by using Conjoint analysis' to infer what trade offs
would be made, in terms of other product attributes such as price and specification, in
order that the product be environmentally sound.

Since the last reporta pilot studyhasbeencarriedout for this project.The full scale
study is plannedfor the next six month period. Furtherdetailsof the project canbe
found in the portfolio.
This researchproject is intendedto assistresearcheractivitiesin establishingthe
businessimpactsof environmentalissues.The resultswill be usedto demonstratethe
needfor environmentalmanagementwithin the organisation.
"A

longitudinal study with the working title "What are the Corporate Objectives in
organisational change regarding the eco-environment"

This is a three way study being carried out by the researchengineer at Hewlett-Packard,
a research engineer at Rank Xerox and an assistant professor in the Dept. of
Management at Georgia State University. The researchis designed to monitor
organisational changes at Hewlett-Packard and Rank Xerox with regards to the
environment and to determine the drivers for those changes.Ethnographic data is
captured both chronologically and reverse chronologically as to the decision processes
which generated these changes and hopes to provide an analysis of why such changes
occur. Further details of the research structure and resulting papers can be found in the
portfolio. The researcheris now collecting data for this project and a first paper is
planned for August this year. Reflections from this project help the researcher
understand the drivers for the changes that are occurring within the organisation
through the institutionalisation process. A draft copy of an abstract for the planned
paper can be found in Appendix E.

A conjoint analysistool is any decompositionalmethodthat estimatesthe structureof a consumer's
preferences,given his or her overall evaluationsof a setof alternativesthat areprespecifiedin terms of
levels of different attributes.
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Conclusions and the next six months.
The last six months has been most significant in terms of understanding the process of
research. Specific areas of improvement have been:
"

More focused literature reviewing.
This report has shown that defining the contribution of the research has helped in
prioritising areas of literature to review. The suggestedstructure to the portfolio also
helped in this area.

" Developing the field work log book.

This hasbeen a good improvementover the last six months.Data collection hasbeen
much morerigorous andeasyto interpret.A furtherdevelopmentof the systemcould
be to setup an electronicversionof the log bookfor improvedbackupand easeof
analysis.
" Improving the definition of institutionalisation.
This is an ongoing activity which had a particular focus in the last six months. This
report demonstrates the value of having documented this definition.

" Acknowledgementof participationlevels.
Over the last six months, a lot of time was spent reviewing the degree of participation
with the organisation. This helped in guiding the researcherto the most appropriate
literature.
All of these areasrequire continual improvement, in particular literature reviews. Over the
next six months a document summarising the key fmdings of all the literature reviewed to
date will be produced. The progress made on the academic contribution should also provide a

good grounding for the twenty-four month report.
Activities for the next six monthsare;
"

Clarify opinion and contribution to knowledge

"

Further develop sections of portfolio (and hence the 24 month report)

"

Construct literature review document

"

Data review

" Examinedatacapturedin log book and supportingdocuments
" Identify patternsin behaviourand changes
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Other objectivesof the researcherin the next period areto; obtain a greaterunderstandingof
systemsthinking and how it affects the research,preparea paperandposter-boardfor the
EngD conference1996and to searchfor a non-environmentalTQC project to be involved in.
Overall this hasbeenthe most productivesix monthsin termsof the academicbackgroundof
the research.The challengefor the remainderof the project durationis to maintainthis focus
andto ensurethe data collection recordsevidencewithin the academicframework.
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Abstract
Thefollowing report provides an insight into the second six months of research carried out in
thefirst year of an Engineering Doctorate Programme. The doctorate, run by Brunel/ Surrey
University, is being carried out by Zoe Jackson at Hewlett-Packard Ltd (HP)
The second report is intended to compliment thefirst, expanding on areas previously
documented and, introducing new research topics which have evolved over the last six
months. It will make only minor alterations to the initial project scope,justifying any
changes, and instead will focus on the latest six months of research.
The report includes details of Literature reviews, research areas related to the development
of an Environmental Management strategy and other research projects which the author is
involved in. Details of the next six months of research are outlined in thefinal section,

designedto provide the reader with an insight into the short termfu'ture of theproject.
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Section 1
Project Scope
The first six monthly report in this

portfolio introducedthe broadprojectscope.I would like
to summarise,and expandthis with the following points;
In the first six month report section1.2 statedthat
'..Environmental Managementshould becomea part of good businesspractice andculturally acceptedas
"the way things get done aroundhere".' In otherwords Environmental Managementshould be
institutionalised.

The objective of the researchis to Institutionalise
environmentalmanagementthrough a
structuredfour year "Ten StepiBplan.
Institutionalisation of environmentalmanagementcannotbemeasureddirectly.Thus, a
numberof inferrential indicatorswill be usedto assessthe degreeto which institutionalisation
hasoccurred9.Theseinclude
" Internal Quality managementtechniquesusedto assessthe progressof the Ten Step
plan. The Quality Maturity Review Systemis one example-'o
" Internal and External stakeholderperceptionsof Hewlett-PackardLtd's Environment
function.
"

Physical environmental indicators such as volumes of waste or consumption of
resources.

As well as monitoring the indicators of institutionalisation, the research will collect a range
of supporting evidence designed to confirm any developments in the program. The supporting
evidence will come in the form of desk messages(internal electronic mail system), internal
magazines / newsletters, and presentations all relating to developments in the UK EHS
organisation. A comprehensive list of the types of information gathered can be found in the
Appendix.

As well as monitoring its progressthe researchwill alsoinfluencethe developmentof the Ten
StepPlan. This will be achievedby using datageneratedby the researchto establishgoals
and objectivesfor the plan.

'

10

"Ten Step" planning is one aspectof Hewlett-Packard'squality methodology for customerfocused
businessplanning. For details of the UK Ten Stepfor EnvironmentalManagementseeAppendix
A presentationwas given on this subject as part of a progressreview and can be found in the
Appendix.
Summarisedcopies of the Quality Maturity Reviewsfor the EHS function (to date) areincluded in the
EngD portfolio for reference
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Section 2
Research to date
The second six months of research has followed, broadly, the programs documented in the
first report. These focused on environmental
awareness/ acceptance of the employees and the
current environmental performance of the organisation. As well as this the last six months has
seen a greater understanding of the internal Quality maturity system and how this relates to
the title concept of institutionalisation.
Literature
Over the first year a wide range of literature has been collected, on a broad range of subjects
including;

" OrganisationalChangeand ChangeManagement
" StrategicEnvironmentalManagement
" Institutionalisation of "Quality Management"
" GeneralEnvironmentalIssues
To date, literature gathering and reviewing has not been tightly structured. It is anticipated
that as the research methodology becomes more formalised over the next six months the
literature review process will follow suit. The appointment of a second supervisor, familiar
with sociological aspects of organisational change, will also help in identifying areas of
contribution and originality which will direct the literature searches.

Implementation of the Internal "Environmental Management Plan".
As aforementioned, the Ten Step Plan for Environmental Management provides structure for
this research. At Hewlett-Packard a function management team will tackle a breakthrough
issue (known internally as a "Hoshin"), i. e. one in need of continuous improvement focus.
Along side this basic elements of the business are managed through a set of "business
fundamentals" The EHS council at HP defined the FY95 focus as improving Health and
Safety at Work. Environmental Issues were acknowledged but it was felt that improving
employee Health and Safety was more important at that time. A number of strategies were
developed in order to reach this breakthrough objective. A copy of the FY95 Hoshin and
strategies can be found at the back of the Ten-Step plan. (For further information on Business
Planning at Hewlett-Packard see Apendix) The FY95 Ten Step plan for Environmental
Management was already in place at the outset of the researchand as can be seen,this years
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focus was on the internal organisation,raising the

awareness
of the EHS function and
initiating training in key issues.In line with this focus,the last year hasinvolved
Environmental

Awareness/Maturity

studies.

A pilot scale environmental awareness
program at a small site in the UK (Pinewood) has been
taking place. Although Pinewood is not strictly part of the UK Sales company, the site is
known for it's community
spirit and existing concern for environmental issues. The pilot is
thus hoping to produce measurable success stories of how sites can go green.To date the
project has focussed on minimising pinewood's waste (as this is a measurable improvement)
through an internal campaign facilitated by spin
a
off to the existing EHS team, the

"PinewoodGreen Team". All developmentsof thepilot havebeentrackedfrom initial
meetingsto employeesuggestionschemes.
The pilot projectwill be monitoredthroughoutit's
natural life (which may extend beyondthe time framesof this research)but an accountof the
eventsand lessonslearnedto date can be locatedin the portfolio.Resultsof the pilot will be
usedas evidencein justifying institutionalisationof environmentalmanagementin the
remainderof the UKSR. Throughoutthe campaignattitudinalshifts havebeennotedand used
to the bestadvantageof the program.The role of the researchengineerin the campaignhas
alsobeentrackedin order to determinethe extentto which an outsideinfluenceis requiredin
settingup such an awarenessprogram.
The pilot project at pinewood has also produced a spin off project in Waste Management. Site
Facilities Managers in all UKSR sites are now interested in conducting a waste minimisation
project. This will incorporate waste stream analysis, selection of the best practicable
environment disposal option and a minimisation campaign. The team is hoping to carry out
this project as a recognised TQC improvement project. "
The employee awareness survey documented in the first six monthly report revealed that at
the moment the principal concern was Health and Safety with Energy consumption of office
equipment and our responsibility toward customer environmental demands rating second and
third respectively. This information has been used in prioritising issues within the company
over the last six months. It is now time to conduct the annual survey again and, as designed,
the questions will remain the same for continuity. A summary of the results obtained in the
survey can be found in the Appendix.

TQC improvementprojects in HP are projectsdesignedto savemoney or resourcesby demonstrating
in oneof the five areasof Total Quality. SeeAppendix for more details.
exellence
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Integration of Environment,

Health and Safety considerations into business processes.

The first six month report stated that
'Hewlett-Packardbelievesthat all businessoperationsare essentiallya seriesof activities or processes.
ProcessManagementat the UKSR is concernedwith continually improving the efficiencyand
productivity of all businessprocesses.....

Part of my research has been to juxtapose environmental considerations on to existing business
...
processes and to monitor the effects of doing so in terms of business performance and environmental
awareness This hasfallen into two areas, the environmental improvement of existing processes and the
development of generic "consider the environment"processes. '

Although this is anticipated to be an ongoing aspect of the ten-step plan in FY96 a recent
re-evaluation of Process Management in the EHS function has slighlty changed this activity.
In FY95 the researcher had regular liason with the Quality department on effective process
management techniques. The author became aware that other functions in the organisation
were using a set of standard business processesto managetheir businesses.Processesin the
UK EHS function are now organised around this standard approach. Recently, at a World
Wide Environmental Process Improvement Team meeting, the approach taken in the UK was
commended and may form the basis of a company wide "best practice". Developments in
Process Management to date can also be found in the researchportfolio in the Progress
towards institutionalisation document EHS
Communication and Environmental Reporting (Internal)
As documented in the first six monthly report, this area of researchis primarily to generate
communication tools for "selling" environmental management to the internal organisation.
An effective communications strategy forms part of the ten step plan and in FY95 this was
added to the list of "Hoshins" late on in the year. It is likely to remain a "Hoshin" for the next
period-Examples of internal environmental communication which have arisen in the last year
include regular articles in employee internal magazines and environmental statistics on
noticeboards.

Internal "Good Practice" sharing.
The last six months has seen a number of visits to other Hewlett-Packard sites. This was
arranged to assessand compare their environmental activities such that environmental good
practice can be shared. The outcome of this is likely to be a matrix of environmental good
practice distributed to all UK sites to compliment good work and to encourage greater
communication between EHS departments.
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Communication with Global EHS community.
The research is now known internationally
within the HP-EHS community and is strongly
aligned with the world-wide plans. Institutionalisation is strongly dependant on the activities
of European and Corporate Environmental Management and strong links have been
established this year with these organisations. The Ten-Step plan has been accepted as a
company wide best-practice and as such the researchis now influencing these wider EHS
practices. audience. At the moment a significant proportion of efforts have been toward
functions The next step in this
strategy is to communicate EHS considerations to a wider
audience whose expertise are not in Environment, Health and Safety.

Hewlett-Packard Products and the environment.
In the first six month report, section 1.4i stated that
'Being a strong salescompany it is
necessaryfor Hewlett-Packardto be able to communicatesound
environmentalperformanceto its customersand prospects.To do this the employeesof the UKSR needto
acceptthe importanceof environmentalissues andmust also have an appreciationof the environmental
performanceof the products they sell. One of the areasof my researchwill be to develop an understanding,in
the form of written reportsfor the salesregion, of the environmentalperformanceof major product lines. This
will be achievedby interviewing various "Product Stewardsi12
acrossthe global organisationexaminingthe
"Design for the Environment"" Criteria for their product(s).This information could then be communicatedto
the salesoperation andcould potentially be used as a differentiator for managingmarket share.Suchproduct
rangeswill include someof the major current HP products including ink jet technology,microwaveequipment,
computersystemsor opto-electroniccomponents.'

12

Product Stewardshipat Hewlett-Packardis a philosophythat the manufacturerof a product should be
responsiblefor that productand associatedenvironmentalimpactsthroughoutthe product life cycle.
Design for the Environment (DFE) is a componentof ProductStewardshipwith the objective of
reducing andminimising the environmentalimpactsof the manufacture,use anddisposalof products
and associatedsupportproducts.
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One such investigation has
occured this year. A visit to Corvallis in Oregon, USA was
organised to establish a knowledge of the environmental impact of one of HP's more visible
products, Inkjet printer pen cartridges. A visit report describing the objectives and the
progress made during the visit is included in the Appendix. A short paper titled 'Does
Environmental Practice Travel Well? (With
particular reference to an Inklet printer supplies
organisation)" was presented, in relation to this visit, at the EngD Annual conference in
September 1995. As an introduction, the
abstract of the paper states
'A current area of interest at Hewlett-Packard's United Kingdom organisation is the concept of
environmental management in a multi-national organisation. One particular issue is that of an American
manufacturing and assembly plant planning to expand into Europe. A site just outside of Dublin, Ireland
has been chosen to assemble ink pens for Hewlett-Packard printing technology. In this paper I shall
attempt to identify any differences in country culture, government policy and legislation, geography and
technical environmental issues between the existing parent site in Corvallis, Oregon USA and the
proposed site in Dublin, Ireland In doing so I shall address the title question "Does Environmental
Practice Travel Well?,, '

A copy of the full paper can be found in the ResearchPortfolio, and copies of the slides used
at the conference are located in the Appendix. As a follow up to this exercise a further study
will be carried out into the Best Practicable Environmental option for disposal of waste, ink
and cartridges, from the new assembly facility. This study is aimed at providing the newly
appointed EHS Manager at the new site with information in environmental matters whilst
more important Health and Safety considerations are being dealt with at the operation start
up. The initiative also fits with the vision of the Ten Step plan (FY96 version) that
'Hewlett-Packard's UK EHS function receives the same world class acclaim as it's products'
and will contribute to the UK being recognised as a leader in providing pro-active guidance in
environmental management.

ResearchProgressand Direction.
There have been two formal progress reviews since the last six month report. A brief
summary of the outcome of the meetings is outlined below. Related presentation material can
be found in the Appendix.
'Current research Strategy and "Significant"

Analysis'

This presentation was given on May 10th 1995 as part of the third progress review meeting
held between RE and supervisers. The presentation discussed the structure of the research at
the time and provided an review of work being carried out on the definition of "significant"
environmental effects. The outcome of this meeting was that the RE should continue working
to determine significant environmental effects, with increased literature searchesto ensue the
work is not re-inventing the wheel. This avenueof work has since been put on hold. It was
felt that although an understanding of the significance of HP environmental impacts is useful
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in providing justification for institutionalisation, it need not be an in depth study in it's
own
right. Instead a greater proportion of time is to be spent on the development of the ten-step
plan and on monitoring organisational changes with respectto the eco-environment.

'Institutionalisation

of Environmental Management, Measurementand Metrics -A
Preliminary Discussion". '
This presentation was given
on August 23rd 1995 as part of the fourth progress review
meeting held between RE and supervisers. The presentation highlighted the difficulty in
measuring institutionalisation and suggested metrics and methods for inferring it's presence.
The outcome of the meeting
was that the RE should consider using or adapting the internal
Quality management techniques
which assessprogress in organisations. This fits in with the
business planning of the EHS function
and was considered to be suitable for EngD research.
The meeting also revealed that definition
a
or description of institutionalisation had not been
formalised and should be done
so fairly shortly. This description is to be written by January
1995. (see Section 3 The Next Six Months)

Complimentary ResearchActivities
Two other avenuesof academic
researchhavealsobeeninitiatedin the first year.(associated
reportsand paperswill be locatedin the portfolio as theyareproduced)
"

Establishing
the importance of environmental
product attributes to HP customers
This research is being carried out
with an Engineering Doctorate Research Engineer. Mr
Graham Earl is researching
developing
financial implications of environmental
and
investments. The joint research program will focus on one HP product, colour inkjet printers,
and will uncover how the consumer is making decisions with regard to the environment in
purchasing this equipment. Much work has been carried out in determining that "the
environment" is considered in a purchasing decision, this research aims to take this further by
using Conjoint analysis14to infer what trade offs would be made, in terms of other product
attributes such as price and specification, in order that the product be environmentally sound

"A

longitudinal study with the working title "What are the Corporate Objectives in
organisational change regarding the eco-environment"

This is a three way study being carried out by the research engineer at Hewlett-Packard, a
research engineer at Rank Xerox and an assistant professor in the Dept. of Management at
Georgia State University. The research is designed to monitor organisational changes at
Hewlett-Packard and Rank Xerox with regards to the environment and to determine the drivers
for those changes. Ethnographic data is captured both chronologically and reverse
chronologically as to the decision processes which generated these changes and hopes to
provide an analysis of why such changes occur. Further details of the research structure and
activities can be found in the appendix and resulting papers in the portfolio.
14

A conjoint analysistool is any decompositionalmethodthat estimatesthe structureof a consumer's
preferences,given his or her overall evaluationsof a setof alternativesthat areprespecifiedin terms of
levels of different attributes.
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Section 3
The Next Six Months
Description of and Progress towards "Institutionalisation"
A report which will discuss the degree to which Environmental Management has been
"institutionalised" after the first
year will be written and completed by January 1996. A
description of what "institutionalisation
of environmental management" will involve will
form the introduction to this
report. Subsequentreports documenting progress towards
institutionalisation will be produced
annually but will not include the phrase description.
Further clarification

of research methodology

Over the last year I have found
a number of formal researchmethodologies which could be
used in this type of project. I intend to evaluate a number of these in the next six months to
provide an academic grounding for the researchactivities. Briefly as an introduction to that
evaluation I will be considering (amongst others)
"

Organisation Learning Histories

" Active Researchin OrganisationalChangeand
" Longitudinal ResearchMethodologies
Ad Hoc Projects for HP's internal EHS Program

Thereare likely to be a numberof theseover the next six months,potential projectsare
A comparative waste study for the new assembly site in Dublin. This will form part of
some continued research into the development of the new assembly plant at Dublin. See
earlier sections for details.
" An energy audit of the UK Headquarters building to be conducted with the help of a
final year student from the Brunel Special Environmental Engineering undergraduate
course. This will provide further data and justification for environmental improvements
in the UKSR by identifying business and environmental impacts of energy
consumption. A project outline can be found in the appendix.
A Waste Survey for a Corporate Environmental Management report. This is likely to be
carried out as part of the Waste Minimisation project outlined in section 1.ii. a. The
survey will provide a structure for assessingthe quantities of waste arising from the
site. In terms of the overall plan this project will raise the profile of the Environment,
Health and Safety department and will enhanceEHS process improvement skills.
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Note: As mentionedin Section2 i) the appointmentof a secondacademicsupervisor
experiencedin social sciencesresearchwill help guide the researchfrom now on. It is
anticipatedthat a more structuredapproachto the researchwill evolveearly in the next six
monthswhich may affect previousplans.As detailsof researchstructurebecomeformalised,
associateddocumentationwill be submittedinto the portfolio.
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Appendix
Contents
"

Hewlett-Packard FY95 Ten-Step Plan for Environmental Management

" Hewlett-Packard Quality businessplanning literature.
" Copies of slide presentations given at two progress meetings since the last report. For
more information see Section 2 (Researchto Date).
"

Current research Strategy and "Significant" Analysis

"

Institutionalisation of Environmental Management, Measurement and Metrics -A
Preliminary Discussion"

"

Copy of slide material relating to paper presented to EngD Conference 1995 'Does
Environmental Practice Travel Well- with particular reference to an InkJat printer
supplies organisation'

" Visit Report - Corvallis Oregon,USA May / Jun 1995
" Details of complimentaryresearchwith working title 'Whatarethe Corporate
Objectivesin organisationalchangeregardingthe eco-environment'
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Abstract
Thefollowing report provides an insight into the first six months of research carried out at
Hewlett-Packard Ltd (HP), by Zoe Jackson, in association with the Engineering Doctorate
Programme run by Brunel/ Surrey University. It is broadly split up into two sections, the first
of which describes the project and the scopefor research and the second the work carried out
to date and thefu' ture potential research. To set the scene it gives a brief introduction to
Hewlett-Packard Ltd operations and their commitment to the environment.Following this, a
project introduction justifies the research and briefly explains the main theme of the work
This section also lists the wide range of research areas which will be encountered over the
four years. The research carried out, to date, is detailed under the research headings
highlighted in the project introduction in the previous section. Details of the next six months
research are outlined in the final section to provide the reader with an insight into the short
term future of the project. This information is also highlighted in the gantt chart located in
the Appendix.
Associated texts and documentation are also listed at the rear of the report. Unless otherwise
stated these are not direct references but material which has contributed to the views
presented on Environmental Management after thefirst six months of research.
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Section one
Project Background, Justification and
Research Areas.
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1.1)

Background to Hewlett-Packard Ltd.

Hewlett-PackardCompanyis a leading global manufacturerof computing,communications
and measurementproductsand servicesrecognisedfor excellencein quality and support. HP
has98,200 employeesand had revenueof $25 billion in its 1994fiscal year.
Concern for the environment has always been an integral part of HP's corporate objectives,
embodied in the citizenship objective to honour obligations to society by being an assetto
each community in which they operate. Hewlett-Packard's environmental management's
herein referred to as EM) objective is to provide products and services that are
environmentally sound throughout their life cycles and to conduct operations world-wide in
an environmentally responsible manner. Hewlett-Packard is also no stranger to environmental
monitoring. They provide systems for analysing air, water and ground pollution to help meet
the ever increasing demand for a better quality environment.
The successful UK subsidiary of Hewlett-Packard has R&D, manufacturing and office based
sites throughout the UK employing some 5000 people. The UK Salesregion (UKSR) is
located throughout the British Isles its headquartersin Bracknell, Berkshire housing
approximately 1400 employees. The Annual UK Turnover is approximately £1 billion.

EnvironmentalManagementat Hewlett-Packardencompassesthe areas of occupational
Health, Safety, IndustrialHygieneand EcologicalProtection.
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1.2)

Introduction to the Project

Information technology, looks set to be the
worlds biggest industry by the early years of the
21st century. Until very recently, in the eye of the consumer, the industry was seen to be
environmentally clean. Recent examples of massive clean up operations in California's
Silicon Valley have increased the pressure on the industry to be more "environmentally
responsible" in its manufacturing. Along side this an awarenessof the environmental
implications of energy consumption have meant that the Information Technology industries
are now under scrutiny to justify their products and services in an environmentally informed
manner as well. Some 75% of Hewlett-Packard's revenue comes from products developed in
the last four years and this trend is continuing. With over ten thousand products world-wide
the environmental impact of such disposable technology must be significant.
These statements are indicative of the important role companies like Hewlett-Packard play in
society today. Business and Industry have an important function in the transition to more
sustainable forms of development. The challenge facing these companies is no longer a
competitive positioning one, but one of fundamental organisational change Simply Making
"green" products is not sufficient to satisfy the environmental standards,lobby groups and
legislators. For Hewlett-Packard to maintain its rapid growth rate (revenue 24% in 1994) and
to establish itself as an environmentally conscious company, the organisation must accept the
increasing importance of environmental issues to its business results. Environmental
Management should become a part of good business practice and culturally accepted as "the
way things get done around here". In other words Environmental Management should be
institutionalised.
That the environment should be considered as "daily business operations" is widely accepted.
What is not accepted is the methodology behind achieving this. My research aims to address
this issue by monitoring the gradual implementation of an environmental management
strategy into Hewlett-Packards United Kingdom Salesorganisation ( from herein called
UKSR). By evaluating all levels of the plan from birth to completion, the research should
provide a subjective "fly on the wall" report as opposed to an after the event objective
account. The essenceof the research is the ownership of a "Ten Stepi16plan for
Environmental Management. It will be my responsibility to drive and change the four year
plan such that EM is recognised as an internal and external environmental role model.

"Ten Step" planning is one aspectof Hewlett-Packard'squality methodologyfor customerfocused
businessplanning.
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1.3)

Engineering ResearchRequirements

Although "The Institutionalisation of Environmental Management" could be described as an
organisational issue the project can still be treated as any other engineering investigation. In
that respect there are a number of skills" which should be demonstrated throughout the
research.
i)

My perception of issues relating to the project should be as accurate as possible by
constantly reviewing popular media, environmental journals and by attending relevant
meetings and seminars in industry.

ii)

All aspectsof the researchmust be investigatedandnot just thosewhich are familiar
to myself or to the company.

iii)

Any communication of results or reports to the company, or other interested parties,
should be of sufficient accuracy and simplicity so as not to cause confusion or
uncertainty.

iv)

The researchshould includeproductivetwo way communicationwith all stakeholders
including, legislators,governmentorganisationsand environmentallobby groupssuch
that solutionsto problemsare easily generated.

v)

A range of solutions should be developed, to organisational problems, from simple
housekeeping issues to strategic change and only the most appropriate (to all
involved) selected.

vi)

The researchshould uncoverall the potentialbenefitsandalso the disadvantages
of
the proposedsolutionssuch that the informationcanbe communicatedto the key
decision makers in the organisation.

17

skills basedupon thosedescribedin the DoE EngineeringCouncil Guidelineson Environmental
"The role of the Engineer"
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1.4)

Scope of the Research

The Researchwill focus
on
i)

The EnvironmentalPerformanceof HP Products,

ii)

The Environmental Performance of HP operations and

iii)

The Cultural Acceptance of Environmental Management

incorporating all principles of Environmental Management1s
i)

Environmental

Performance of HP Products

Being a strong sales company it is
necessary for Hewlett-Packard to be able to communicate
sound environmental performance to its customers and prospects. To do this the employees of
the UKSR need to accept the importance
of environmental issues ( Cultural Acceptance of
Environmental Management)
and must also have an appreciation of the environmental
performance of the products they sell. One of the areasof my researchwill be to develop an
understanding, in the form of written reports for the salesregion, of the environmental
performance of major product lines. This will be achieved by interviewing various "Product
Stewardsi19across the global organisation
examining the "Design for the Environmenti20
Criteria for their product(s). This information
could then be communicated to the sales
operation and could potentially be used as a differentiator for managing market share. Such
product ranges will include some of the major current HP products including ink jet
technology, microwave equipment, computer systems or opto-electronic components. Metrics
suggested to indicate successin this area of researchare, at this stage,

a)

No. of Productspurchasedwith "Environment"as a high criteria (information
from customersurveysof individual businessunits)

b)

No. of HP marketing tools incorporating environmental performance.
(information from Marketing and Sales organisations (increasing nos.
required))

18

As defined in the DoE EngineeringCouncil Guidelineson EnvironmentalIssues"Principles of
Environmental Management"

19

Product Stewardshipat Hewlett-Packardis a philosophythat the manufacturerof a product should be
responsiblefor that product andassociatedenvironmentalimpactsthroughoutthe product life cycle.

20

Design
gn for the Environment (DFE) is a componentof ProductStewardshipwith the objective of
reducing andminimising the environmentalimpactsof the manufacture,use anddisposalof products
and associatedsupportproducts.
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c)
ii)

No. of querieson the environmentalperformanceof productsreceivedby HP.
(Information from various internal departments(decreasingnos.required))

Environmental

Performance of HP operations

The second area of my research is to look at the environmental performance of HP
operations. This covers such issues as Waste Management, Energy Conservation and
Pollution Control. The research will include the feasibility of integrating environmental
considerations into a selection (ultimately all) of existing business procedures or processes.
The results will take the form of written reports and presentations given to the UKSR.
Metrics suggested to indicate successin this area of researchare, at this stage;

iii)

a)

Volume of wasteleavingorganisation.(Informationfrom FacilitiesDept.)

b)

Reductionin Energyconsumption.( Facilities)

c)

No. of sites requiring Environmental Assessments.( Real Estate )

b)

No. of cars used in fleet. ( Facilities operations / Fleet desk )

Cultural Acceptance of Environmental Management

Another important area of my research in the drive towards institutionalisation will be to
study the changesin company culture (in terms of environmental awareness) as

a) The EnvironmentalManagementstrategyprogressesand
b) Societalvalueschange.
The latter incorporating
1)

The increasing burden of Environmental Legislation and

2)

Developments in environmental technology.

Metrics suggestedto indicatesuccessin this areaof researchare,at this stage,
a)

No. of employees / managers attending Environmental Training

b)

No. of employees involved in Environmental Initiatives

c)

No. of internal inquiries to EnvironmentalAffairs department.

d)

Improvementsin responserateand resultsof AwarenessSurveys
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Significant Environmental Effects
Both the aforementioned areas of environmental performance monitoring involve the
assessmentand categorisation of "environmental effects" My researchat Hewlett-Packard
will include developing methodology to determine the environmental effects of both the
operations and products. This will have to include an attempt to define the term
"significance". The nature of this study is not intended to provide a universal solution to the
question of significance but to develop a model of what might constitute a "significant
environmental effect" to HP and its stakeholders.

Metrics suggestedto indicatesuccessin this areaof researchare,at this stage,

1.4)

a)

No. of Effects Identified (EnvironmentalAffairs)

b)

No. of Effects classifiedas "Significant"

c)

No. of confirmations of "significant effects" from interviews

Areas of Research

The Research will be based at the UK Sales Region Headquarters and will include
i)

Internal ( both UK and global ) interviews and questionnaires.

ii)

Specific Industry bench-marking

iii)

A thoroughreview of environmentalmanagementand organisationaltheory
literature

iv)

External interviews and questionnaires, including suppliers, competitors,
customers, environmental lobby groups and other stake-holders.

v)

Communication and Best Practice sharing with similar researchersin
academia.

vi)

Product Stewardship investigations
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Section two
Research to Date and the Future of the Project.
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2.0)

Research to date

The main focus of the research to date has been
a situation assessment,incorporating the
current environmental awareness / acceptance and the current environmental performance
of the organisation.

2.1)

The General awarenessof the company and its operations

A review of the company and its operations has been essential to the early stages of this
research. Through interviews with established employees and researching company literature
and documentation it was possible to ascertain a good background knowledge of

i)

The history of the company

ii)

Current operations and successstories

iii)

Hewlett-Packardscommitmentto the environment

iv)

The Companycultureor "HP way"

Although no official reportwas requiredby HP on this topic, my initial findings in this area
could be summarisedas:
The overall company culture is very strong at Hewlett-Packard. The HP-Way is as old as the
business itself and is still very evident today. The people who work at the Sales Region are
very hardworking individuals who often sacrifice a lot of personal time "just to get that last
quote in"

This highlights the main driver in the organisation,that of market share.HP likes to be
"amongst"the leadersin any given field but prefersto avoid a costly leadershipposition
exceptwhereit is essentialto market share.This unwritten policy hasmeantthat
Hewlett-Packard is still growing at a tremendousrate despite the UK recession.
In terms of environmental maturity Hewlett-Packard is in much the same position as other
electronic equipment manufacturers in that they are somewhat aware of the environmental
implications of their business but are still reacting to increasing legislation and customer
demand. Generally there is a trend towards becoming more proactive about the environment
in industry and Hewlett-Packard is no exception. From convenience interviewing I have been
able to develop the hypothesis that the UKSR is currently nearer reactive but is nevertheless
on the road to becoming environmentally proactive. (See Fig. 1)
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2.2)

Literature

In order to justify the project
work and to follow the guidelines described in section 1.3i, a
literature review was carried
out incorporating the following research areas;
i)

Environmental Management, tools and good practice

ii)

Organisational Theory

iii)

Corporate Strategy

iv)

EnvironmentalEffects and Standards

My conclusionson this, to date, are
i)

The concept of "Environmental Management" in most journals is still based on the
reactive end of pipe technology dealing essentially with such things as pollution control
measuresand stack emission control. It is only in the Strategic or Business Planning Journals
that Environmental Management resembles my "Environmentally Responsible Business
Management" (see Fig. 1). This is indicative of the preconceptions that most
people
have about Environmental Management and is something of great importance to my research.
ii)

There is a great deal of material covering the organisational issues involved in
instigating change. Somewhat less about instigating environmental change although this
could be due to the fact that in general environmental change, particularly in a
non-manufacturing organisation, is a relatively new concept. Whether or not one can apply
the methodology of other organisational changemechanisms has yet to be tested. I
hypothesise that the environment has a number of additional factors which must be
considered before any change in the organisational environmental maturity will occur.
iii) Due to the unique positioning of the research, i. e. from inside the company with sustained
academic input, there should be no problems associatedwith its originality. The engineering
approach to what is essentially organisational research will also add to the contribution to
knowledge that this researchwill make. The literature review shall however continue
throughout the development of the project as more specialised areas of environmental
technology are encountered.

2.3)

Environmental Awareness/Maturity study

As previously mentioned (Section 1.4iii. ) understanding the overall level of environmental
awarenessof the company is an important aspect of this research. To measure this awareness
I designed a brief questionnaire, covering aspectsof Environmental Management at
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Hewlett-Packard, to be distributed to the Sales Region. A
copy of the questions can be found
in the Appendix. This is an ongoing area of my researchnot exclusive to the six
month report.
The results of the survey have yet to come in.
2.4)

Integration

of Environment,

Health and Safety considerations into all business

processes
Hewlett-Packard believes that all business operations are essentially a series of activities or
processes. Process Management at the UKSR is concerned with continually improving the
efficiency and productivity of all business processes.
As mentioned in section 1.4ii part of my research has been to juxtapose environmental
considerations on to existing business processes and to monitor the effects of doing so in
terms of business performance and environmental awarenessThis has fallen into two areas,
the environmental improvement of existing processesand the development of generic
"consider the environment" processes.As can be seen by my project planning (Appendix),
both of these are ongoing areas of my research and are therefore not exclusive to the first six
months. Processes which I have designed or improved over the last six months are also
included in the Appendix.
2.5)

Environmental

Performance Reporting (Internal)

The first six months of researchhasincludedthe initial investigationsof threeareasof
environmentalperformance.All of which fit into the operationscategorydefinedearlier.
(Section 1.4ii)

i)

Solid Waste Management (SWM)

A SWM policy is currently being developed as part of my research(un-finished at the time
of writing) for the UKSR. This incorporates the quantities of waste leaving the buildings, the
methods of transportation and disposal and suggestions for waste minimisation.
ii)

Energy efficiency of office equipment users.

Alongside the Information TechnologyDepartmentstrategyfor improving office efficiency I
am working to evaluatethe environmentalimpact of suchoffice equipmentenergywaste.The
resultsof this researchare likely to bediscussedin the annualreport.
iii)

ContaminatedLand Evaluation.
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Fig. 1 The sliding scale of EnvironmentalManagement
Reactive
ManagingEnvironmental
Issues

HP UK SR

EnvironmentallyresponsibleBusiness Management

Proactive
As part of a corporateobjectiveto minimise the environmental impactof HP siteson to
land/waterI haveproduced
a situationstatementfor threeof the UK sites.Due to the
sensitivity of the information, this statementis not includedin the Appendix.
3)

The Next Six Months

The next phase of my research will be to

i) Commenceproductstewardshipinvestigations.
It has been proposed that I visit the InkJet Supplies Business Unit in Corvallis, Oregon,
USA this summer (1995) to investigate the environmental technology of the Hewlett-Packard
InkJet product range. If the proposal is accepted a written report will be presented to the
UKSR in July 1995.

ii) In depth Study of EnvironmentalPerceptions
A series of in depth interviews (approx. 1/2 hr) with selected employees of Hewlett-Packard
Ltd will be conducted to examine the extent to which the role of the employee and their
Business Unit" affects the interpretation of "environmental issues". A number of questions
will be developed to ascertain this information, possible suggestions are
i)

Which of the following, do you think, plays the largest role in terms of
environmental change from your position within the company?

CorporateInstruction
Legislation
21

Hewlett-PackardUKSR comprisesbroadlysix businessunits.Computer Systems,

Computer Products, Test & Measurement Equipment, Components, Healthcare and
Analytical.
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Customers
Suppliers

Fellow Employees
Competitorenvironmentalpositioning
ii)

What would encourage you to take
part in an HP environmental initiative?

iii)

What arethe important environmentalissuesaffecting HP?

iv)

Do you think that environmentalperformancewill be a differentiator for
your
product range at any time in the future? Is it already?

The questions will be directed at a broad
range of professionals and ages over the next few
months and will provide an idea of what employees of HP perceive to be environmentally
significant and what the drivers for environmental change are for them. This will enable a
more customer based approach to the communication of environmental performance and
requirements as opposed to working on the assumption that all employees have the same
environmental concerns.I will also continue to develop environmental performance
statements for the company, the results of which may be documented in the annual report.

4.0

Summary

The first six months of this research have been very useful in terms of orientation and
understanding of a large multi-national organisation. I feel I am now in the unique position of
being accepted as a Hewlett-Packard employee, with associatedresponsibilities, whilst also
maintaining the academic stance of researching the company operations. An area of
improvement which I can seeafter completing this six month report is that a more formalised
set of metrics or measuresneed to be defined of what the project aims are. As a piece of
engineering researchthis is essential. Until the end point has been defined it is very difficult
to get there! Once the goals have been defined the rate of progresstowards them will be
easily monitored. I have attempted to suggest some metrics for the project in the first section
of this report, these will no doubt be subject to review throughout the research but I felt it was
necessary to document them in the early stages of the programme. I look forward to the next
six months of research in particular the potential visit to the United States and the associated
technical investigations. I am also looking forward to the rest of the project, it looks to be a
challenging engineering doctorate research project at a crucial time for environmental

managementin industry.
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Appendix

Contents22

" Project GanttChart @ March 1995
A Gantt Chart drawn up after progress meeting of Feb 9th, to encourage greater project
management.

" Progressmeetingpresentation"A Quality Environment"A presentationgiven at the
secondprogressreview meetinghighlighting the similarities and possiblefuture of
Quality and The Environment.
" Brainstorming SessionPresentation"TheEnvironmentalEffects of the PinewoodSite"
Sessioncarried out to assessthe employeeperceptionof "environmentaleffects" and
to help establishthe environmentalawarenessof employeesin general.Now contained
in Story Board Three, Part Two of the portfolio.
" Resultsof Brainstormingsession(Pinewoodsite)
Now contained in Story Board Three, Part Two of the portfolio.
" Hoshin andImplementationcharts
At HP progress is monitored by an in house planning methodology similar in essenceto
Gantt charts and traditional project planning. I have such a plan for my role at HP.
Latest versions enclosed.

" Processesdeveloped@ March 1995
See "Research Carried Out.... " Point No. 2.4

" Awarenesssurveyquestions
See "Research Carried Out... " Point No. 2.3 Described in Environmental
Measurement Coursework and Story Board Three, Part Two of the portfolio.

22

Original versionsof theseAppendicesare containedin the Portfolio.
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Introduction
The following diagramsare presentedhereas a supportingtool for the story boards.They
havebeenincreasedin size for easierreviewing.Figure numberingis consistentwith the story
boards'.
DiagramssupportingStoryBoard One
Fig. 3 Institutionalisation Brain Map June 1995

"InstiWÖonalisadon" Brain Map
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I

Current Projects

* Waste disposal study

J Contactwith Irish EHSManagermade
': "sit likely

in December

1995

J i`ojes! t due to commence shortly
* Ten-Step plan & QMS review process
Ten-Step plan
" initial review with action team
" second review with TD
" team consulted individually before 61:.
" plan to be confirmed 612
QMS review
" Preiiminary discussions with TD
" formal self assessment pro edure"vefore
end of calendar
_y-ear

* Pinewood E-team

J Teamset up and objectivesset
V Initial projects started
J First results analysis
V ",ntinued efforts sup
* Complementary research activities
J Need identified
V methodology decided
J -fata capture
J data review
V results

publish-]

* Thames Valley Waste Management
V Team set up and objectives set
J Projr :t lN: 3at-'
V Results

-tom

anal\sO'

J crnunuid"ýffým;

iu"rK ý. ý.

Fig. 4 Above and Below, Progress meeting slides (November 1995).

Research position (Fig. 1)
Environmental
Management

Total Quality
Environmental
Management

(Total
Change
Management

Quality
Management
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The individual

The organisation
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- EHS in standard 1, .
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Fig. 5 Progress meeting slides (February 1996)
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Fig. 6 ResearchFramework (July 1996).

The Complete Picture
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Fig. 7 Progress meeting slides (July 1996).

Research Methodology
"Action Research?
vA process can be studied by introducing changes and observing the
effects on it.
l must be participatory and collaborative
i Cycles of Planning, action and evaluation. (PDCA? )
" My' r" arch yur-suýxts if thy, , bang, is n<sressan- u u!
-Organisational Learning? (a jigsaw)
v Ethnography
" primarily participant observation
Joumalisn
in.
" getting the 'story' and presenting in a way that draws people
v Action research
" capacity to reflect and assess resits
r Oral history
" data collection for describing complex events
" using the voice of a narrator
i
" ýiil! "t, n.*d fur stir chango is nut addrý-
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Fig. 8 Environmental Management with no EHS department (January 1997).
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Categories of Individual Ownership
" Functional
- Environmental Management is part of job
Facilities Manager
" Process
- Business Processes have env. measures
Purchasing Manager
" Occasional
- Occasionally, job requires access to
environmental information
Pre-sales support
General
"
- Environmental Management only affects being at
work not the job itself!

Fig. 10 (Above and below) Categories of Individual Environmental Management Ownership
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Fig. 11 ResearchContribution- Core Concepts
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Fig. 12 Data Analysis Process
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Diagrams supporting Story Board Two
Fig. 13 Environmental Management and Business Results (October 1994)
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Fig. 14 FY97 Ten-Step Plan "Environment, Health and Safety"
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Fig. 15 FY97 Ten-Step Plan "Value Chain"

Value chain.
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Protects HP from adverse EHS
impacts and risks t ind vice,. er..
.

co
-

Enables effective management of
HP's key business processes
Provides opportunities in new business
areas using existing resources

mý-ýý

Fig. 17 (a, b and c) Environmental Management Maturity in QMS terms
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Fig. 20 Field EHS Council Organisation Chart FY96

UK Field EHS Council
Organisation

Mission : "To enhance and protect HP business
objectives and results from an EHS perspective.
Vision : The UK ENS function at Hewlet4Packard
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Fig. 22 Horizontal and Vertical Risk Management

Fig. 23 Creation of Pull for Environmental Management
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Appendix C
Action Research Matrices and Log Book Indeces

Contents

Log Book One Index
Log Book Two Index
Log Book Three Index
Log Book Four Index
Log Book Five Index
Log Book Six Index

Log Book SevenIndex
Action Matrix - Log Book One
Action Matrix - Log Book Two
Action Matrix - Log Book Three
Action Matrix - Log Book Four
Action Matrix - Log Book Five
Action Matrix - Log Book Six
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Appendix C
Log Book Indeces
Log Book Number One
February1995to end July 1995.
Need to cross match this with e-mail and documentation and diagrams (flw)

1) "Issues" included.
"

Contaminated Land (a great deal)

"

Office Waste Management (a great deal)

" Transport (a tiny bit)
"

Hardware recycling (a tiny bit)

" Ink-Jet recycling (a bit)
" Definition of Wastelobbying (atiny bit)
"

Packaging (Green-fill) (a bit)

" Energy Star.(a tiny bit)
2) "Context" included.
"

Hosting an environmental brainstorming session@ PWD

" Developing EHS Processmanagement
" Issuetracking for environmentalissues(started)
"

Visit to Corvallis

" Contemplatingconserversat work.
"

CPO public relations

" Audit
" Platform servicessurvey
" Mention of ORM meeting
"

Best-practice sharing with Bristol.
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Appendix C
Log Book Indeces
3) Research ideas included. Those highlighted,

(looking back) are most significant.

" How to greena company.customersand emnloveesrequired
" The recipe for environmentalmanagement(citizenshipandprofit)
" Defining Significance
"A

survey of environmentalperception@ HP (not ever done!)

"

Environmental flavour of the month

"

Environmental Change is Different

"

Matrix of significance based on risk perception

" How to do longitudinal research
" Hewlett-Packard'simpact on the environmentand society
" Not having a chanceto test my ideasabout institutionalisation.
" Brain mansof institutionalisationand the role ofE i&
" Zoe was here! In Tom's e-mail
" Need to set up a file of environmental effects!
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Appendix C
Log Book Indeces
Log Book Number Two
August1995to endJanuary1996.
Need to cross match this with e-mail and documentation and diagrams (flw)
1) "Issues" included.

" Recycling areaat PWD.
" Wastemanagementat IJBU
" Office wasteat A/C
" Fibre-fuel facility
" Energy and Water

" Ireland environmentalprograms
" EnergyManagement
2) "Context"

included.

"

Reviewing the TSP.

"

Asking what people though Institutionalisation was.

" Re-invent EHS discussion with Mary Masters

" GrahamEarl doing researchon IJ stuff.
" E-teamwork @ PWD.
"

Contemplating conservers at work.

"

Tima research (Product, Policy, Process)

" Discussions with Andy Hughes. Conservation communications (post Natwest)
" Waste team concept devised!

" IBM and Ecotec.Benchmarkingclub.
" QMS Review
" Visit to HP Ireland.
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Appendix C
Log Book Indeces
" Attend EnvironmentCouncil meetingon Stakeholdermgt.
" Brunel SEE studentproject
" Tom attendingPIT team meetings. W/W to consider6 key processes.
3) Researchideas included. Those highlighted, (looking back) are most significant.
" Deals won or lost from environment

" Defining Institutionalisation.
" An e-teamfor Amen Corner!
" An Energy footprint for HP.

"A

hazardmap around HP for saywaste.

" Thetiming of Institutionalisation- therewill be a time which is betterwhen the environmentis
more accepting.Could we be too good?Couldwe loseout by spendingtoo much money?
"A

site environmentreport for UKSR

" More issuetracking required.
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Appendix C
Log Book Indeces
Log Book Number Three
February1996to endJuly 1996.
Need to cross match this with e-mail and documentation and diagrams (flw)
1) "Issues" included.

" EOL takeback
"

Office waste management.

" Environmentarticle in CPO newsletter
" 7750 / ISO 14 000
" MARS environmentalaward
" Use of green paper.
" Toner recycling.
"

Green Workstation

2) "Context"

included.

" Attending EOL conference
" More processmanagement..continually
" Blue Angel article in measure
" Zoe assists FEHSCO plan owners.

" Thoughtsabout adaptingCFS system.
" UK as role model for Europe... Bracknell to go for 7750!?
" Spain and Portugal, low maturity like the UK two years ago.
"

PIT team

" Thoughtsof hiring an EHS Mgr for A/C.
" Surveyfor wasteproject and results
" Proposalfor HP to sponsorEnvironmentCouncilWeb-pages.
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Appendix C
Log Book Iudeces
" Proposalfor New EngD in ProductTake-Back
" EHS QMS Review
" Trying to releaseTrevor Raefrom EOL andEMERG etc
" Brunel energyproject.
" Closingthe recycling loop with Bayer.
"

Cliff Bast, HP rolling out a product stewardship QMS self assessment.

"

EHS noticeboards.

" Thought to havegreenbusinessfundamentals.
" EHS brainwaveschemeidea... (not everdone)
" CATALOG project.
"

Harry Reid, Sustainability visit to Xerox.

" Motorola hold a symposiumon the institutionalisationof environmentalmanagement" Discussedhaving an environmentfair.
"

Defensive driving course refused on cost basis.

" Xerox switching to recycled paper!

" Preparationfor EHS assessment.
"

Sonja Biaggi visit - re environmental communications.

" ESS and PSS surveys (environmental sections in).

" QMS review from Stan Gage.
"

Packaging legislation conference mentioned.

3) Researchideas included. Those highlighted, (looking back) are most significant.
"

How does varying participation affect my research. "It is interesting what people will and
won't say to you".

" Somework on defining the businessimpactof environmentalmanagement.
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" Tin

Horse

Sometimes the US and Europe will be influenced by our plan, sometimes not... but we will always be institutionalising environmental management (whilst I am here).

"

" Effectivenessof quality, people's responseto it.
forcing he nroQressof the Dlan?

"I
"

Ethical and Ecological issues are a natural progression from learning

"

Seemsto be a little resistance from the virtual organisation people who are not directly EHS
are finding it a bit of a bind.

" The TSP is sometimestoo different for CorporateEHS plans... a tricky situation.
" Institutionalisationis becominga fashionablebuzzword.
" Links between QMS and EHS
"

EHS policy needs a revamp.

" What is the relationshipbetweeninstitutionalisationand organisationallearning.
" Greaterintegrationof POP
" Heac_l.heart and guts in terms of institutionalisation
"

Main environmental issue here is WASTE.

" Takethe HP Way and examinehow the environmentfits with the overall corporatestrategy.
" Whatare the constituentsof "behaviour"?
"

Three strands to research. (What is happening.. physically... what does the official documentation say... what do I see.)

" What are the facets of an environmental organisation.
"v

role in the institutionalisation process

" Does obtaining a quality score.. improve environmental performance.
"

-MILy-is

Quality different to environmental management.
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"

Observations of environmental management led to the concept of institutionalisation - but
once the concept is formulated, the problem of how to make systematic observations presents itself.

" Critical elementsof institutionalisationexpanded.
"_ The link
eenPOP andthe levels of change For instance...People.identification with
issue- Bration change"at work" practices Products USE environmentalawarenessi
job (and not just at work).
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Log Book Number Four
August 1996to mid March 1997.
Need to cross match this with e-mail and documentation and diagrams (flw)

1) "Issues" included.
" Waste Management
"

Toner recycling

" Packagingtake-back
"

Environmental reporting

" Energy (a tiny bit)
"

Transport.

2) "Context" included.
" New Academy for social responsibility involvement.
" EHS Assessment

" Responsefrom feedbackin CPOarticle.
" Statoil benchmark
" EHS QMS linkages ongoing.
"

IBM Benchmarking

" Development of an environmental program (slides)
"

Involvement in Berkshire Environmental Forum

" Involvementwith transport2000.
"

Lots of customer packaging requests

" RATER.
" UK Hosts Euro FIELD EHS program meeting.
"

Waste Lunch day.
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3) Researchideas included. Those highlighted, (looking back) are most significant.
" Looking at Action Research
" Defining institutionalisation STILL
0 The link betweenindividual and organisationallearning
"

Writing the dissertation (ie takes up time)

" Tom's strategy is very much based on the informal organisation.
"
"

ilitv(nerson)_ Desire. Can(discretionl.
Process of institutionalisation

" Golden bridge... linking personaland corporatevalues.
"

What are the organisational connects between the regulatory, quality and environmental management organisations. One looks at the employee.. one the customer and one both...

" "I believemy credibility and knowledgeallows me to comeout of my job andjust watch..
more than initially".
"

EHS is different to E... like the Xerox model.

"

You can have a check list for H&S

"I

but not for E.. becausethere is no law.

think Ireland improved quicker in EHS becausewe are a slow dinosaur.
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Log Book Number Five
Mid March 1997to Mid July 1997.
Need to cross match this with e-mail and documentation and diagrams (flw)
1) "Issues" included.
"

Transport

" Sustainability
" Packaging
" Toner Returns
"

Waste Management

2) "Context"

included.

" British Quality Award, impacton societysection
" RATER.
" Sustainabilitymeetingorganised(and subsequentlycancelled).
" Bracknell EnvironmentFair.
" More thoughtsabout Conserversat Work
" Ideasto follow up the greenday.
"

Environmental Performance Measurement

" BSE Conference abstract / paper

" EHS Audit
" CarboazdRecycling Trials
" Martin Charter

" EnvironmentalReporting
" ISO style environmentalimpactanalysis
" Presentingaboutpackagingat the EnvironmentCouncil
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" Eco-workers"
" Discussionwith Richard Hanscott- Cometadvert etc
3) Research ideas included. Those highlighted,

(looking back) are most significant.

" Link the sources of data to research question.
" Need to reverse polarity of literature review and write my opinion, backing it up with literature
as opposed to the other way round.

" EnvironmentalManagementLiterature Reviewed.
" EconomicsModule
" Communicate environmental management to FOMT

" Wheredo facilities fit with the key businessprocesses.
" Tima Paper
"
"

ye1 of individual

responsibility

Concept of Hush vs null

" Importanceof "process"
"

EHS w no HS department
.

" Measurementis part of the HP culture
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Log Book Number Six
Mid July 1997to EndJanuary1998
Need to cross match this with e-mail and documentationand diagrams(flw)
1) "Issues" included.
" Packaging
"

Product Take-Back

" Toner cartridgetakeback
" IS014000
" WasteManagement
" Transportation
" HazardousInk
" Impact on Society!
2) "Context" included.
"

EHS in infrastructure group

" Inter organisationcommunications
" New Academy Social Responsibility Network
"

EOL spontaneous IT forum hosted by HP

" Country level EHS Web-site
"

UK EHS Web page

"

Writing BSE Conference paper

" Lots of packaging

" Needfor a placementstudent
" Channel4 Interview
" Greaterfocus on environment
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" Futureof REHSCO- new environmentgroup
" Simon Forsythwantedto organisea more grassroots approach.
" Tom EuropeanEHS Manager
" BS role accelerated
"

Placement student to be hired

" "For the first time having the right people in the room talking about waste" notes
"

Cardboard recycling in building 2 too!

" Packagingmeetingin Grenoble- Paul Russelltoo
" ProductEnvironmentalProfile sheets
" Zoe's TRSE responsibilities - E-regs forming
" Andrew Perrins

" Mars EnvironmentalAward (seereception)
" Irish PackagingRegulations
" Tony Hince and Packaging

" CIC tonerrecycling query ownership
" UK EnvironmentGroup
"

Readout article

" Hp vs the people.com
"

Attending Transport 2000 ground floor partners meeting

" British Quality Award

" Influencing PTB position statementswith kieren
" ThomasBazlen and Bernd in BBN
" Lots of processmanagement
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" ICER meeting
" Valpak analysis
" RATER
" CARS - AL and Bernd
"

Chat to David Shepherd at IRS
journal.. I forgot that I had spo-eventually was an article in a
ken to him!

" EHS QMS Review
" Proposedfunding model for PTB - seekieren
" PTB influencing activities in the UK
" Ten-Stepplan consultationprocess
" QMS 3 Training - diagram!
" RELOOP
" PLANET developmentteam
"

Impact on society with David Gee

" UK EHS Web (Regs vs EHSTAS)
" Toner Bins new emphasis on program
3) Research ideas included. Those highlighted,

(looking back) are most significant

" Anglian Water "journey" - they institutionalised a cultural concept in a very different way to
HP style. Compare?

" ResearchDesign" Newton and Harte article
"

Culture vs Strate¢v split in EM literature

" Interview with Tom Davis
" "Creating enablingconditions" - Seizingopportunitiesas theyarise.
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" Horizontal issuessuchas diversity.. currentlyignoredto BU split (decentralisationproblem!)
" Persondependencynotedin interview with Tom
" Maturity - seeslide on researchquestion
"

Split betweenTRSE andAUDIT issues

"

Matrix of environmental maturity

" EngD conference paper - snakes and ladders
" Second hart of methodology i. e what is the plan abou
" Al's orientation interviews as measure of maturity?

" Activities in EnvironmentalManagement
"

Role of

nv Rees Engineer vs EHS co-ordinator

" Think about componentsenvironmentaldatabase?
" Lessonslearnedfrom EuropeanTrip
"

Regulations Interpretation vs Implementation

"

Communicationinsidefirst then outside

"

HP hasa positiveenvironmentalimage

"

HP should impose what we want.. not what we don't

"

Common regulatory process?

" Talking to the mediamodule
"

X.4, -A«,.

«

.« --lk

/o-.].

A ,,., ýe rnnrpntci

" Portfolio planning
" Mind Map started- doing researchin an organization
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Log Book Number Seven
End January1998to date
Need to cross match this with e-mail and documentation and diagrams (flw)
1) "Issues" included.
" Packaging
" Transport

" Wastemanagement
" Producttake back
" Sustainability
"

IS0140001

2) "Context" included.
" ICER meeting 3/2/98
" BU PackagingInterviews
" Wastemeeting@ PWD (afterjennies remark)-had to give to get
" Al taking over most of work.
" VALPAK, PRNS departmentactivities etc
" Environment Reporting group

" Movie themefor EHS Audit awareness
" Tom -I want a railway station
" Improving customer enquiry process
"

Jim Sheatsvisit

"

Operational Sustainability to Environmental Management

" Tom talking about "aspects"- ISO 14001training
" Harry Read out article
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" PR meeting with Catalysis
" Waste"donation to charity" posters
3) Research ideas included. Those highlighted,
" Need to link my le

(looking back) are most significant.

ings to specific nroiects?

"

Convert previous lit review to sections of portfolio in line with core concepts model

"

Celtic Diagram?

"

Will ton down eventually meet bottom un? How can I isolate the middle section?

"

Hand work balancing uni and work as decreasingHE activity - decreasin¢ recognition for doing anything... feel a bit isolated.

" What is the link betweenlevelsof servicein HP and the level of chancerequired asper my
model.
"

What are the data review themes?

" Defining the "match"
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FROM ISSUES TO ACTIONS: THE CONGRUENCE OF
ORGANIZATIONAL VALUES AND INDIVIDUAL CONCERNS IN
FACILITATING ORGANIZATIONAL ADAPTATION

ABSTRACT
This research investigates the
conditions under which organizational issues evoke organizational
actions. Using a longitudinal ethnographic methodology in Hewlett Packard and Rank Xerox, over the
period of a year, we witness the development of organizational issues pertaining to the natural
environment. We find that individual concerns interact with organizational values to influence the
pace, scope and scale of organizational adaptation.

Keywords: Organizationaladaptation,strategicissues,natural environment
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We are trying to demonstrate achievements and worth and recognition for the
environment; so that people 'spersonal values are nurtured and they are brought up
higher; so that they can actually relate their personal values, which might have been
in place at home, to their working environment; so that the corporate values are the
same as their own personal values. -a member of Rank Xerox
Management theorists and
practitioners have long been preoccupied with understanding
organizational change and adaptation processes. To assist in this understanding, a robust theory of
strategic issues has emerged. A strategic issue is a development, event or trend perceived as
Potentially having a significant impact on the organization's strategies (Dutton, Fahey, and Narayanan
1983). Strategic issues are
Narayanan 1983).
complex, ill defined and interpretive (Dutton, Fahey, and
As a result, they influence
organizational adaptation in two ways. First, the complexity and ambiguity
of strategic issues permit numerous interpretations to be drawn. An issue's interpretation and label can
influence the way the firm acts (Daft and Weick 1984; Jackson and Dutton 1988; Milliken 1990;
Thomas and McDaniel 1990). Second, the complexity and interpretive aspects of strategic issues
permit organizational members to push selected issues onto the strategic agenda and, therefore,
organizational adaptation can be a consequence of successful championing (Dutton 1997; Dutton and
Ashford 1993; Howell and Higgins 1990).

Empirical studies investigating the influence of strategic issues on organizational adaptation have two
notable characteristics. First, most prior studies have been limited to a specific stage of issue
development. In particular, the focus has been either on the cognitive or interpretive aspects of issue
diagnosis or issue labeling (e.g. Jackson and Dutton 1988; Milliken 1990; Thomas, Clark, and Gioia
1993) or on agenda building (e.g. Dutton et al. 1997; Howell and Higgins 1990). Only a few
exceptions have investigated issues as they have developed from the stage of identification to an
organizational response (e.g. Dutton 1988a; Dutton and Dukerich 1991).

Second,prior studieshave investigatedissuesdefinedas strategicprior to the investigation (e.g.
(Dutton and Dukerich 1991; Ginsbergand Venkatraman1992;Milliken 1990;Schneiderand De
Meyer 1991).However,the strategicimportanceof many issuesis often not assessed
until after the
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consequencesare observed(Mintzberg and Westley 1992;Weick 1989).When an issueis first
identified, the strategicimportance
of an issueis often not known.

Given the emphasis of
prior studies on specific stages of strategic issue flows and issues defined early
as strategic, these studies have been biased towards issues that elicit a strategic response. However,
there are numerous issues that
are not strategic or that do not elicit an action (Pfeffer and Salancik
1978; Weick 1987). By directing
research attention to successful or strategic issues, management
theories may not capture fully the dynamics of organizational change and adaptation. For example,
organizational routines (Nelson and Winter 1982) are more likely to play an important role in
influencing issues that
are deemed as strategic. Issuesthat are completely new, however, may not fit
into existing routines. This
project focuses on issue development, including both issues that evoke
actions that those that stall. By stalled issues, we refer to issues that have not resulted in actions over
the research period. These issues may never result in actions or they may result in actions beyond the
research period.

The purposeof this project is to investigatethe conditionsthat facilitate organizationaladaptation;
that is, to investigatethe conditionsthat leadissuesto actions.We observedthe developmentof a set
of issueswithin two organizations,Hewlett PackardUK (HP) and RankXerox' (RX), over the period
of one year. We investigatedissuespertainingto the natural environmentwith no a priori assessments
of their strategicimportanceor their likely outcome.Threedimensionsof issueswere explored:their
scale,scopeand pace.An action is of large scaleif it is strategicin nature.An action is of wide scope
if it affects a largegroup of organizationalmembersand processes.Finally, an action is of fastpace if
the action succeedsshortly the issuediagnosis(Miler andFriesen 1982;Monge 1990).

We begin with an overview of the theory of strategicissues,which explainsorganizationaladaptation.
In keepingwith the logic of induction, wethen introducethe methodsusedto developtheory. The
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dataare presentednext, basedon a model adaptedfrom Dutton and Duncan's(1987a)model of issue
flows. We then developthe constructsand propositionsthat explainhow individual concernsand
organizationalvalues interact to influence issueflows.

STRATEGIC ISSUES AND ORGANIZATIONAL ADAPTATION
Prior researchinto strategicissuesprovidestwo important links to organizationaladaptation:through
issueidentification and through agendabuilding. We employtheseconceptsas a point of entry into
investigating issue flows.

Issue Identification
Organizationsare bombardedby issuesthat may or may not elicit an action (Daft and Weick 1984).
The action is influencedpartly by the way in which theseissuesare interpretedand subsequently
labeled.Organizational memberswill placethe signalsassociatedwith the issuesin cognitive
categoriesto assistin interpreting and rememberingthe signals(Duttonand Jackson1987).Because
thesecategorieshave pre-assignedattributes,the issuecharacteristicswill shapeorganizational
actions (Dutton and Jackson 1987;Gioia and Chittipeddi 1991).For example,issueslabeledas threats
have decidedly different characteristicsthan issueslabeledas opportunitiesand are,therefore,likely
to elicit different responses(Jacksonand Dutton 1988;Mintzberg, Raisinghani,and Theoret 1976;
Thomasand McDaniel 1990).Theseopportunity-threatlabelsmayinfluencethe level of risk
managerswill assumeand their commitmentand involvementin the issue(Kahnemanand Tversky
1984). Also, Thomas,Clark and Gioia (1993) showthat interpretingan issueas controllable,a
characteristicof opportunities,is morelikely to lead to a changein productsor services.The
ambiguity and complexity of strategicissuescan leadto multiple interpretationsand, consequently,
alternativeorganizationaloutcomes(Dutton, Fahey,and Narayanan1983;Thomas,Clark, and
1993).

Gioia

.

In October1997,RankXerox became
frilly ownedby the XeroxCorporation
andis nowcalledXeroxLtd.As thispurchase
Xerox(RX) in thispaper.
Rank
as
occurredoutsideof theresearchperiod,we will referto the company
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Agenda Building
A strategic issue agenda is the
set of issues demanding the attention of top-level decision makers
(Dutton 1997). The size
of a strategic agenda is restricted by the limited resources of the organization
and the limited cognitive capabilities of organizational decision-makers. The issues that appear on the
organization's strategic agenda will influence strategic decision making. Only those issues that appear
on the organization's agenda will draw top management.team attention and be the target of
organizational adaptation. These issues are influenced by existing organizational routines and the
ability of organizational members to direct the attention of the top management team (Dutton and
Penner 1993). Existing
organizational routines include the way in which an issue can be raised, for
example through the organization's budgeting or planning cycles (Dutton 1988a; Dutton 1988b). The
organization's identity can also be considered an organizational routine, and the issues on the
organizational agenda are shown to be consistent with the organizational identity (Dutton and Penner
1993; Elsbach and Kramer 1996; Meyer 1982; Milliken 1990). Organizational members may also
influence the strategic
Howell
agenda by selling the issue to top managers (Dutton and Ashford 1993;
and Higgins 1990).

METHODS
Given that the focus
issues that evoke action, we
of this project is to investigate issuesthat stall and
chose a longitudinal ethnographic casestudy design so that we could observe issues in real time. In
this way, we would avoid using the retrospective accounts of organizational members who would
likely emphasize issues of importance
those that did not
and relevance to the organization and not
gain organizational attention (Van de Ven 1988). Given the lack of theoretical development on stalled
issues, we also chose an inductive methodology in order to allow the data to guide our insights.

The Issues
The set of issuesobservedwithin this researchexerciseis boundedby thoserelatedto the natural
environment.Thesecan include a wide rangeof concernsfrom recycling, energyand waste
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management,product stewardship,pollution prevention,and sustainabledevelopment.We choseto
observethe set of issuespertainingto the natural environmentfor two main reasons.First, the
motivation of this studywas to investigatethe flow of issues,including thosethat stall, in orderto
understandorganizationaladaptation.This objectiverequiredthat we observea well-defined,
complete,and boundedset of issues;otherwise,the numberof issuesincludedin this exercisewould
be unmanageable,the

validity of the study compromisedby having to choosean arbitrary set of

issues,and the possible explanations
explainingissueflow too numerous.This set of issuesis well
definedbecausean issue
must be expressedas influencingor being influencedby eco-systems.For
example,we disregardedissuespertainingto occupationalhealth,employeesafety, andtotal quality,
unlessthey were expressedas relevantto eco-systems.Although it is possibleto arguethat every
issuehas an ecological aspect,the relative
newnessof corporateenvironmentalconcernsmeansthat
most issuesare not couchedin theseterms.If we had chosenfinancial issues,the set would not be
easyto bound becausealmost every organizationalissueis framedas a financial issue.Ecological
issues,in this context,were relatively small and bounded.

Second, it was important to
study a set of issues for which there was no well-established routines and
expectations by organizational members. Frequently occurring issues generate a set of organizational
routines that influence their flow within the organization (Dutton 1993; Nelson and Winter 1982).
Organizations prescribe
routines to respond efficiently and effectively to recognized issues.
Consequently, the
range of actions associated with the issues is limited and predetermined. If we had
studied well recognized issues, we would be investigating organizational routines rather than issue
flows. Issues pertaining to the
have few
natural environment are relatively new and, therefore,
associated routines. Dutton (1997: 81) writes: "In some organizations, in some industries, issues of
sustainable development and the natural environment dominate the organization's strategic agenda. In
other organizations, in the same or different industries, issues of the natural environment have never
been broached or thought
about by organizational members".
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The Sites
The data were collected from two

organizations:the salesoffices of Hewlett Packard(13K)Ltd.,

hereafterreferredto as HP; and the regionalhead office of RankXerox, hereafterreferredto as RX.
The Hewlett-PackardCompanycorporateheadquartersare locatedin PaloAlto, California. The
companyhad over 20,000 productsin the areasof measurement,computationand communication.
The UK subsidiary of the Hewlett-PackardCompany,the focusof this study, had manufacturing,
researchand salesoperationsspreadthroughoutthe UK. HP employedabout 5000peopleand had
inventory turnover of approximately$3 billion in 1996.Its office was locatedin Bracknell,Berkshire.

Rank Xerox (RX) was formed in 1956
as a joint venturebetweenXerox Corporationof the US and
Rank Organisationplc of the UK. The Xerox Corporation,headquartered
in Stamford,Connecticut,
ownedthe majority of RX but bought out the remainderin late 1997.Annual inventory turnover for
RX exceeded$8 billion in 1996and the companyemployed24,000peoplearoundthe world. RX
designed,engineered,developed,manuf ctured, marketedand servicedthe widest rangeof document
Processingproducts and servicesin the industry. RX wasbasedin Marlow in the United Kingdom.

The inclusion of two sites allowed for comparisonsand contrasts,which helpedto generatericher
insights with greaterconfidence(Pettigrew 1985).The companieschosen,HP and RX, were
particularly good sites because:1) they had someoverlappingproducts(eg. laser printers) so that
comparisonscould be madewhich would inform the analysis(Eisenhardt1989);2) they were located
in similar industriesso they confrontedsimilar ecologicalpressures;3) they were not direct
competitorsso limitations were not placed on the researchproject.
Data Sources
The data for this project were collectedfrom three sources:(1) participantobservationswithin the two
companiesover a twelve monthperiod; (2) formal semi-structuredinterviews with senior decision
makerstowardsthe end of the researchperiod; and (3) reports,memosand internal documentsrelated
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to the setof issuespertainingto the natural environment.Integratingand comparingthese data
permitted us to gain a wide rangeof insightsthat could be validatedthroughtriangulation.

Participant

observations and corporate documents. The second and third authors were participant

observers at the research sites. They were formally trained in environmental technology and research
methods providing them with the necessary skills to perform the tasks required for this project. One
researcher worked in the Environment, Health & Safety (EHS) Department of HP and the other
researcher worked in the Environmental Affairs Department of RX. These departments were
minimally staffed and were mandated to collect and disseminate information pertaining to the natural
environment so that more informed decisions could be made in corporate operations. Organizational
members would approach departmental members if an issue arose and departmental members would
actively seek information pertaining to issues. As the participant observers were considered the first
point of contact for natural environment issues, they had good exposure to the range of issues
pertinent to the firm. In developing the research design, we were guided by Pettigrew's (1985)
framework where the context, content and process of organizational change are observed.

We spentthreemonthsprior to the researchperiodto refine the type of datathat we would needto
collect in order to monitor organizationalchange.The data collection period extendedfrom
September1995to August 1996.The datawascollectedsystematicallyby using an electronic
database.Both participant observersrecordedcharacteristicsof eachissueincluding: a descriptionof
each issue,changesto the issue,the sourceof the original information, the namesof key informants
knowledgeableof the issue,an estimateof the numberof peopleinfluencedby the issue,an estimate
of the financial and humanresourcesrequiredto addressthe issue,the supportgiven by top
management,relevant contextualvariablessuchas externalor internaleventsthat may influencethe
developmentof the issue,the eventsthat mayhave precipitatedthe issue,and obstaclesthat may
influencethe developmentof the issue.An effort wasmadeto record quantitativeinformation, but
often this information was not availableor comparablebecauseof the significant differencesin the
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characteristicsof the issues.Much of this information was basedon the observer'sassessment
of the
issue,which wasbacked by
up corproatedocumentsand the accountsof other organizational
members.If the issuedeveloped,updateswere madeto the files. If the issueshifted or splintered,a
new file was created.In total, 30 of thesefiles were createdin HP and 33 files in RX.
Validity was achieved in three
ways. First, the research team would meet or speak by telephone every
6 weeks to discuss the issues identified. We drew
on insights gained by the observers in both
companies and were able to compare and contrast the observations. We were also able to overcome
some of the myopic tendencies of participant observation methodology by involving a third
independent

member in the research team, the first author, who could point out inconsistencies or

holes in the data that
may have otherwise not been recognized. After each meeting, we would generate
a list of questions that needed further investigation. Second, the participant observers validated their
opinions by discussing them with other members of their respective organizations, particularly when
challenges were raised by other members of the research team. Third, formal interviews were
conducted towards the end of the research period by the independent member of the research team

with organizationalmembersto ensurethat no significant issueswere overlookedandto confirm the
findings of the participant observers.

Formal interviews. The
purpose of the interviews was threefold: 1) to corroborate the data recorded
through the participation observation and ensure that no issues or actions were missed; 2) to identify
those issues that had reached the organizational agenda; 3) to solicit formally the opinions of other
organizational members of the factors that influence the scale, scope and pace of issues pertaining to
the natural environment. Respondents were chosen from two groups: senior managers who would
influence corporate
environmental initiatives, and people familiar with environmental issues within
the organization. Of the 13 interviews in HP, six were with senior managers. Of the 10 interviews in
RX, five were with
senior managers.
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Because the participant
observers were already positioned well within the organization, a high degree
of trust was afforded to the independent member of the researchteam. Interviewees
were asked to
identify their
role within the organization, the natural environmental issues they felt to be the most
important within the organization, the actions the organization had taken in respect to the natural
environment, the priority of the natural environment in respect to other business issues, the forces that
facilitated environmentally
responsible actions by the organization, and the forces that may have
stalled an action. The interviews lasted 30-60 minutes, and were recorded and fully transcribed.

Data Analysis
Step 1: Identifying

issues and actions. The participant observers independently identified all the

issues and associated
actions based on the interview transcriptions, documents, and issue files. In
developing the database
we chose to err on the side of creating too many issue files rather than too
few to allow the
greatest flexibility in their tracking. However, in analyzing issue flows, it was
necessary to develop a parsimonious set of issues. Through numerous iterations and discussions, we
derived a consensus
set of issues as shown in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 abouthere

Step 2: Identifying issue flows. We
analyzedthe issueflows by developingdiagramsthat depicted
thepath of eachissueand their links to eachother.We startedwith the strategicissuediagnosismodel
developedby Dutton and Duncan(1987a) andkept adjustingthis model until it moreaccurately
reflectedthe observationswe had made.The developmentof the model wasinfluencedpartly by
someof the commentsmadein the interviews and someof the theorizingthat we had done during the
Year.This flow diagramprovided a heuristicdevicethat couldassistin analyzingthe scale,scope,and
pace of issue flows. It was during this exercisethat the role that the levels of analysis(individual and
organizational)played in influencing organizationaladaptationbecameevident.
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Step 3: Explaining issue flows. The interview transcripts,issuefiles and corporatedocumentswere
codedby the first author and a researchassistantwho wasnot involved in the data collection. The
codeswere generatedinductively from the data using Miles and Huberman's(1994)template for
qualitativeanalysis.The codeslabeledthe issueand any information pertainingto the scope,scale,
andpace of the action. Examplesof the codesincluded:issuedefinition/identification, action, issue
importance,obstacles,facilitators,
corporatepriorities, issuetriggers,and the future of issue.The
codinghelpedto explain why issuesprogressedforward and helpedto developtheory. Involving an
arms-lengthcoderinjected further objectivity and reliability into the researchexercise.Had we relied
exclusively on membersof the researchteam,the dataanalysiswould be biasedtowards the
discussionswe alreadyhad. The role of individual concernsand organizationalvaluesin influencing
thepace, scope,and scaleof the action becameapparentin this stageof the dataanalysis.

Step 4: Identifying

organizational values. Once the importance of organizational values to the

model was recognized, the documents and interviews were content analyzed with the express purpose
of identifying the organizational values -a technique recommended by Rokeach (1979), Hinings,
Thibauit, Slack and Kikulis (1996) and Kabanoff, Waldersee, and Cohen (1995). The documents were
coded by two raters: the first author and a research assistant. Each rater independently identified a set
of values that was revealed in the corporate documents and interview data. Once completed, the raters
discussed the values identified in each company. Given the interpretive nature of determining the
codes, the two raters often used different labels to identify similar values. For example, one rater used
the following adjectives to describe a value which was labeled eventually as 'pro-active': at the
leader
forefront of some of the product
activities, leadership in introducing technology and processes,
in the global document market, largest and most profitable in the document markets, deliver
excellence in all we do, innovation, change products through changes in design, superior technology,
innovative management approaches, technology to develop market leadership, initiative. The second
rater used similar adjectives: be an industry leader, be on the forefront of the industry in product
development, be a leader in business procedures and environmental issues, market leadership, being
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proactive,to be on top of things. The subsequentdiscussionbetweenthe two raters ensuredthat the
final set of organizationalvaluesfor HP and RX reflectedwhat
was observedin the databy thetwo
raters. By referring backto the original documents,consensuson many of the codeswas achieved
easily. The values for which there waslessagreementwere usedinfrequently in the documentsso
they were omitted in the final analysis.As a final validity check,the participantobserversof HP and
RX reviewedthe
codesto ensurethat they accuratelyreflectedtheir company.They madeno
adjustmentsto the codes.

Step 5: Evaluating the pace, scale, scopeof the action. The participantobserversindependently
identified the pace,scale,
and scopeof the actionsbasedon their knowledgeof eachissueand based
on agreedupon a priori definitions. They usedthe referencesin the issuedatabaseto resources
required,the number of peopleinvolved, the level of managementsupport,and the datesmadein the
issuedatabaseto support their
They then discussedtheir assessment
of eachissuewithin
assessments.
their own organizationto ensurethat therewasinternalconsistencyin the interpretationof the
definitions. The first author also independentlyassessed
eachissuefor the pace,scaleand scopebased
on the coding of the issuefiles and interview transcripts.The few discrepanciesthat resultedwere
discussedamongthe researchteam and consensuswasachievedeasily.

ISSUE DEVELOPMENT
Building on the prior work of Dutton and Duncan(1987b)we employ an issueflow diagramto
illustrate the development issues
of
within the two organizations(Figure I). We have deviatedfrom
previousresearchon strategicissue management(Dutton, Fahey,and Narayanan1983)in three
important ways. First, we include all identified issuesand actions,not only strategicones.Second,we
employtwo levels of analysisin our model,the organizationand the individual, which better
describeswhat we observedand assistsin later theory development.Finally, we include a stageof
issuedevelopment,the issuepool, which had not previouslybeenusedby Dutton andDuncan
(1987a).This stageof developmentis important in explainingwherean issuemay stall.
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Insert Figure 1 about here

Before we describethe

model, we offer somequalifiers.Thesestagesare constructedfor the purpose

of this presentresearch.They were not defined explicitly by organizationalmembers,and each stage
is not always observable.Instead,this model is a heuristicdeviceby which to explorethe issue
development

process. It serves three purposes: first, to identify the stages at which an issue can stall;

second to permit an analysis of the scale, scope and pace of organizational adaptation; and, third to
explore differences in organizational and individual level actions.

In its depiction,the issueflow appearslinear; issuesareidentified, receiveattention,and then initiate
an action. However, the actual processwasnot always linear. In somecases,the organizationwould
becomeawareof an opportunity or a
potentialactivity on which it would act immediately.Hence, the
issueidentification process,agendabuilding and action could occur simultaneously.
The actions discussedin this

paperare delimited by the researchperiod; actionsoccurring before or

after the researchperiod are not included.Furthermore,the issuesidentified are specificto this
researchcontext.Issuesthat did not elicit a responsemayhave doneso afterthe researchperiod. It
would be erroneousto infer the environmentalperformanceof either firm basedon the datapresented
here.

IssueIdentification
In the first stage the
labeled. The issues
of
model, issues he in an issue pool and are recognized and
identified were generated from two sources: through individuals who brought their personal concerns
to the organization such as concerns about recycling or office waste management, and through
organizational activities such as the intention to move into new markets such as environmental
services. The issues were identified by both organizational members and organizational outsiders such
as the government, local community, and special interest groups. The children of employees also
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influencedorganizational
membersin the issueidentification process.For example,a managerof RX
said, "When my son asks'Dad, do you work for an environmentally
consciouscompany?What does
RankXerox do?', I
wantto say'Oh yes we are,we do... "'.
At the MAY stages issueidentification,
of
the issuesare not evaluatedor analyzed,merely identified.
Someof the issuesidentified in
this first stageof the issuelife cycleincluded energymanagement,
office waste recycling, product stewardship,eco-labelling,and sustainabledevelopment.In this stage,
issuesare assigned
words and associatedmeanings.Sometimesthe sameissuehad multiple
expressions.For example,the following expressionsall seemedto addressa similar issue
of corporate
citizenship: "companymakesa positive contribution to every community and society"; "corporate
respect";"the corporation'spublic face"; "ensuringthat

employees,customers,suppliersand so on are

affordeda safe, nice, placeto do business'-;and "socially responsible".In addition,the ambiguity of
the issueand its definition were apparentin the data. Interviewees,whenaskedto define natural
environmentalissues,would sometimesinclude issuespertainingto the office environmentsuchas
occupationalhealth and safety and building aesthetics,whereasothersincluded only thoseissues
pertainingto the earth'secology. This ambiguity in the definition and meaningof natural
environmentalissuessuggestedthat an issue couldbe assignedseverallabels.Consistentwith
cognitive categorizationtheory and strategicissueidentification theory (Duttonand Jackson1987),
multiple expressionsfor an issueco-existedand alternativeexpressionsdevelopeduntil one gained
sufficient gravity worthy of pushingthe issueforward.
Theseissuesremain in the pool
until their meaningsbecamerelevantto individual or organizational
interests.Either an individual had to have sufficient interestin the issueto championefforts to
developit, or organizational
membershad to recognizeits relevanceto the organizationand placeit
on the organizationalagenda.Someissuesdid not proceedto the next stageof the issueflow and
remainedin the issuepool. Issuesthat remainedin the issuepool at the end of the researchperiod
includedthe benchmarking
of sustainabledevelopmentissueat RX andthe marketingof a Green
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Workstation issueat HP. In the case the
of
sustainabledevelopmentissueat RX, the issuewas
identified by an outsider to the

environmentaldepartmentof RX. The issuethat was labeled

`sustainabledevelopment',did
not elicit any attentionby organizationalmembers,likely becauseit
did not bear any organizational
relevance.In HP, the sameissuealsoseemedto have little
organizationalrelevancebut developedfurther becauseit waschampionedby an individual. This
observation is consistent with Howell and Higgin's (1990) notion of champions of technological

innovation and Andersson
and Bateman's(1998)notion of environmentalchampions.
The marketing of the Green Workstation
at HP also remained in the issue pool. This workstation,
developed by the German
sales office, was offered to the UK office for marketing in the UK sales
region. A HP employee who was first made aware of the Green Workstation described the situation
like this: "I
asked my boss if it would be viable in the UK. He said no. Just becausethere is a market
there [in Germany] doesn't mean that there is a market for it here. The things that help him decide
whether there is a market is (a) do customers ask for it and we certainly haven't been told that there
are customers asking for it and (b) go to the field [and ask customers and vendors through the sales
rep]. "

Agenda Building
Becausewe examinedall issuesin this study, not only strategicones,it is relevantto draw attentionto
the agendaof seniormanagersand individual organizationalmembers.Although the two agendas
interact, their composition
and associatedactionsare sometimesdifferent.
The individual agendais the set of issuesimportant to the individual. Theyinclude issuesrelevant to
the individual's assignedresponsibilitiesas well as issuesof personalinterest.The organizational
agendaare the issuesthat receivecollective and coordinatedattentionand arelegitimatedby senior
managersthrough the allocation of organizationalresources.It differs from the individual agendain
that it requiresthe commitment of resourcesbeyondthe individual's discretion.
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The agendas of

senior managers may mirror the organizational agenda because of the ability of senior

managers to influence what appears on the organizational agenda. The agendas of individuals farther
removed from senior management are less likely to resemble that of the organizational agenda unless
organizational goals are embedded in individual performance. Furthermore, the agendas of individuals
may be similar to those of members of the top management team if the individual is able to influence
the agendas of members of the top
management team or if there is high congruence between

individual and organizational
concerns.
Individual
individual

agenda. As we probed into issue flows, we were able to identify the issues that were on
agendas. Issues appearing on individual agendas at HP included: the recycling of

fluorescent tubes,
visitor badges, and office supplies; the use of recycled paper; and benchinarking.
The individuals

who raised the issues of recycling tubes, badges, and supplies worked closely with

these items. For example, an individual who was in charge of facility maintenance was concerned
about the recycling of fluorescent tubes, a receptionist was concerned about the recycling of visitor
badges, and an

employee who was moving her office and had excess supplies was concerned about

the recycling of office supplies. These individuals brought the issue to the attention of the
Environmental Health
fluorescent tubes and visitor
and Safety Department of HP. In the case of the
badges, agenda building

Safety
activities went only as far as the Environmental Health and

Department. Initial discussions
issues' placement on
with departmental members did not lead to the
the organizational agenda. The individual concerned about recycling office supplies, on the other
hand, was
her discretionary
able to successfully initiate an action in response to the issue through
resources.

Within RX, the issuesappearingon individual agendasincluded end-of-life, energymanagement,
internal awareness,and middle managementcommitment.As in the caseof HP, individuals who
caredaboutthe environmentbecauseof their organizationaltask requirementsor becauseof their
personalbeliefs would push the issueforward. In the caseof energymanagement,a few individuals
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seemedto advocateto othersthe importanceof shuttingdowncomputersand lights. In the caseof the
end-of-life issue,a representativeof Fuji Xerox2had identifiedthe issueand assessed
the feasibility of
Fuji Xerox's response.For internal
awarenessand middle managementcommitment,an
environmentalmanagerwithin RX took leadershipof this issueplacing it high on her personal
agenda.The issuesof internal awarenessand middle managementcommitmentmovedwith rapid
Paceonce the environmentalmanagertook the responsibility.In the latter case,significant
commitmentwas required by the individual.

Organizational

agenda. The issues appearing on HP's organizational agenda included general energy

and waste management, product stewardship, the firm's corporate environmental reputation, customer
satisfaction/concerns, compliance to the corporate environmental policy, environmental strategy
development, and maintaining
issues. At RX, the
citizenship. Senior management endorsed these
issues which appeared
on the organizational agenda were energy management, office waste recycling,
product stewardship, corporate environmental reputation, customer satisfaction, competitor
Both organizations valued
benchmarking, certification,
eco-labeling, and continuous improvement.
their relationships with their stakeholders and put all environmental issues that threatened this
relationship, such as issues pertaining to corporate reputation, on the agenda.

In RX there was significant overlap in individual and organizational agendas; for example, issues
pertaining to energy management and office waste recycling/reduction seemedto appear on numerous
agendas. One of the reasons for this partial alignment was likely attributable to the XMM (Xerox
Management Model) model. The XMM was a set of issuesthat were considered a priority within RX
such as quality management. RX dedicated significant resourcesto rase the awareness of senior
managers and employees of X MM issues, and in doing so, ensured that organizational members
internalized the same
the extensive annual `Earth Day'
values. Other organizational efforts such as

2A Xerox joint venture
companywith Fuji PhotoFilm
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activitiesalso helpedto align organizationaland individual agendas,so that employeesvoluntarily
Parfacipated
in energymanagementand office wasterecycling reduction.
The useof recycledpaper

and product stewardshipdid not elicit actionsin HP during the research

period. Product stewardship,packaging,end of life, environmentallysoundbuildings, and ecolabeling did not elicit actions in RX. In the
caseof recycledpaperin HP, a viable solution that met
operationalpreferenceswas not found. At the time, all options for the useof recycledpaper would
havemeanthigher
coststo the organizationor the lossof printing performance.The product
stewardshipissuedid not receivecollective action becauseof the seeminglyhigh costsof the
coordinationand disposalof HP products.RX, on the otherhand, did not feelthat the product
stewardshipissuerequired immediateattentionbecausesomeactionshad beentaken prior to the
researchperiod.

Organizational adaptation
Whereasagendabuilding
activities exchangeinformation and build support,actionsresolvethe issue.
For example,assessingthe feasibility

of using recycledpaper is an agendabuilding activity while

usingrecycledpaper is an action. Adaptive actionsrequirechangesto the fum's products,processesor
policies in orderto addressthe issue (Banal 1997).
Thereare individual and
organizationallevels of actions.Individual actions involve only the
individual and his/herdiscretionaryresources,whereasorganizationalactions involve organizational
members,processesand resources.For organizationalactionsmemberswould say, for example,'HP
hasan environmentaland
wastemanagementinitiative', for individual actionsmemberswould say
'Johnrecycleshis coffeecups'.

Individual actions. Within HP, the most
apparentindividual action wasthe settingup of a recycling
table. Therecycling of office suppliesbeganin the issuepool, wasadoptedonto an individual's
agenda,and that individual had the discretionto follow it throughby settingup a recycling table to
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which all organizationalmemberscould donateor pick up usedoffice supplies.This issuewas of
small organizationalscale in that it had few strategicimplications,wasof medium scopein that it
involved many HP

staff, and was of fast pacein that it elicited aast response.It wasalso received

well by senior managementbecauseit reducedthe costsof office suppliesand it demonstrated
responsiveness
to employeeconcerns.
In RX, severalindividual actions
resultedfrom issuespertainingto internalawareness:a casestudyof
RX conductedby

a British university for an MBA program,the developmentof a slide show

addressingthe environmentalmanagementactivities of RX; corporatewide communicationsof the
issues
firm's environmentalstrategies,
activities centeredaroundEarthDay celebrations,emphasisof
of the natural environmentin the FoundationWorkshopgiven to managers,the cascadeof
communicationspertainingto environmentalmanagementwithin RX, and coverageof natural
environmentissuesin the Executive DevelopmentProgram(EDP).All of theseactionswere initiated
and executedlargely by two individuals: the environmentalmanagerand the corporate
communicationsmanager.Both individuals had significant individual discretion,valued issues
the advocacyof
pertainingto the natural environment,and had tasksthat accommodated
environmentalissueswithin RX. Their combinedinterestin the areaappearedto propelthe issue.The
corporatecommunicationsmanagersaid of the environmentalmanager,"Sheis very much of the
world, of the Rank Xerox world, and quite evangelical and passionate.Sheis expressiveabout what she
does. And I thought that it was an opportunity to tell people something good about Rank Xerox. " The
Level and position of thesetwo individuals within the organization provided them sufficient discretion that
they were able to move the initiatives quickly, influence a wide number of RX employees,and engagethe
interest of senior management to sponsor their initiatives so that the initiatives were perceived to have
strategic implications.

Organizational action. Within HP, most actionspertainingto the natural environmentwere at the
organizationallevel. For example,an initiative expresslysanctionedby the seniormanagementteam
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in an effort to addressthe

environmentalissuesof energy/wastemanagement,environmental

compliance,sustainablemanufacturing,and the developmentof an environmentalpolicy/strategywas
as environmental"Hoskin". Hoshinsare a limited set of tasksin which HP seeksto achieve
substantiallysuperior performanceover prior
years.The environmentalHoshin articulatedthe
environmentalstrategyof HP.
Within RX, many
organizationalactions were matchedby individual actions.As in the caseof
organizationaland individual agendaswithin RX, the alignmentbetweenthe two levels of actionswas
facilitated by senior

management'sefforts to communicatetheir valuesto individuals. Furthermore,

organizationalmembershad opportunitiesto speakto seniormanagementto facilitate an organization
wide action. For example,the corporatecommunicationscascadeand the environmentalsection of the
ExecutiveDevelopmentProgram
were both individual initiatives,but they worked togetherto
reinforcethe importance of issuesof the natural environmentat the organizationallevel. The
environmentalimpact assessment
of an old site at RX wasanotherorganizationalaction. An article in
the local newspapercriticized RX's

cleanup of the site in the 1970s.Thebad publicity associatedwith

this report generatedan immediateaction by the firm. RX issueda pressreleaseindicating that they
had employedthe best

availabletechnologiesat thetime and immediatelycommissionedan

environmentalimpact assessment.

THEORY BUILDING
This research
aimed to explain why some issues resulted in actions, whereas others did not. This
section will identify and describe the constructs of individual concerns and organizational values and
detail how the
issue.
congruence of these constructs influences the pace, scale and scope of the
Propositions

are provided which articulate the relationships.
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Individual concerns
Individuals

are concerned about a wide range of issues, from very personal issues such as the size of

their waste basket to very community
oriented issues such as social security programs. In the domain
of the natural environment, individuals
could be concerned about the air they breathe, global
warming, or biodiversity. Consequently, individuals will often act on these concerns by car pooling to
work, by recycling their waste paper, or by encouraging their employer to show greater environmental
responsibility. An individual's concerns reflect those issues of importance to him/her.

Although closely

related, concernsare different from valuesin two significant ways. A valueis an

"""enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially
Preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence" (Rokeach 1973: 5).
First, values
are passive or latent attributes of an individual. Concerns, on the other hand, usually arise
out of cognitive dissonance, where the status quo is different from what is desired or expected by the
individual. As
a result, concerns are more closely linked to actions than values which tend to be
dormant until they become
a concern. Second, Rokeach (1973) and Schwartz (1992) argue that people
have a core

set of finite stable values. Because concerns are anchored in the person's surroundings,

these concerns are likely to
Researchersin
change with changes in environmental conditions.
environmental sociology and psychology have suggested that individual values are associated with
social change (Dunlap and Van fiere 1978; Post and Altman 1994; Stem and Dietz 1994), however,

we arguethat valuesare more likely to leadto changeif they are expressedas concerns.Although
concernsmay be morefleeting than values,they are also morelikely to initiate actions.
Issuespertainingto the natural
environmentoften generateconcernsbecausethey are often valued.
Hence,the role of the individual in issuedevelopmentis evident in the studyof natural environmental
issues.The role of the individual was madeclear throughoutthe interviews, "Peopleare doing it.
Peopleareturning off lights, personalcomputers.Peopleare making an effort. When we bring it
down to the individual then it makesa lot more sense,doesn'tit? Peoplewill makea contribution to
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the environment. I think they want it quite naturally" (RX member) similar remark was madeby a
.A
memberof HP, 'Within HP I am very happyto align my personalcommitmentwith our objectiveson
environmentalmanagementand put all my energiesinto makingthem really happen".Specific
individuals had
an instrumental role in shaping organizational adaptation not only because of their
organizational role, but also because of their own concerns. This point is supported by the following
comment, "He [Director of Environment] says it [environment] is important, and he says it with a
passion, and he says it consistently.
He feels quite strongly about it, I think both personally and
...
socially" (RX member).

Individual

concerns influence the flow of issues at all three stages of the issue development process:

the issue identification,

first stage, people
agenda building, and organizational adaptation. In the

identify issues
partly because of concerns that arise at home and at work. As one member of HP
indicated, "If you recycle in the home you will recycle in the office". If the natural environment is of
concern, the organizational member will be more receptive to environmental signals and more likely
to have the needed
be important
vocabulary to label the issues. Consequently, individual concerns will
in identifying
and labeling issues.

In the
second stage, an individual may select issues from the issue pool if (s)he is sufficiently
concerned. When individuals are bombarded by a diverse and large set of signals, such as the wide
range of issues in the pool, then the individual will communicate and participate in issues of greatest
concern to him/her (Ackerman 1975; Hage and Dewar 1973; Hambrick and Brandon 1988).
Individuals

discretion and
who are higher in the organizational hierarchy are usually afforded greater

can devote more energy to agenda building activities (Finkelstein and Hambrick 1990). They wield
the authority to ensure that the issue is
of
analyzed and can spend more resources convincing others
the importance of the issue (Hambrick and Brandon 1988). For example, an HP manager was able to
elevate the importance of sustainable manufacturing within HP. Howell and Higgins (1990: 336) state
that "by appealing to larger principles or unassailable values about the potential of the innovation for
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fulfilling the organization'sdream
of what it can be,championscapturethe attention of others". Some
membersmay only be ableto communicatetheir concernto othersandhopethat thosein the
appropriateorganizationalrole
will respondto the issue,as in the caseof the receptionistwho raised
theissue of visitor badges.
'fan individual has
concerns that (s)he would like to see addressed on a wider scale or scope, to an
organizational level, the individual
must sell the issue to the top management team (Dutton and
Ashford 1993). Individuals

may have sufficient authority to influence the organizational agenda.

Because individual has
an
the attention of senior management, an issue previously only on the
individual's

agenda may be placed on the agenda of the top management team and receive more

considered analysis (Dutton and Ashford 1993). For example, the Executive Development Program in
RX adopted
a segment involving environmental issues within RX. The manager who spearhead this
initiative

was able to move this issue from her own personal agenda to that of senior management by

Presenting a convincing and appealing case to senior management.

When the

organizational agenda differs from the individual agenda, it is difficult to effect

organizational change. Individuals are less willing to engage in activities the top management team
dictates

and, similarly, the top management team is less willing to mobilize the resources to gain

wide-scale buy-in among organizational members. The impediment created by the incongruence
between the

organizational and individual agendasis reflected in the following comment, "I do

remember the recycling of the cups. I remember the site facilities staff even saying pile up the cups on
the edge of your desks, don't
(HP member).
chuck them away. People still threw them away"

In thethird stage,individual
concernscan be instrumentalin leadingto individual or organizational
actions.If the individual's role in the organizationaffords sufficient discretion,the individual may be
ableto respondto the issue.This actioncan be as smallas putting wastepaperor cups in the recycling
bin or turning off computersand lights at the end of the day. If the individual hasmore discretion, the
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actioncan even involve organizing Earth Day activities. The individual role in this stageis madein
the following comment, "Throughoutthe
organizationtheir individual initiatives and commitment
will ensurethat RX continuesto find new and betterwaysto conductbusinessin harmonywith the
environment"(RX member).This influence of individual concernson the flow of issuessuggeststhe
following:
Proposition ]a: The less the individual concernfor the issue, the greater the
likelihood the issue will stall.

Proposition 1b: The greater the consistencyof the issuewith individual concerns,the
greater the scopeof organizational adaptation.
Organizational
We argue that

values

organizational values are important in influencing the development of issues within an

organization. An organization's values affects which issues are identified, which issues appear on the
organizational agenda, and which issues result in actions. Organizational values are "socially shared
cognitive representations of institutional goals and demands" (Rokeach 1979: 50). They provide a set
of rules by which to interpret the complex and numerous signals within an organizational environment
(Ranson

et al. 1980; Rokeach 1973). They influence organizational culture structure, and decision

Processes: "I think there needs to be some sort of rules, some sort of organization around which the
Other things can be fitted. It is like a skeleton or like a framework " (HP member)
.

Organizational

values provide the decision premises that may influence the way issues are addressed

(Rokeach 1979). Managers have
issue. The
assumptions and beliefs that shape the way they assessan
organization's belief system and values also contribute to selection process. Issues perceived as
important, legitimate
and feasible likely end up on the agenda. Empirical studies show how
organizational beliefs influence the way issues are interpreted which can affect an issue's survival or
be tied to the
death (Thomas, Shankster,
and Mathieu 1994). Where an issue is believed to
organization's beliefs, it is likely to be favored for selection (Dutton 1997). A study by Dutton,
Ashford, Wierba, O Neill,
industry, for an
and Hayes (1997) shows that in the telecommunications
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issueto be sold, there exists a recipethat fits issueswith organizationalnorms. Finally, an
organization'sexternal context can screenthe issuesthat capturemanagementattentionby defining
which issuesellershave currency and which issuesare legitimate.

Table 2 documents HP's
and RX's values that were extracted from their respective corporate
documents and interviews. The firm's
mission statements, internal planning documents, human
resources policies, executive communications, newsletters, decision making process, organizational
structure all helped to reveal the firm's values (see Stage 4 of data analysis).

InsertTable2 abouthere

There was

significant overlap in the values of HP and RX. Not surprisingly, a profit motive emerged

as a value critical to both companies. Whereas HP expressed this profit motive in terms of added
value and cost reduction, in RX discussions centered around market share and return on assets. Other
values shared by both firms included the concern for organizational image, corporate citizenship,
concerns about employee satisfaction, and customer satisfaction. There were also important
differences in the
discussed the importance
organizational values of both firms. For example, HP staff
of risk management and asset protection, whereas RX employees did not mention risk management in
the context of environmental management and dwelled extensively on communications. We are not
Suggesting that BP did not care about communicating issues or that RX was assuming more risk, but
that these values were
not as often articulated.

In stage 2 of issue development,
organizational values influence which issues appear on the
organizational agenda. Progression from the issue pool to organizational agendas is contingent on the
if
issue is
labels used to identify the issues. Dutton
and Jackson (1987), for example, suggest that an
it
be treated as
labeled as a threat, it
will be treated as a problem, if it is labeled as an opportunity, will
positive. In our analysis of this data, we found that the same issue may be labeled as a threat or as an
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Opportunityby different people.Issues,then, will be assignedmany different labelsas they sit in the
Pool,finally being given a label that movesthem out of the pool becauseof its fit with organizational
values.For example, Dutton, Ashford, Wierba, ONeill and Hayes(1997) show that issuesbundledin
quantitativedataare morelikely to elicit a reaction.Their findings were confirmedby our own,
Particularlywithin HP wherequantitative data is usedextensivelyto supportthe value it placeson
Planning.While the labeling of an issuegovernshow the issueis treated,its fit with organizational
valuesgovernswhether or not it will even be treated.
Within HP
and RX, the issues on the organizational agenda were congruent with HP and RX value
structures. Almost all the issues on the organizational agenda were framed by interviewees in the
language

of organizational values. In particular, organizational members often spoke of natural

environmental issues in terms of corporate citizenship and employee concerns. HP placed all office
waste management issues on their organizational agenda. These issues were identified as being
relevant to the 'added value' 'corporate citizenship' and 'quality values and immediately achieved high
scale. Two senior managers of HP said that an issue was more likely to be endorsed by senior
management if it fit within the slogan, "orders up, cost down, people happy, business clean." If an issue
challenges or confronts the values that the organization holds, it was also placed on the organizational
agenda and elicited an organizational action. If no appropriate label could be found that spoke to the
organizational values, then the issue remained in the issue pool.

Organizational

from the organizational
values also influence the likelihood that an issue moves

agenda to elicit action. Organizational values guide actions (Akaah and Lund 1994) by suggesting
types of preferred behaviors (Rokeach 1973). They also provide a means for interpreting actions (Ford
and Bauces 1987; Ranson et al. 1980). Earlier, we argued that at the level of the individual we chose
to use individual concerns over values as the preferred construct becausevalues are passive attributes.
At the level of the organization, the organization is not the agent of change but the target of change, so
organizational values is the relevant construct. People change organizations, and organizational
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structuresimpede,shapeand filter the changeprocess.Organizational
valuesalso provide a meansfor
reinterpretingactions later (Rokeach 1979).

For an issueto be

strategic,that is, of large scale,it must appearon the organizationalagenda.For an

issueto elicit an action, it
must fit with at leastone organizationalvalue. If it does,then issue
advocateshave a context within which to talk aboutthe issueand draw
managementattention.The
greaterthe numberof valuesthe issueembracesand the greaterthe supportfor any specific
value,the
greaterthe likelihood that the issuewill grab
managementattentionand,therefore,becomea strategic
issue.An issuethat
supportsmore valuescanbe framedin different waysand is likely to appealto
different audiences.Hence,

at leastpart of the managementteamwill endorsean issueresponse.An

issuethat supports
strongly some valuesis morelikely to havea few strongadvocateswho could
Potentially diminish someof the negative

associationswith the issue.If the issuedoesnot fit with any

value,the issue will not be noticed, filtered out, or evaluatedunfavorably.For example,the recycling
of fluorescenttubes in HP and the sustainabledevelopmentissuein RX were expectedto incur costs,
and did not appearto supportthe othervalues.Hence,theseissueshad no associatedactions.
Proposition 2a: The less the relevance of the issue to organizational values, the less
the likelihood of organizational adaptation.

Proposition 2b: Thegreater the consistencyof theissuewith organizationalvalues,
the greater the scale of organizational adaptation.
Issues

are more quickly addressed by the organization if the lack of responseis an affront to the

Orgaui2ation's values. When the issue cannot be expressed in terms of organizational values, it does
not receive a response. When it can be
found to
expressed in terms of organizational values and is
challenge them, it receives a rapid response. RX, for example, was accused by a local newspaper of
contaminating a retired manufacturing site. This threat to their value of corporate reputation was met
with an immediate response. Issues that confront organizational values are placed on the agenda
immediately. The greater the evidence that an issue poses a threat to the organization's values and the
more widespread the threat, the more likely that the firm will respond quickly. Organizational values
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serveas glue for the organizationand shapeits culture,identity, structureand strategy.When an issue
confrontsan organizationalvalue, it weakensthe binding agentof the firm, and therefore,weakensits
attemptsat building an identity, culture, structure,and strategy.As with threatsto personalvalues,
threatsto organizationalvaluesare likely to elicit a rapid response.
Proposition 2c: Thegreater the degreeto which the issueconfrontsorganizational
values, thegreater thepace of organizationaladaptation.
Individual concerns and organizational
values
Organizational

values provide the framework for acceptable actions or behaviors and individual

concerns provide the impetus to ensure that the issue is championed. When an issue aligns individual
concerns with organizational values, it is more likely to result in an action. Prior studies have
supported the view that the alignment between organizational and individual levels of analysis is
important for
organizational outcomes. For example, the congruence between individual and
organizational values has been shown to influence employee satisfaction (Meglino,. Ravlin, and
Adkins 1989),
departmental power (Enz
corporate social responsibility (Balazas 1990; Leidtka 1989),
1988), culture (Howard 1990; Trice
identification (Dutton,
and Beyer 1984) and organizational
Dukerich,

and Harquail 1994). This need for alignment between the individual and organization was

expressed by an RX employee, "Again that is part of the organizational value system - the conscience
I
of the organization if you will
that people that sign up to come to the company,
... am assuming
normally will support the value system over time. If not they should leave, or they do leave".
Proposition 3: The greater the congruence between organizational values and
individual concerns the greater the likelihood of organizational adaptation.

CONCLUSION
In this project, we investigatedthe flow

of natural environmentissueswithin two major organizations

in the UK, Hewlett Packard(UK) Ltd. and Rank Xerox Ltd. We evaluatedthe conditionsunder which
issueswere associatedwith organizationaladaptation.To do so, we applieda longitudinal
ethnographiccasestudy methodaimedat developingtheory. This permittedus to addressprior
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criticisms of organizationalresearchbeing "ahistorical,acontextualand aprocessual"(Pettigrew 1990:
269). The data revealedthe importance
of organizationalvaluesand individual concernsin explaining
the scale,scopeand paceof organizationaladaptation.The key propositionforwardedin this studyis
that organizationsare more likely to act on issueswhenindividual concernsare congruentwith
organizationalvalues.

The theory developed in this
project makes several contributions. First, we explored different levels of
influence

and interaction in the adaptation process: the individual and the organizational levels. In

doing so,
we respond to Mintzberg and Westley's (1992: 56) call for greater "conceptual clarity
concerning the level where the change originates or is focused" and Fox-Wofgramm, Boal and Hunt's
(1998) request for "future
This goal was
studies [to shady] organizational change at multiple levels".
facilitated by the
use of longitudinal comparative ethnographic data that permitted us to "examine
continuous processes in contrast and to draw in the significance of various interconnected levels of
analysis" Pettigrew (1990: 271). Although prior research on strategic issue management recognizes
the role of the individual in
been limited to the
organizational adaptation processes, it has generally
application of cognitive categorization theory. In this study, we extend this work to integrate more
fully the different
The
and yet complementary roles played by the individual and the organization.
added complexity of this model provides a fuller understanding of the processesthat explain the scale,
scope and pace of organizational adaptation.

Second,this project providesinsightsinto organizationaladaptationprocessesby relying on both
stalledand completedactions.Prior studiesof issuedevelopmenthaveinvestigatedprimarily strategic
issuesthat lead to action. In extendingthis studyto a wider setof issues,we uncovereda potentially
important finding. Prior researchin issuemanagementhas emphasizedthe instrumentalaspectsof
issuessuchas their urgencyand feasibility (Dutton and Duncan 1987a),controllability (Thomas,
Clark, and Gioia 1993), andtheir likelihood of posing an opportunityor threat (Jacksonand Dutton
1988).This research,on the otherhand, emphasizesthe normativeaspectsof issues.Our research
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SU88eststhat issues with high normative value and low instrumental value may also lead to
organizational adaptation. This implication may be particularly important for firms confronting
completely new issues for which issue labels are not readily available. Indeed, the normative aspects
of an issue may be more relevant than the instrumental aspects since the latter are more difficult to
define for

completely new issues. The normative aspects of issues, reflected in individual concerns

and organizational values, have received little research attention and could forward our understanding
of organizational adaptation.

Our researchalso hasmanagerialimplications in the areaof organizationalchange.We show that
radical organizationalchangeassociatedwith punctuatedequilibria (Tushmanand Romanelli 1985),
transformations(Fletcher 1990),and revolutions(Miller and Friesen1982;Mintzbergand Westley
1992)is facilitated by the congruenceof organizationalvaluesand individual concerns.Consequently,
managerswill be more effective in their changeefforts if they ensurethat organizationalvaluesare
consistentwith their proposedchangesand that the changesare framedin a way that is palatablewith
individual concerns.The failure to align organizationalvalueswith individual concernsmay
jeopardizeorganizationaltransformations.

Finally,

not only have we made an effort to inform theory on organizational adaptation, we also hoped

to highlight some of the processes pertaining to issues on the natural environment. In our research,
organizational members often offered seemingly contradictory explanations for the same action: "we
did it because it
in
pays" versus "we did it because it is the right thing to do". The arguments this
Paper suggest that they may be a manifestation of the competing issues and agendas between the
individual and organization. This contest between the individual concerns and organizational values
may generate multiple explanations for the same phenomena and prove to be an obstacle in building
corporate environmental responsibility-
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Two limitations, however,
could affect the implications arising from this study. First, the study
investigated only natural environment issues, that the importance
so
of organizational values and
individual

concerns may have been heightened by the issue's characteristics. In particular, issues

Pertaining to the natural environment clearly have strategic (Shrivastava 1995) and normative aspects
and, therefore, individual and organizational
relevance. The concepts and constructs developed in this
research, however, are not necessarily limited to
natural environment issues. New insights are often
exposed by studying extreme cases
where new situations reveal new theory (Eisenhardt 1989). If we
had studied issues
which normally demand organizational or strategic attention, say those pertaining
to Product innovation
or technology, the role of organizational values and individual concerns in
facilitating issue
progression may have been equally as relevant but muted. It would be helpful if
firture

research tested the generalizability of these findings to a different set of issues.

Second, in spite
of our efforts to capture information pertaining to all issues of the natural
environment, there is still a tendency to identify those issues demanding attention. Consequently, it
may appear that most of the issues identified evoked actions, when indeed there may have been issues
that were not identified. Through our longitudinal ethnographic research design and the involvement
of participant observers and an objective researcher on the team, we have been successful at capturing
data Pertaining to

some stalled issues. Investigating the absence of an issue presents many more

challenges than investigating its presence. Inevitably, some stalled issues have been likely missed. In
spite of the difficulties in capturing data on stalled issues, our study suggeststhat this type of research
has the potential to inform
organizational adaptation processes.

The study of
organizations and the natural environment is an emerging discipline gaining widespread
interest among

researchers. Not only is there a need to build theory specific to the study of the natural

environment, there is also an opportunity to have the study of the natural environment inform existing
theory. This paper bridges the study of issues related to the natural environment to that of organization
and management theory and informing organizational adaptation.
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RX

"

middle managementcommitment

"
"
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Foundationworkshop
XMM
Group ResourcesCommunications Cascade
inclusion of environment in EDP
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TABLE 2
Organizational Values
HP Organizational Values
Added value: profits, costreduction,hard data,betterdata
Image: maintaining a good image within the community, public face
Corporate citizenship: makes a positive contribution to every community and
society in which it operates, integrity, philanthropy, ethical

Salesfocus
Employee satisfaction

Quality: total quality commitment
Risk management: minimize unnecessaryrisks, internalaudits.
Planning: careful planning, better data

RX Organizational Values
Profits: premium return on assets,resourceutilization, market share
Image: Maintaining a good and high profile in the community.
Corporate citizenship: Taking care of people and the working environment.
Customer focus: having loyal customers, customer satisfaction.

Employee satisfaction
Quality: providing externaland internalcustomerswith innovative productsand
servicesthat fully satisfytheir requirements
Communication: good communicationcascadinginternally and externally
Proactive: leaderin the documentmarkets,excellencein all we do
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